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Q.  WHY SHOULD I BUY A HEALTH CARD?
A. FOR THE SERVICE WITHOUT THE BULSt .i •,
Heatth Cards can b* purchasad at the Health Cenlar or State Cashier. 
Fall Quarter Cards cost S30.00 and Annual Cards IFaH, Winter, Spring) 
cost $66.00 — a savings o f S26.0Q over quartetiy card costs.
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On the cover
staff photographer Ken Ointzer 
captured this view of the Callfor 
nia Blvd. exit at 2 a/n . using g 
Nikon FE camera with a 200mm 
lens. Shooting from the Santa 
Roes freeway overpass, he used 
Ektachrome 100 film at M for a 
six minute exposure.
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Records ‘ $ 7 ,7 7
and
Tapes Reg. $8.96
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A letter from the editors
That*s right, summer’s over and it’s time to start still another year 
of school. It sounds like the beginning of a long, painful process (not 
dissimilar to visiting the dentist) ... but it doesn’t have to be. For bet­
ter or worse we’re all in this together, and once we look past the 
regular regime of homework and midterms, it becomes obvious life 
does not come to an end on that cold September morning when classes 
begin.
School is just one facet of life, and life is what you make of it. There 
are those who seem to take unc^ntable joy in complaining about 
their class load and homework assignments, and if that’s what makes 
them happy, we can handle that. Unfortunately for them, school is 
just four (or five or six) years to struggle through. We prefer those 
people who can wish a ’’good morning” during finals week, or some­
one who can forget class competition (and even the dreaded  ^curve) and 
help out the poor sap sitting next to him (who is woefully unprepared). 
These people work just as hard as the complainers and ^  just as well 
(or poorly, whichever the case may be) they’re just a lot more fun to
t i l
be around.
Many people wait for Christmas to give that extra effort that offers 
friendship instead of demanding pity. A wise man once claimed that it 
was something in the white flakes of snow that made people act 
human one month in twelve. We aren’t willing to accept that.
We challenge everyone to try on a new attitude this year; take this 
new beginning at Cal Poly ... and relax. Sure, we all have those days 
when we want to surgically remove someone’s head and then hand it 
to them, but the teachers, administrators, students (and yes journal­
ists) are all here for the same general reasons — to make school as ef­
ficient, rewarding and painless as humanly possible. If you ever get 
the feeling that you’re in, this thing alone, just pick up an issue of the 
Mustang Daily and look at the staff box ... we’ll still be herg.
So, good luck with your studies and with keeping your^senie of 
humor. If life goes from bad to worse, laugh ... the joke’s on all o f us, 
and it’s really rather funny.
Keg B00r 544-
290 CALIFORNIA BOULEVARD 
SAN UUtS OBISPO, CALIFORNIA 93401 
905 543-0923
EOS K9aB99r 544-KeGS
International Youth 
Exchange, a Presidential 
Initiative for peace, sends 
teenagers like you to live 
abroad with host families. 
Go to new schools. Make 
new friends.
If you’re between 15 
and 19 and want to help 
bring our worid together, 
send for information,
WHtet YOUTH EXC H AN G E 
ftieMo, Colorado 81009
RUt Iw intrmalional MhiiH Exdwngr.
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, nd you though^ *Mearh by doing” was a hip 
approach to education. '
Actually, the notion of hands-on instruc­
tion at Cal Poly extends back to the last 
century,. with many o f this university’s founding concepts 
intact over a period o f 90 years.
It was Christmas Day in 18% when a vOian named 
Myron Angel wrote a letter to the San Luis Obispo Breeze 
newspaper which read in part; ” A Normal School if it can 
be established here, will be the most important institution 
that we can hope for as an aid to our fame and posterity.”
State senators Sylvester Smith and Sig Bettman per­
suaded Angel that California and the area really needed a 
’’polytechnic” school during their visit here the next year. 
The two were instrumental in drafting a bill to create the 
institution, but it was vetoed by Oov. James H. Budd.
Undaunted by th isfirst setback, Angel continued to 
lobby for local support of his idea. In another letter to the 
Breeze, he expressed his vision of the school as ” a new 
Freiburg (Germany) or Corndl (New York).”
’’The future as 1 have said, is a future o f labor, or skilled 
development of resources,” Angel wrote in 1898. ’’Much 
of this will be in mining, road making, architecture, 
sculpture, analyses, agriculture, electricity and the work­
ing of metals and minerals. . .”
Finally, the California Polytechnic School Bill was 
passed and signed into law in March o f 1901. The legisla­
tion provided for a board of trustees and a $50,000 ap­
propriation. Its language also provided the new school’s 
guiding philosophy. ’’The purpose o f this school is to fur-' 
nish young people o f both sexes mental and manual train­
ing in the arts and sciences, including i^iculture', 
mechanics, engineering, business methods, domestic, 
economy and such other branches as will Tit the students 
for the non-professional walks of life.*’
Professor Leroy Anderson from the UC Berkeley dairy 
department was appointed the school’s first director (at a 
salary of $200 a month); classes began Oct. 1, 1903. There 
were three teachers and IS students. .
Director Anderson felt the great need o f the timd was 
practical education for the tasks o f everyday life. In the 
school’s first catalog Anderson wrote that h if purpose 
was ” to train boys and girls for the country life: home, 
farm, orchard, dairy and shop.” .
Between 1903 and 1914, California Polytechnic School 
was a three-year institution offering work in agriculture, 
mechanics and household arts. From 1914 to 1918, the in­
stitution became the four-year* school which several de­
cades later would attain collegiate status. * .
In 1921, the Cal Poly Board o f Trustees was dissolved 
and the State Board o f Education began administering, 
the school. By 1927, the campus first began offering 
junior college classes. The year 1929 was important 
because it was when the California Legislature passed a
-
i  M
b iu 4 it / h c t
» I
bill barring females from attendance. The act came on the 
heels o f declining female enrollment (less than Tive percent* 
each year) and the opening*of area high schools which 
provided for “ teaching in home economics."
The year 1933 marked another turning point for' the 
school. The ‘ first Poly Royal was held and Julian A. 
M c P ^  was appointed president. He was to remain in the 
position for 33 years.'^His educational philosophy mirrored 
that of Anderson, the first director. _  p o l y , pat# a
*■ -
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Story by Michael Finucane 
Photos by Ken Dintzer and Pete Brady 
Historical photos courtesy 
University Archives. ^ .
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TAKE N' BAKE
PIZZA.
YOU BAKE 
AND SAVE
comparB our prices
OPEN 
MON • SAT 
> 12-9 
SUN 
12-8
---------------m a r — ->
SMALL 1(T MEDIUM 12" « LARGE 16"
Plain Chaata 2.75 3.90 5.50
PLUS Ofia Topping" 3,20 4.40 6.30
Two Toppings 3.60 ... 5.00 6.95
Thraa Toppings 4.05 5.70 7.70
Four Toppings 4.60 6.15 9.35
Extra ToDDlnos .60 ______ _______ .90
COMBO
Combo SMALL MEDIUM LARGE
PepperonL tau aag a  ^ 5.80 , 7.60 0.05
Salam L OHv m
M uahrooffls, te g
Popperà, Onlona.
s ^
u VEGETABLE PIZZA
Vagstabls 4.25 5.80
:
Muohrooma a ' —
•aN Sappara, Onlona 
ONvaa.
¿r5T7.
793E Foothill Blvd.. S .L .0 .541-6606
BACK TO KINKO'S
• Copies
• Reductions
• Enlargements
Passport Photos 
Binding
And Much More
OPEN EARLY, OPEN LATE
HOURS
Moo^ay-Thursday 7;^ fTv9:QiH>iyi 
PrkJay 7:30alf^:00pm , > 
Saturday 1Q:OOai^^pih - 
SitrKjay 12:0dpm-6:90pn1
973 Foothill Blvd. 5430771
CAL POLY
FraapatcS , .
McPhee wrote in 1939 that Cal Poly “ U the only public institution 
college level in the state with the definite objective of training 
young men for that dass of employment which lies between the 
position of the executive, who can plan but cannot perform the 
manipulative skills, and that of the workman, who can carry out 
orders or follow routine but who lacks the training, imagination or 
ability for an administrator.”  '
The first Bachelor of Science degrees were awarded by Cal Poly in 
1940. and the First baccalaureate exercises commenced two years
Purpose —  ‘to train boys and 
girls fo r  the country life: home, 
farm, orchard, dairy and shop. *
—  first Cal Poly catalog
later. The greatest increase in studenu and faculty occurred in the 
latter half of the 1940s, gad in 1949, the school won approvid loj 
gram the Master of Arts in education degree.
All the while, MePhee amde certain the instruction on his rannwis i 
would remain practical, even to the point where he thought it was 
necessary to justify the appnmch as foHows: ^ .**lt has always been ' 
considered educationally unorthodox to suggest to a young man that 
the smart thing for him to do is to plan his schooling in such a way 
that he can get a job which will pay him a reasonable salary and give 
him reasonably steady employment.”
“ Instead.”  he continued, ” we have been prone to look at a four- 
year university education as the only respectable goal for any young 
man capable of taking advantage of it. We have consoled the hun­
dreds of thousands of college graduates who go to work as grocery 
clerks and service station employees with the bromide about how 
much their minds have been broadened and how much their social 
contacts have meant to them.”  *
rProfessor J. Philip Bromley beggn teachipg agricultural manage­
ment . at Cal Poly back when “ there was still a team or 
two of horses pulling wagons”  around campus in 1947.
Bromley taught classes here for 26 years until he retired in 1973. 
He recalled that the installation of “ a whole bank of calculators”  re­
quired a major shift in instruction and foreshadowed the constant 
updating the school has gone through to keep pace with technology.
Associate Dean of Educational Services Donald Coats said many 
of the changes in the curriculum are attribuuble to the moderniza­
tion of industry.
“ In engineering, for instance, (the changes) are dictated by the 
faculty plus consideration over th e , demaitds of the profession,” 
Coats said.
Formci Academic Vice President Hazel Jones (1974-1982) said 
changes in the cusrkulum for the. sake of industry were understan­
dable becauK “ Cal Poly is unique in the CaUfomia Sute Universiqr 
system.”
“ There are two polytechnic institutions in the system — Cal Poly, 
and Cal Poly Pomona, and they are somewhat like UC Davis in Its 
role as a land grant colleta.”  (Land gram coMcges were created by 
Congress to specialize in agricultural and mechanical instruction).
Underscoring this point 1s the fact that of Cal Poly's S3 majors, 13 
are available only here, and another II offered here are also available 
only at Pomona.
Despite recognizing that “ we are a polytechnic, and we aren't go­
ing to look like other universities.” current President Warren Baker 
has concerns about the breadth of the curriculum.
“ There is some truth to the issue that is raised about overdoing 
the ‘learn by doing' approach,”  Baker said. “ It’s good to know how 
to do a lot of things but one of the important parts of education is to 
also know why we are doing these things. Certainly general educa­
tion — the arts and sciences — have a great deal to do with that. ”
Baker has supported increased general education coursework “ for 
the past four to six years”  and approved of the CSU minimum re­
quirements in GE which became effective in 1983.
“ What we don’t want to do is to produce graduates who are simply 
people with a set of tools in their biurk pocket waiting for somebody 
to tell them what to do ... I think for the kind of students who come 
to C al Poly it is inappropriate to do that."
l argely because of its technical programs, high recruitment and 
improving reputation. Cal Poly is drawing better qualified and. some 
say, more intelligent entering students.
Admissions Officer Dave Snyder reported that more than 10,500 
applicants applied for 4,700 spaces last fall.
“ Cal Poly graduates are sought after by industry,” Snyder said. 
“ It’s one of only a couple campuses some major companies come to 
and interview. ,
“ We’ve achieved a reputation which transcends the sute college 
complex,”  he continued. “ We are riding the crest of a technological 
revolution. We're at the right place, at the right lime, with the right 
program.”
Former Vice President Jones said she could tell a difference in the
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Baker looks toward 
future o f Cal Poly
By Micbad Fiaiicaac
SunWrlMc
Calling "good teaching" 
the most important aspect of 
education at Cal Poly, Presi­
dent Warren Baker outlined a 
five-point plan for the future 
of the school in a July inter­
view. ' ■
"The first thing is. I Want 
this to be a university which
let them work within their 
own lab station." -
“ The third point is that we 
are a polytechnic so we aren't 
going to look like other 
universities,” he continued.''- 
"T herefore the arts and 
sciences have an extremely 
important role in service — to 
deliver their instruction to all 
the students in the universi­
ty. And we want them to do 
this better than most other
7  wan/ this to 
be a university 
which focuses on 
the individual’
focuses on the individual." 
Bakfer began. “ That means 
ihe individual student, the 
individual faculty member 
and the individual staff 
member — each one is impor­
tant. From the Week of Wel­
come onward, we want the 
student to be treated as an 
individual, and as a part of 
this university — that the 
student counts, and that we 
are concerned about him or 
her.
“ We are very concerned 
about the well-being of each 
faculty member as well. We 
don't want the faculty or the 
students to be just numbers 
in a classroom. Very guickly 
in the beginning of the 
course, we want students and 
faculty to know each other's 
names, who they '' are and 
something about .each of 
them.”  *
In his sixth year at Cal Po­
ly, the Notre Dame ar>d Uni­
v e rs ity  o f  New M ex­
ico-educated engineer said the 
second part of his plan is to 
continue to focus on the fact 
that th is  schoo l it  an 
undergraduate institution.
"For example, at other 
universities where you might 
have teacher's assistants per­
forming experimentt for sti|- 
dents, we want otsr professors 
to instruct students, and then
universities.
"As a polytechnic, there 
will always be a' large percen­
tage of students in fields like 
architecture, engineering and 
graphic communications. We 
need to be skillful and sen­
sitive enough about this 
balance to look into the 
future a little bit to try to see 
what those students will need 
to be successful in their 
careers. Certainly that means 
appropriate attention to the 
basic fundamentals. General­
ly we find in the arts and 
sciences a solid substance 
that doesn't change; what we 
find in technical fields is a lot 
of change where knowledge 
becomes obsolete very quick­
ly "
Continuing to emphasize 
the importance of liberal arts 
in his fourth point. Baker 
said high quality general 
education is a necessity. He 
added that the school is in a 
good position to offer its arts 
studenu a unique chance to 
learn tcchincal knowledge.
" I f  a student came here to 
study English, he or she 
would be able to explore 
engineering or agriculture,” 
he said.
Last, Baker said, "We need 
to involve ourselves in some 
graduate programs which 
reflect our strength and in 
some way help improve the 
quality of our undergraduate 
programs."
CAL POLY
Frampageh
student body: "As it became harder and harder to get in, we were 
getting brighter and brighter studenu.
"Some of us kind of missed being a folksy kind of collge," she con­
tinued, "but then also, is was more challenging to be able to educate 
some fine minds."
Associate Dean Conu said one difference he's seen in the student 
body is that students seem to be taking longer to finish their educa­
tion.
"I looked at the cnrriculum and compared It to 20 years ago, and 
H's the same number of uniU,”  he said. "Studenu ten years ago 
averaged 15 unhs a quarter, and now they average 13 uniu a 
¡quarter."
Baker thinka the problem might be created because. "In  a number 
programs the aaierials the studenu cover extends part way into
raduate prograsas." Also, he said there may not he enough fo«r-nnit 
for students to choose from. “ It would he nice to take three 
loor-unit ciasaea raihar than four or five three-unit daaaai."
Rcgardleu of erilkka is over the length of time required to oom- 
an education bare, or a too highly-atructiircd techiacal orienta- 
Muiy. indadh« Brondey. think things arc goiag weU.
1 tfciwtt the appaanah h  right and I think that things arc bcliig 
sow tnth  as the critical thinking oonraes ... (which will 
') a person-lg get afar« in a free society. It  behooves stndente to
lonea said aha la -"n o i but it seems to me the o y o r-
for mdnt a g l W  h  thara; a lot o f the iapadteatt are dsare.
[Baker haa a lot going for h, but warned agdast
ar rapatation. Cal Poly Is at a reapactabk  
you qhoaea in  mcneuia it hy, bnt thal^
n to make rarealatlunü  rcaMty h  another. We a
td ea lii^ h th W y M M  and not oar reputation." 
r A ndtrsem a^M fam  MePhae couldn't have said U better
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Hours
llarrvlam  Sun-Thurs 
11am-2am FrI-Sat
Dominos Pizza thinks 
that 30 minutes is as 
long as anyone should 
have to wait for a pizza. 
. Q bb  30/njnùletlelivery 
and t o  minute pick-up 
service.
Menu \
AH pizzM includ« our
spoetai Mand of sauce and
chaasa.
ir p lz ta
IS" pizza
SwwbCh—— Plzz» 
TI» Prio> DtrtrovT
Papparoni, Ham, Frash 
M u s h r o o m s ,  I t a t i a n  
Sausaga,
Ground Beaf, Graan Papers, 
Onions, Btack Otivas and 
Tomatos
Vtol Deluxe
Frash Mushrooms, Black 
Olivas, Onions. Graan 
Pappars, Tomatoes and 
Extra Chaasa.
OUR DRIVERS CARRY
LESS THAN $10.00
A> p rte t subject to sales tax.
i ,
c
A
If your pizza does not i 
arrive wHhIn | 
rhinutas frofh the time | 
you placed your order, | 
' present this coupon to | 
the driver for $Z.OO | 
OFF. One coupon per j 
pizza. j
544-3636 'r O Q O O J
J
I
tì^ cT o O '
I
i ^ o S
I
ON ANY PIZZA
One coupon per pizza
544-3636
77SA Foothill Blvd. Expires 1014^6
.jS>V
$8.00buys any 
large one item 
pizza & 2 cokes
No coupon necesary
INSIDE-
w o w
A. wild, week
It's a lint*- tor t»w. gawwt and avan
man's bathroom at tha Madonna Inn. It's 
known as WOW, and it's practically an in­
stitution at Cal Poly. ^
Sewer sadness
What, no sawar tour? Tha traditional WOW 
avant has baan icrappad, but thara's a naw 
avant to taka Its placa. '  "
Major change
y
It's not Impossibla to changa your maior at 
Cal Poly — wa'll laad you through tha in- 
avitabla buraaucratic rad tapa.
. 7
Stressed out
Collaga Ufa can ba tough on body and 
mind as haalth datarioratas and tanslon 
risas. But don't worry — thara's halp avail- 
abla on campus.
. ' 8
Caffeine high
Tha studant study standby may causa 
sorrta nagatlva affacts, but It may not ba as 
sarlous as you think.
✓
*«
U.U. review
, Books, food, study spaca (and avan a
larga-scraan TV): it's all availabta at tha Cal
Poly Univarsity Union. .13
September 23,1985
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^ iy»r Freshmen
W HO IN TEN D  TO PARTICIPATE IN ROTC TH IS  F A L L  Q U A R T ER ,
SIGN UP FO R A N Y  O N E O F  T H E FO LLO W IN G  M ILITARY 
‘ . S C IEN C E CO URSES O N  YO UR CAR FO R M :
★  M S C 1 1 1  C U R R EN T M ILITARY A FFA IR S
★  M S C 1 1 2  S U R V IV A L TRAINING I
it MSC 114  M ARKSM ANSHIP TRAINING
★  MSC 211 O R IEN TEER IN G
For Veterans, Basie Campers
V
☆
AN D  O TH ER  S T U D EN T S  WHO W ILL BE MS 
IN T H E  AD V AN C ED  C O U R S E. SIGN UP FOR
CADETS
★  MSC 311 A D V AN C ED  LEA D ER S H IP  AN D  M A N A G EM EN T
★  MSC 212 (TO RECEIVE CREDIT FO R BASIC CAMP)
<^ Fer All Hew, OU, A Frospeetlve
ROTC Students
• C O M E TO T H E  F A L L  B ACK-TO -SCHO O L SO CIAL M IXER  ON FR ID A Y ,
S EP T EM B ER  2 7 , STARTIN G A T  3:00 PM IN T H E  A R C H ITEC TU R E 
PATIO . C A L L  546-2371 FO R  D ET A ILS , D IREC TIO N S, ET C .
Be All You Can Be!
@ )A n n y R a r C
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By Margaret Barrett
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W eek of Welcome activities might have changed over the years, but the purpose — to help new 
students make the quickest and easiest adjustment to 
Cal Poly — is still the same.
Bob Walters, who has been WOW adviser since 1970, 
said that even leaders of industry are beginning to 
realize that the sooner new workers adjust to their social 
and geographic displacement, the sooner they become 
productive.
“ People who are alone in a crowd do not produce to 
their fullest extent,” said Walters.
New students, whether they are freshmen or transfer 
students, experience fears of “ will I fit in?" and “ will 
people like me?” Walters said. The five days of WOW 
help people to make friends and become familiar with the 
campus and the community. They can then go to their 
dorm rooms and read a textbook with more understan­
ding, he said.
Russ Brown, dean of students, said WOW activities 
^start with parent workshops on the weekend before 
WOW begins (Saturday, Sept. 14.) “ The goal is for the 
parents to come to understand the campus and also to 
let go of their son or daughter and really let them 
become young adults at the campus,”  said Brown.
Students need to think about what they want to get 
out of school not only from a class standpoint but from a 
total experience, said Brown.
W o w  activities for new students have not chang ed dramatically throughout the years that 
Walters has been adviser. Cyndi Block, a senior home 
economics major who has bwn a facilitator in charge of 
training WOW counselors during the spring for two 
years and a counselor for three years, explained what 
takes place during a usual WOW week.
WOWies first meet their counselors on Sunday. “ You 
(the counselors) try to break the ice because everybody is 
so stressed out. The dumber you act, the more comfor­
table they feel,”  said Block.
The WOWies should never be left alone that first 
night. Block said. The group should all eat dinner 
together, ususdiy at one of the counselor’s homes. She 
stressed the imporunce of eating with only your WOW 
group Sunday night, instead of mixing with two or three 
other ones, so that the WOWies can form a close rela­
tionship with members in their group.
Later that evening the groups get together in the 
gymnasium with aU the other groups for the “ invitation 
to Thought" prCsenution in the main gymnasium. 
WOWies listen to President Baker and Russ Brown 
speak, and they meet the WOW board, a group of six
students in charge of planningand running WOW activ­
ities.
The members of each group usually dress up in some­
thing that unifies the group. Block said. In previous 
years, WOW groups vlrould go on the sewer tour, which 
was a walk in the dark through San Luis Obispo Creek. 
This year, however, they were scheduled to go to 
Mustang Stadium where they participated in a program 
called Playfair.
“ The WOWies should have zero free time Sunday 
night,”  said Block. “ You want them to be so busy that 
they are not thinking about school.”
Campus tours are scheduled on Monday through 
Thursday, usually one or two a day. WOW counselors 
take students on tours of the Robert E. Kennedy 
Library, the University Union, the Administration 
Buildmg, (he recreational sports office. Disabled Student 
Services, the Health Center, the Cooperative Education 
office and other locations of interest to new students.
Beginning on Monday and continuing through the fest 
. of the week. Block said she enjoys planning activities 
with other WOW groups. Since the purpose of WOW' is 
to orient new students to the campus and the San Luis 
Obispo area. WOW groups visit other off campus sites 
such as the Great American Melodrama, the waterslides 
at Lopez Lake, the bathrooms at the Madonna Inn and 
Montana de Oro fof sand skiing.
The WOWies also get a tour of San Luis Obispo on 
Tuesday, which is “ SLO Day.”  A scavenger hunt in­
cluding highlights of the city begins at the Old Mission. 
Points of interest on the hunt might include popular 
restaurants, record stores or even Bubble Gum Alley.
Beginning on Tuesday, WOW counselors begin to give 
their WOWies some free time during the day — usually 
two hours.
“ You stjll want to keep their attention, but there are 
things they need to get done,” she said.
Although this is free time for the WOW'ies, this is not 
the case for the WOW counselors. They usually need to 
take people on errands to the bank or to the grocery 
store. *•
Wednesday is the day scheduled for taking the 
English and Math placement tests. That night 
counselors should have something extra special planned 
since the WOWies have been taking tests all day. A 
sleepover at one of the counselors is a good activity for 
Wednesday night, said Block.
“ Thursday is the last day so you just go psychotic,” 
said Block. “ You push everything and forget you 
haven’t slept all week.”
WOW ends officially Thursday with Casino Night, 
during which all the campus clubs and organizations 
have representatives on hand to answer new students’
r-
Sights of WOW: Bubblegum allay, group 
Icabraakars and tha famous bathroom at tha 
Madonna Inn.
questions. Since Thursday is the last night, everyone 
just gets really wild, said Block.
“ Technically it’s over Thursday, but it never is,” she 
said. Up until Thursday, the counselors plan activities, 
but the following Friday and Saturday, the WOWies are 
the ones who plan things to do because they don’t want 
to be alone, she .said.
” Up till Thursday, you (the counselor) are responsible. 
If a WOWie skins a knee, you have to make sure you 
have a Band Aid.”
W alters is not sure what the orientation programconsisted of before he took over IS years ago. '  
"There’s probably been a program of some sorts ^  
forever,”  he said.
Mike Benkert, chairman of the WOW board, said the 
Cal Poly orientation program used to take place up in 
Cambria for a weekend.^
'••I.*«.«:»****' '«.IL».'-
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Le^s Than WHOLESALE Prices
FOR YOUR SPORTSWEAR?
YOU BET!
I n t r o d u c i n g __
Sen/ing “Factory Outlet
*
W e ll’s Sp>ortswear M a n u fa c tu r in g  o f San Luis O b is p o  ope ns  its doo rs  a n d  o f­
fers y o u  m a n u fa c tu re rs  d ire c t  p r ic e s  th a t a re  iess th a n  w h o ie s a ie l O pens th e  
first a n d  th ird  w e e ke n d s  o f e v e ry  m on th .
I- •
C h e c k  T h e s e  O u t__
Unisex Tricot Running Shorts............$3.45-3.67
Lycra Exercise Tights..........................   $9.95
Puilover Je rsey s ........................................... $5.79
Fashion Fieece T o p s...........................$6.69-8.54
We have some seconds and rolls of material tor sale tool
YOU C A n 'T  A FFO RD  TO M|SS TtHSH
September 2 0  fif 2 1 s t -4lp m '6 pm
I Free item  for WOW leaders
I  The leader e f any WOW gronp  can
I receive a free sportawear Iteni.
I not to exceed 610.00. if the 
I WOW brin gs the leader
I In. Expires l O / 1/85
I 
I
Scwlng>'äctöi70urict ““iîÏTÎmh ParnTaoiid
Stnñnq 'Fattoru 
Oullft
lonk faim
"Best On The Central Coast"
FRESH INGREDIENTS DAILY
Located in a quiet, relaxed part of 
San Luis O bispo, N ardonne's offers a 
cozy com fortable setting with authentic 
Italian flavor.
SI .00 OFF
: í
Receive $1.00 off any size pizza. One coupon per Expires 1 0 /1 $ /^
2318 Broad St., S.L.O. ii$.9392
Hours: Tues-Thurs: 12-9, Fri &Sat; 12-10, Sun: 4-9 
2318 Broad Street, San Luis Obispo
549-9392
Frssipsgc3
"T h a t's  where they would 
have their orientation to college 
life. Great idea.”  said Benkert.
One of the most recent changes 
to WOW, occurring this year, 
was the decision not to have the 
sewer tour during WOW week. 
Benkert said the program, which 
h a t  a p p ro x im a te ly  3 ,0 0 0  
w pw ies during the fall, basical­
ly outgrew the tour.
Benkert kalU. “ At the same time, 
o u r en thusiasm  i t  getting  
stronger.”
WOW counselors have dif­
ferent reflections on the pro­
gram. Loyal Frazier, who is get­
ting his m aster’s degree jm 
counscUag and guidance, said he ' 
became invoKad in WOW on a 
whim because somebody asked 
h im . F raz ie r has- been a 
faciliutor three years and a
*The dumber you act,^
the more comfortabie they feel*
—  Cyndi Block
“ T hat’s where they would 
have their orientation to college 
life. Great idea,”  said Benkert.
One of the most recent changes 
to WOW, occurring this year, 
was the decision not to have the 
sewer tour during WOW week. 
Benkert said the program, which 
h as  'a p p r o x im a te ly  3 ,0 0 0  
WOWies during the fall, basical­
ly outgrew the tour.
Something that hasn’t changed 
over the years is the prohibition 
of alcohol.
“ h ’s not a moral judgment, 
but one of liabilty,’’ said Walters.
The use of acholol is not the 
problem it was a few years ago. 
Walters said, although every 
year one or two groups are found 
using a lco h o l. The WOW 
counselors of those groups are 
immediately replaced, he said.
Introducing alcohol into a 
“ high anxious, high s'tress”  
group of people is not the best 
idea, said Walters. New students 
should learn that they can adapt 
and make friends in the absence 
of alcohol. After they have made 
the adjustment | to college life, 
then they can say yes or no to 
drinking, he said.
The orientation itself is not the 
only thing that has changed over 
the years. Lenny Davis, another 
member of the WOW board, said 
counselors used to be chosen by 
an interview where they were 
asked to simply tell a joke. No 
formal training was given.
The quality of the training has 
improved over the years, said 
Benkert. Prospective WOW 
counselors must now go through 
an extensive training process. 
Each Tuesday night during spr­
ing q u a r te r  th ey  a t te n d  
workshops lasting approximately 
two hours where they learn the 
goals of WOW and the respon- 
sibilites of being in charge of ap­
proximately 20 people for five 
days.
Qpe of the biggest improve­
ments to the training program is 
called “ WOW Simulation." Dur­
ing one of the spring training
counselor for five years.
"1 do WOW because 1 have a 
lot of fun, and I like to help peo­
ple. 1 love the enthusiasm. It 
makes me feel vital and impor­
tant.”
“ As far as the program goes. 
I’d like to see it center on more 
scholastic things. We tend to- 
skip a lot of tours, because they 
are not a t exciting.” j
Vykki Brehh, a senior speech 
communkatkHU major, has been 
both a counselor and facilitator. 
BrehUh said the hardest thing for 
her at a counselor was getting 
over her initial fear when she 
first met her WOWies.
” My biggest problem was I 
was scared to death. What was.I 
going to do with 22 people for an 
entire week?”
BrehKh said the likes to in­
clude a spaghetti feed for her 
groups during the week, usually 
as soon as possible.
“ When you have to feed the 
person next lo you, you can get 
to know them better,”  she said.
Nancy Prell, a senior English 
major who has been a facilitator 
for two years and a counselor for 
three years, told about the time 
she was kidnapped by a WOW 
group in the middle of the night, 
thrown into the University 
Union plaza founuin, and made 
to sing for a meal in the Dining 
Hall while tied up and blindfold­
ed.
"WOW is basically a limfc to 
have a lot of fun and to meet new 
people.” said Prell. ‘T m  always 
sick the week after because I’m 
so run-down, but it’s worth it.”
Kurt Friedniann, a senior 
business major, said he was go­
ing to be a WOW leader because 
he did not go through WOW and 
would like to experience it.
“ I never went through WOW 
and I wanted to see what it was 
like. It looked like a lot of fun,” 
said Friedmann. "
Block said she decided to 
become a WOW counselor
7*m always sick the week 
after» but it*s worth it*
—  Nancy Prell
sessions counselors enact an en­
tire WOW week in two hours. 
Benkert said this is helpful in 
letting counselors find out what 
problems arise during the week 
and staru them planning aaivi- 
tias for the week.
“ They (the counselors) just 
can’t go into it with cold feet,”  
said Block.
Benkert said when be first 
bacame involved in WOW six 
years ago much of the academic 
orientation of the program was 
lost. He also sees a general in- 
aease iii the amount of control of 
the counsriors, by the fact that 
there are less injuries and less 
laws broken.
“ The program itself is getting 
more under control each year,’’
because she had so much fun as a 
WOWie.
“ It’s a neat feeling at the end 
of the week. They (the WOWies) 
think of you as gods,”  she snid. 
“ I get n feeling o f success. Dur­
ing the weak you pull your hair 
and just want to quk. But I 
know baeauM a f me 20 people 
will make it through coBege 
because they are comfortable 
with It.”
On the cover
Tha 1966 WOW Board hnma It up 
for Muatang Dally photo editor 
Margaret Apodaca In thia recant 
photo. Tha mambara are Joined by 
‘Oonzo,” tha official WOW 
maacot.
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‘Playfair’ 
replaces 
sewer tour
I V  annual Waek of WHsemc 
sewsr uwr «riU b t  reptaoad-tiiu 
year with a  nationaNjMmowa 
program  that organixart •. p f  
WOW hops will form tnmt and 
unity within the groups in the 
same way as the sewer tour did 
in the past.
The reason for ending the 
sewer tour, in ' which WOWies 
and their counselors walked at 
night through San Luis Obispo 
Creek from the Safeway parking 
lot on M arsh' Street. to the Old 
Mission, was that the' WOW 
program simply outgrew k, said 
Lenny Davis, a member of the 
WOW board.
Approximately 3,000 students 
go through WOW .during the fall 
and residents complained about 
the noise. Davis said, the noise 
generated would not ' be allowed 
under the new city noise ordi­
nance passed this spring.
“ You can’t really blame them 
(the residents). It’s pretty much 
an in frin g em en t on th e ir 
privacy,’’ said Davis.
Other problems in addition So 
the noise included people throw­
ing materials like flour, water, 
eggs, and, last year, battery acid 
from bridges onto WOWies 
trAveling through the creek. 
WOWies afto * suffered cuts and 
sprained ankles. ’
“ Just about name it and it’s 
happened down, there,”  said 
D^vis.
Playfair, a program used by 
corporations and companies all 
over the country during retreats 
and workshops, will take the 
place of the sewer tour on Sun­
day night, , the first night of 
WOW. Instead of trudging 
through San Luis Obispo Creek, 
WOWies will “ play”  in Mustang 
Stadium. ,
Matt Weinstein is the presi­
dent, owner, and originator of the 
program which is based on the 
concept that the only way to be 
efficient is to have some release 
in the form of playing. Bob 
Wallers, adviser to WOW, said 
he and the WOW board decided 
to use Playfair on the condition 
that Weinstein, who has offices 
in New York and Los Angeles, be 
present to oversee the program.
“ It’s (Playfair) one of those 
things like WOW week itself, to
ROTC activities join 
list o f WOW events
“ By Rcm c  S h a p e '
■MNWMMr
This year, a simulated ROTC 
Leadership Reaction Course has 
bean incorporatad wkh the 
ragularly-teheduled Week of 
Welcome activities. .
l>ori SBworth, ROTC lieute- 
aaM and graduating senior, or­
ganized the program for her 
senior project as a natural 
resources management major.
The course, which takes place 
at Camp San Luis Obispo, con­
sists of 12 tasks or “ missions” to 
be successfully completed by 
each participating WOW group. 
Examples include figuring out 
bow to cross a broken bridge, lif­
ting a barrel full of oil qver a 
six-foot barbed wire fence and 
u fd y  getting an “ injured" per-. 
son on a stretcher across a 
rushing river. The program has 
been designed so that ten groups 
go through per hour, with all 
placed under a time limit.
According to Bob Walters, 
coordinator of WOW and assis­
tant director of the Activkies 
Planning Center, 103 groups 
went through the course last 
year when it-was included as a 
“ totally optional, experimental 
pilot program.’’
“ We received such strong, pos-. 
kive feedback from counselors 
and students'' alike that we
decided to make it ail a regular 
pan of WOW Week,’’ h cf# |l.
A key concern of Wgliers is 
that ÚI is made dear the 
program is not at aM 
oriented. “ If  k  were. w g * 3 j ^ ’i 
do it,”  h t n ld . a d d i ^ i H ^ t h c  
program ia not in aoyJlíMy an 
endorsement fo r  the RQW.i j4‘We 
simply feel that we ara jM lid in g  
important inform ation ^  the 
students whke at the sarnie time 
letting them have some fV .  It's 
Ab different than involvtaeg any 
other department of the univer­
sity in WOW.”
Sigworth also agreed that the 
course does not have to have a^ 
military emikiasis, although she 
does hope to get SO extra lecruiis 
from the program. She will be 
giving a short informational 
briefing on ROTC before each 
course begins, but said het^ main 
goal will be to stress safety. “ We 
just want’ students to have a 
better understanding o f the 
challenges of military life while 
learning to work with Others,” 
she added.
Sigworth emphasized (V t any 
person who would rather not go 
through the course does not have 
to. Said Sigworth: “ We jugt want 
the ones who do. go through to 
learn to really work togethm and 
utilize each other while having a 
good time,’'*
.r
SLO transpprtation free 
to stutients with ID card
OeANMA MONMSMhtMang DM*
San Lula OMspo Crank, which runa through doamtown, waa tha aha of tha 
tradkiofMl Waak of Walooma aawar tour. Participants antarad tha erssk at 
Marsh Straat and wadsd in aomatknas walat-high watsr undar cHy straats to 
tha Mission Plaza. Tha activity has baan raplaoad this yasr by “Playfak.”
appreciate it you have to see it 
yourself,” said Walters.
In deciding what would take 
the place of the sewer tour, 
Walters and the members of the 
WOW board spent many hours 
cbnsidering alternatives such as 
a counselor scavenger hunt and a 
sewer tour emulation on campus 
through Stenner Creek.
“ The main goal of the sewer 
tour was it created a unity within 
the group. These people who 
were just with their group for 
four or five hours had to put
trust in% their counselors and the 
person next^ to them ,’’ said 
Davis. “ We were trying to find a 
substitute, and we’re not really 
sure if we found it with Playfair 
or not,”  he said. ^
Walters and Davis both agree 
that Playfair was the best alter­
native of the many considered. 
" It 's  an emotional experience as 
well as a camaraderie experience 
and very much a team experi­
ence," said Walters.
Not having a car shouldn't 
stop you from getting, around 
town or having fun on the 
weekend. Transportation around 
San Luis Obispo can be easy and 
inexpensive.
Students may ride city buses 
for free by showing a valid iden­
tification card. Four bus routes 
travel throughout the city be­
tween 7 a.m. and 7 p.m. week­
days and two buses operate 
weekends from 8:S2 a.m. to S:SI 
p.m. Route schedules are avail­
able at the University Union In­
formation Desk or San Luis 
Obispo City Hall, 990 Palm 
Street.
For those who heed a ride out 
of the city. North Coastal Tran­
sit operates from San L u is '
Obispo to Morro Bay^ Los Osos, 
Atascadero and Cucsta College. 
Students may ride for a 35 per-, 
cent discount by purchasing 
passes _at the University Union 
Information Desk.
If riding the bus is not conve­
nient, then a cab may be the way 
to go. Five cabs are available in 
San Luis Obispo for private ser­
vice 24 hours a day. Students 
may request cab transportation 
by calling 543-1234. There are no 
discount rates for students and 
the cost is SI.50 per mile.
Calcoast C harter Manager 
C hris G reenm an said tha t 
business has increased during 
F/iday and Saturday nights since 
city police started a crackdojvn 
' on drinking and driving.
Chinese Take-Otit Food
Menu a=
Egg Rolls 
Fried Wonton 
Wooton Soup 
Chinese Salad 
Chopsticks Fried Rice 
Chow Mein 
Sweet and  Sour Pork 
M ongolian Beef 
Beef with Broccoii 
Beef with Snow Peas 
Cashew Chicken 
Airriond Chicken 
Kung Poo Chicken 
Vegetab le  Oe Luxe 
Com bination Piote 
Over-rice Piote
S^ E O O R O U S
WITH.COUPON. EXPIRES f  07196
Chopsticks 973 Foothill 541-CHOP
< « . »  • r *  • «
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Kennedy Library: many resources 
under one roof available to users
By Janet Hascrol
It's a place to study. It's a 
place to gossip. It's a place to 
mingle. It's a place to SLEEP.
This multi-faceted institution 
at Cal Poly is the Robert E. 
Kennedy Library.
As fall quarter' begins, the 
library will become known to all. 
It is a necessary element to all 
students of the university!
Although the library is in one 
building, there are many dif­
ferent sections - that provide ser­
vices to users.
General Information
Library staff members are 
located at the information desk 
on the first floor to help students 
with the use of the, card catalog 
and answer ilny questions stu­
dents have about campus ‘ loca­
tions.
Main Card Catalog
This is the main reference 
source to the library's collection. 
It is divided into three sections: a 
subject catalog, an author 
catalog and a title catalog.
Circulation Desk
Students may check^«ut books 
at the circulation desk' located on 
the first tloor for a three-week 
period. A valid student ID card 
must be presented to the circula­
tion desk each time a book' is 
checked out.
Reserve Room
Materials are placed on reserve 
by instructors for restricted cir­
culation. The collection consists 
of library and personal copies of 
books, articles, pamphlets and 
sample examinations for class 
assignments. The reserve' room 
provides space for-* group study­
ing along with computer termi­
nals provided by the computer 
science department.
Inlerlibmry Loan
This department, located on 
the first floor« makes materials 
such as books and periodical ar­
ticles not found at Cal. Poly 
available from other university 
libraries.
r  / y p c i c u l ^
MADONNA ROAD PLAZA 
SAN LUIS OBISPO 5 4 9 -8 5 8 8
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
■ ■ ‘ . . , ' ; t ■ 'Í-. A . . p u r .il.il.i
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noli*' ft$f
. St«' ’ L.
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A library staff mam bar damonstratos tha uaa of a “high sacurlty” 
photodupllcatlon card, avallabla lor purchata at tha first floor copy area.
Refereacc Room
This room is staffed by 
librarians specially trained to 
help locate needed information 
for term papers <and research 
projects. All 'books are listed in 
the card catalog and are used for 
specific information rather than 
fo be read from cover to cover..
Government Documents and 
Maps ^
Located on the third floor, this 
departm ent collects materials 
from local county, state, and 
federal agencies. The department 
has its own circulation counter 
and indexing system for check­
ing out documents and maps.
Special Collections and Archives
The Norman D. Alexander 
Memorial Reading Room, which 
contains the University Ar- 
' chives, houses written and pic­
torial documents of the history 
and activités of Cal Poly. Special 
collections of fine printing, 
graphic design, architecture, and 
agriculture can be found here on 
the fourth floor.
Exhibit Area
Located under the stairwell on 
the first floor, the exhibit area, is 
the permanent location for art 
department photography exhib­
its. Also on the first floor near 
the elevators is the gallery. This 
is coordinated by Lynn Gamble. *
r
PholodupiicalioR Center
T h is  ro o m  c o n ta in s  
photocopiers which are run by 
More Copy Service. They operate 
with the use of a “ high security” 
card which may be purchased on 
the first floor in the copy area. 
These cards may be validated for 
up to $99 of copying. Each time a 
card /uns out of credit, it may be 
validated again. The' initial cost 
of the card is 40 cents. Copiers 
are located on every floor except 
the fifth floor.
____  -X ,
The library is a necessary , 
element to all students o f 
the university
a
Bonks and Periodicals
Letters A-F (based on the 
Library of Congress classifica­
tion system) begin the main 
stack of books on the second 
f lo o r .  B ooks an d  b o u n d  
periodicals are shelved together 
in the stack areas, with the over­
size collection following each 
class letter. Letters G-PM are 
located on the third floor; PN-Q 
are on the fourth; and R-Z are 
located on the fifth floior.
Group Study Rooms
There are group study rooms 
on the second, third, fourth and 
fifth floors.
Current Periodicals
On the second floor, this 
department contains unbound, 
current magazines. They may be 
checked out for two hours at a 
time, and may be checked out 
one hour before the library closes 
for overnight use.
Learning Resources and Cur­
riculum
This departm ent contains 
children’s books, K-12 books and 
all of the audiovisual material in 
the library.
The key to the complex build­
ing known as the library can be 
found on the back of many stu­
dent ID cards. A bar code (like 
those found on products in the 
supermarket) is placed on the 
back of the card which allow< 
students to check out library 
materials. Without this sticker, 
students may not check out any 
book, periodical, audiovisual ma­
terial or any other property of 
the library.
Students have three weeks to 
return books to the library before 
a ,1 5 cent a day, per book charge 
begins. Library privileges will be 
temporarily suspended when ac­
cumulation of $5 or more in fines 
or when billed for lost materials 
occurs.
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Changing your major: a fact of life at Cal Poly
By Stacy Herkert
SlaHWrttar . .
Cal Poly is one of the few 
universities in the state where 
students are required to declare 
majors when applying for admis­
sion. Since there is no option of 
an undeclared major, some stu­
dents feci pressured into making 
decisions they are not prepared 
for.
At Cal Poly» students are 
allowed the opportunity of 
changing their minds and their 
majors. The requirements are 
that before students change their 
majors they must be enrolled at 
Cal Poly for at least six weeks, 
receive the department head’s 
signature from their current ma­
jor and proposed major and 
receive approval from the dean of 
the school into which they want 
to transfer. Before being ac­
cepted into specific programs 
most departments also have cer­
tain requirements students must 
meet ranging from having a 
minimum grade point àverage to 
taking classes from a specific 
curriculum. Some o f the highly 
impacted majors have waiting 
lists to accomodate the demand 
for students transfering into 
them.
A dm issions O ffice r Dave 
Snyder cited two reasom why 
Cal Poly requires students to 
declare a major when applying, 
the first being that the school is 
specifically oriented toward 
prepariDf students for certain 
careers and education. The other 
reason is that the school cur- 
riculum is based on students 
starting to u k e  major courses 
their freshman year.
He estimates about 99 percent 
of the students who apply to Cal
Poly don’t find declaring a major 
any problem, but occasionally 
there are complaints.
“ We run into mostly parents 
who want their kids toilSgo here 
because they think Cal Poly is a 
good school. The kids don’t know 
what major they want to go into 
... they think ‘I’ll go to college 
and just take some classes,’ ’’ M 
said.
The problem of students ap-* 
plying to Cal Poly with the in­
tention of changing into a more 
difficult program is not as com­
mon as it has been in past years, 
according to Snyder. He said this 
is because the entire school is 
impacted and students are not 
easily accepted in any major. 
"W e have that down to a 
minimum, students who declare 
what we call a synthetic major 
just to get into the school. They 
put getting into Cal Poly ahead 
of getting into the major 'pro- 
gram,” he said.
According to the Records of­
fice there were  ^roughly 1,500 
• changes of major approved dur­
ing the 1984-85 school year. The. 
heaviest concentration of ap­
plications were in the School of 
B u s in e s s , th e  S ch o o l ' o f  
Engineering and the School of 
Architecture and Environmental 
Design. Individually, some of the 
most popular nuijors included 
journalism , applied art and 
design, liberal studies and ■ bio­
logical science.
Snyder said individuals enter­
ing majors with the intention of 
transfering into more difficult 
curriculums will have their work 
cut out for them. “ Departments 
usually have pretty stringent 
hurdles for a student to become 
accepuble for a change of major.
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Many require you to take prere­
quisite courses and have a com­
pletion similar to a new student.’’
Snyder said students usually 
are requhed to have a minimum 
OPA before transferring. “ If the 
average GPA of Cal Poly stu- 
denu is about a 2.7, then for in- 
dividuab to receive B’s in these 
classes they have to be above 
average studenu,”  he said.
Snyder said students who
don’t spend much time resear­
ching their career goals are 
usually the*" ones who end up> 
changing their majors. “ We of­
ten find people declare majors for 
emotional or romantic reasons, 
just because ihey like something 
or because they think it would be 
neat to work in a certain field,’’ 
hesaid.
He advises new studenu who 
are considering changing their
majors to complete the fall 
quarter and visit the career 
centa on campus to research 
their available options.
“ Otice students have identified 
some major programs that are 
more in line with their career 
goals then they should explore 
them by talking to students in 
that major and to the depart­
ment head to find out wha* 'e- 
q u irem en ts are
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Stress
It’s time to ‘deal with it’
By tiM A. Houk
SWIlWilM«
Unrealistic expectaUpns and 
stiff competition at the beginn­
ing o f, college life can cause a' 
student’s atess level to go up and 
his or her health condition to 
deteriorate.
The stress level is accelerated 
by being in a new environment, 
carrying heavy class loads, try - ' 
ing to cregte some form o f social 
life and living up to high expec­
tations of professors, parents 
and self.
“ Often these expectations are 
unreal, because someone ought 
to tell the students that only 8' 
percent graduate in four, years, 
and the average student is here 
almost IS quarters, so in reality 
it’s a five-year program whether 
you’re in architecture, physical 
ed u ca tio n  o r a g r ic u ltu ra l
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management,’’ said Dr. James 
Nash, director of student health 
services.
Once students start working 
hard to reach all their goals, 
Nash said they also start realiz­
ing * that some of the smartest 
students from high schoob all 
over California are in their 
claues, and the competition level 
zooms. This realization of heavy 
competition added to a high 
stress  level can m entally  
pressure a student into feeling 
physically ill or make him or her 
very susceptible to  common 
viruses.
“ Preventive action, not medi­
cine, is the key to a healthier 
student body — if one eats 
regularly and sensibly, doesn’t 
skip meals, gets adequate hours 
of sleep, finds out what pro­
fessors expect and most impor-
untly learns how .to manage 
time-, then things will go 
smoothly,”  Nash said.
This type of preventive action 
doesn’t coincide with prp- 
crastination, as most students 
break all of these rules just to 
get through finals.
The Health Center sees most of 
these procrastinators who have 
stress-related problems, such as 
common colds that have led to
respirgjory illnesses, headaches, 
wtiroverea ng and ..undereating, poor 
sleep or too much sleep and 
menstrual trouble in woipen, said 
Nash.
“ One common problem is poor­
ly cooked food that guys serve to 
impress their girlfriends -or vice 
versa,” Nash said. “ They’re all 
learning how to cook and some­
times they don’t do i  very good 
job. which leads them to us with 
spectacular cases of upset stom­
achs.’’ ' - ^
Nash said the food services on 
campus prepare perfectly ade­
quate diets with good quality 
food, but the chefs- have a hard 
time cooking for 3,000 people and
pleasing everybody.
“ I flinch when 1 go through the 
Snack Bar and m  a guy or a girl 
with two cokes and three sets of 
Twinkies, but usually the stu­
dents seem to be eating pretty 
decent meals,’’ said Nash.
Although too much stress and 
dietary problems can open the 
door for colds and other illnesses, 
the body is also exposed to a 
whole series of different infec­
tions just from being in a new 
environment, such as thedoritts.
“ Students come to Cal Poly 
and then every weekend the 
campus empties out,’’ Nash said. 
“ And on Monday they all come 
back bringing different viruses 
and infections from Tahoe, San 
Francileo, Los Angeles, San 
Diego and #ho knows where.’’
Nash explained that the worst 
year for being in school is 
kindergarten _ o r  first grade, 
because children can miss up to 
40 percent of their school time 
just from moving from the 
sheltered environment of home to 
the infectious surroundings of 
school.
“ This is somewhat similar to 
the situation we have here, only 
college students are pushing 
their minds and bodies tp the 
limit. (They) are sexually active 
on a more busy level, which can 
cause more even more trouble.’’
The social life of a college stu- 
dem also cuts out hours of sleep 
on the weekends, and studying 
involves late nights or restless 
sleep during the week. Nash said 
thb kind of lifestyle is hard on 
anybody, but young people can 
tolerate it the best.
Some do not, however, because 
sfrious cases of bronchitis, strep 
t h r o a t ,  p n e u m o n ia  and  
m o n o n u c le o s is  s u r fa c e
throughout the school year. , 
“ These serious cases usually 
hit people who have underlying 
allergies, are heavy smokers or 
drug users or people who neglCct 
their health for long periods of 
time,’’ Nash said.
Preventive action and healthy 
habits will help students fight off 
the viruses. As for the social life, 
stress and com petition, the 
Health Center can help ease the 
pains o f the college lifestyle.
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The Student Employment Of­
fice has a part-time/temporary 
job service program- to help stu­
dents find employment in the 
community. •
The office maintains a listing 
of jobs on and off campus that 
include housekeeping, babysit­
ting, restaurant and service sta­
tion work and many others.
' The listings are available to 
any student who is currently 
enrolled at (!al Poly, their 
spouses, former students and 
alumni. In order to use the ser­
vice the student must show pro­
per identification and complete a 
student employment registration 
card.
According to Tresa Goodger, 
office manager of the Student 
Employment Office, the job 
board operates as part of a self­
referral system. The students 
check yellow cards on the job 
referral board and copy employer 
information and arrange an in­
terview with the employer.
Goodger said she is suprised 
by the number of students who 
did not know the office exists. 
For the past two years the office 
has been trying to inform stu­
dents about services that are of­
fered and for the first time a 
mass mailing o f pamphlets 
describing the office’s services to 
incoming students has been 
completed.
The Student Employment Of­
fice is part of the Placement 
Center (Heron Hall. Bldg. 117), 
Room 103.
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Waking up to the effects of the caffeine ‘kick’
Overuse of drug 
may result in 
‘habituation’
By LIm  a . Houk
S iiH W rtltr
Eating chocolate and drinking cpffec, 
lea or soda throughout the day produces a 
siimulating but shaky diet. With caffeine 
a common ingredient in all of these, a stu­
dent could be a caffeine abuser instead of 
an innocent user.
Caffeine will always be known as thè 
student’s crutch, but if abused and used 
m excess, caffeine could become the stu­
dent’s crisis. I
“The crisis will not be long term, 
because tests have proven that caffeine 
does not promote any bad risks like heart 
trouble or braip damage, but it does hide 
Itself well in the everyday diets of stu­
dents,’’ said Dr. James Nash, director of 
student health services.
Tea and chocolate add caffeine to  the 
diets of many students without them 
realizing it — that is, until their hands 
start shaking during class or they become 
irritable for no ap(>arent reason.
“ Eveti the health food teas have caffeine 
n them, and the ones that are caffeine-free 
>)ften have other similar ingre'dients to 
.'ive you a little kick,’’ said Nash.
A student may overuse caffeine by 
rinking pots of coffee or taking caffeine 
Mils to stay awake for finals, said Nash, 
"ut if he or she eventually stogs this 
'utine, the caffeine will wear off without 
iy harm. The trouble starts when the 
’ avy caffeine consumer keeps up a diet of 
o pots of coffee or tea, one six-pack of 
da or three candy b^rs a day for years 
i^id years.
“ You’ll see people with tremors, what 
f ve call rapid fine tremors. They just shake 
ery rapidly, and it shows up in their 
landwriting and in their, thinking because 
hey’re not as sharp and are hard to be 
around.’’
Most people can tolerate significant 
amounts of caffeine without feeling shaky 
or staying awake, but as people get older 
1^ they lose their tolerance and have to drink 
decaffeinated coffee or soda. Also, some 
people believe they are addicted to caf­
feine, but it is not a true addiction, said 
Nash.
“ Caffeine is not really addicting — it’s 
ailed a habituation because a true addict 
experiences significant withdrawals from 
whatever he or she was on, and these 
withdrawals are usually intense or even 
fatal.’’
Nash said that if a person who has been 
drinking coffee all their life gives it up, 
they will probably experience a few head­
aches off and on for a week without realiz­
ing the slight withdrawal symptoms, and 
then switch to decaffeinated coffee to par­
tially satisfy the tastebuds.
“Caffeine is tolerated at different levels 
in every body, because some people drink
I • ' ; n v
coffee or tea to fully relax or can down two 
six-packs of ‘not so caffeine-free’ soda with 
ease,’’ said Nash.
Another hidden aspect of caffeine is that 
it has been proven to aggravate certain 
other drugs. Nash said some asthma and 
blood pressure drugs contain caffeine-like
that when these women give up coffee and 
chocolate, the exceedingly painful lumps 
in their breasts go away.
Dieters who drink coffee should not only 
be aware of the caffeine, but should also 
watch the cream and sugar additives.
“ I had á patient who drank 2 pounds of
Tea and chocolate add caffeine to the diets 
o f many students without them realizing it.
ingredients and when mixed with caffeine, 
an extra high reaction occurs and can 
cause serious problems.
Women with fibrosistic diseases of the 
breasts will also do better without caf­
feine, said Nash. Observations have shown
coffee a week while adding 2 or 3 quarts of 
milk and S pounds of sugar, and just by 
cutting out the sugar in her coffee, she 
lost 10 pounds," said Nash.
Athletes are also experimenting with 
caffeine for quick bursts of energy or ins-
MAnOAKETAraDACA
tant highs, but just as students go on caf 
feine “ lows” after studying, athletes need 
to revive themselves or they will come 
down,-too. Nash said an athlete could lose 
a race or a game, and a student could do 
poorly on a test just from this type of caf­
feine low.
The evidence is positive that caffeine, if 
used in moderation, will not have any 
hazardous, long term effects on the body. 
Caffeine does, however, make the heart 
pump faster and can make an irritable 
heart beat irregularly, pot to mention the 
irritation of nerves and the mental and 
physical high and low the body experi­
ences.
“ Most students know how much caf­
feine their bodies and minds can handle, so 
if they want to be a caffeine abuser now, 
they will become a decaffeinated user later 
in life," Nash said.
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Medical 
services: 
most free 
o f charge
Ijf Reaee Shape
Uaff Writer , ,
 ^ Quality health-care and a wide 
pectnun of special services can 
le found at the Cal Poly Health 
'enter.
Since registration and student 
ees help fund the many basic 
lervices the center provides, all 
■mrrently enrolled Cal Poly stu- 
lents arc entitled to the general 
>utpatient medical treatm ent, 
ree of charge.
Health card or not,
:an receive physician, 
ind pharmacy service^,
:linical laboratory tests and x- 
-ays, mental health and family 
planning services,, as well as im­
munizations and health educa- 
.ion programs.
The health card, which can b^ 
purchased for S30 per quarter or 
$65 for the academic year, pro­
vides the student with certain 
advantages. With the card.
- many special health services are 
available without charge, such as 
use of the infuinary for illnesses 
and injuries requiring in-patient 
core. Without the cord this ser­
vice costs a minimum of S4S per 
(fay. All purchases mode at the 
pharmacy ore given at a 10 per- 
«eoM disoount to* a health cord 
holder os well.
In addidon, 24-hour emergency 
care, short ambulance trips os 
well as allergy injections are 
without cost to the health card
Jamee Noah,
owner. Many * of these services 
are generally not covered by 
private insurance companies.
Still, students who choose not 
to purchase the cord are entitled 
to the basic health care free of 
charge, a fact that Director of 
Student Health Services Dr.
nUaPAMM lMSWug DsSy
Sara Orean tor a atomachvirua. Meat health aervicae are free In atutfanta.
James Nash said is hard to get- 
across. Studenu shouid be aware 
that without the card they will 
only be charged for special ^ser­
vices. and m o s t ' only have a 
minimal fee. Purchases from the 
pharmacy are still sold at 
wholesale prioes to those without
cards.
Studenu who. are covered by 
private insurance companim are 
also encouraged to use the health 
ceruer, with the understanding 
that they wMI first pay for any 
special services received and then 
arc responsible for billing their
company. .
Health Center hours are Mon­
day through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 1 
p.m., and after-hour emergency 
care is also available seven days | 
a week.
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Poly counseling services: they’re hère to help
Most students 'do need a little guidance* Individualized tutoring at Learning Center
By Lisa A . Houk
Siaff Writer
If you’re not sure about your major, a 
certain class to take, are troubled about 
your roommate or just need some ques­
tions answered,^ the Counseling Center is 
ready to help.
The Counseling Center is located in 
Jespersen Hall, next to Mustang Stadium. 
The hours for walk-in appointments are 
Monday through Friday 10 a.m. to noon 
and I to 3 p.m. throughout the school 
• year. ,
When you call or walk in the Counseling 
Center, you will be asked if your question 
or problem relates to your personal life or 
your career area. A general information 
fdrm has to be filled out by every student 
who usés the counseling services before a 
counselor is assigned. The form takes 
about two minutes to fill out and the ser­
vices are free to all regularly enrolled stu­
dents. ■■ *
Four general types of services are of­
fered by the Counseling Center to meet 
the needs pf students at all levels. These 
services include personal counseling, 
career counseling, the testing office and 
the Learning Assistance Center.
The personal counseling service includes 
all kinds of issues related to making an 
adjustment to college life, according to Dr. 
.Kerry Yamada, o n e 'o f the counselors at 
the center. If you feeKhomesick, depress­
ed, stressed from the load of classes you 
are carrying or have a relationship pro­
blem with a boyfriend or' girlfriend, the
personal counseling service provides the 
time and space to talk things out.
The career counseling service deals 
primarily with the exploration of students* 
developing values and their choice of a 
career direction. Freshmen are encouraged 
to use this service, because many juniors 
and seniors find out too late that their 
early career choice doesn’t apply to their 
current values. Also, the career counseling 
service will eventually filter out what the 
student wants out of his or her career, 
Yamada said, not what- his or her parents 
and friends warn.
The testing office at the Counseling 
Center provides a variety of services 
directed more to the campus at large. The 
testing office is responsible for coor­
dinating some of the placement and en- 
Uttnee examinations, conducting surveys 
and research which relate to the student 
needs on campus and for setting *up for­
mats to help students with class proiects.
The learning Assistance Center, which 
is locUted across the street from the 
Counseling 'Center in Chase Hall, is 
ppmarily useu to enhance any efforts of 
students to develop good study skills. (See 
related story.)
Students oftin feel self-conscious about 
using the Counseling (Renter, and they 
shouldn't, Yamada said,“ because it is 
primarily a service for a healthy university 
population^ Every little problem counts, 
and most students do get confused and 
need a little guidance to gain 'some direc­
tion.
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It’s the very first day of class and your 
professor already has you completely con­
fused. The first nridterm is in two weeks 
and you have no Idea how to begin study­
ing, let alone attempt your homework, 
What do you do? .i
You could drop the class and postpone 
the agony —^ or you could decide to slick 
with it and get some help fiom the Learn­
ing Assistance Center, one of the free Cal 
Poly counseling services located in Chase 
Hdll.
- “ Unfortunately,, most people don’t take 
advantage of (he center because they just 
aren’t aware of it or don’t understand 
what it’s aH about,” said Coordinator 
Trish Stewart. "W e're not a remedial 
center and the assistance we give should 
not be seen iii u negative way. Our goal is 
.imply to teach learning' skills that make 
academic life easier and more successful.”
This isw-donc by offering programs to 
improve such things as study habits, test 
taking, reading, spelling, listening and 
note taking. Free seminars are given on 
procrastination and time rpanagemeni, 
and a new micro cxvmputer program has 
recently been added to assist students.
In addition, tutorial services are avail­
able in all subjects from math to physics. 
While appointments for tutoring can be 
scheduled in advance, Stewart said that 99 
percent is done on ‘a “ drop-in” basis. 
"Math tu^ring is definitely number one in 
demand,” she said. " If all we had were
math tutors we still would not have 
enough.”
Along with tutorial m i >. c c s . the lime 
management program has become ixipiilai 
and frequently requested. In the semináis, 
successful uiili/aiion of time is taught on 
a general basis, but s tu d en tsa re  en­
couraged to come in for individual 
counseling tailored to thejr specific needs. 
Diet, sleep, exercise and social life are til 
emphasized and incorporated in .with a ,i- 
demics. “ It all depends on what the r >r' 
ticular individual’s needs are,”  said 
Stewart. “ We are more than happy to sit 
down with each person and work out a 
schedule (hat gives them what they 
want.”
Stewart, the Learning Center coor­
dinator for the last six years, said she L 'Is 
the center is basically successful, but o 
thinks Cal Poly students could be bi r 
served if more were made aware of 
programs offered.
"Most faculty members know we're h 
and are very supportive through stu. .t 
referrals.” she said. "It's just that 
students themselves don't know about 
and by the time most seek us out 
almost too late.”
Stewart added that the center does i 
best to make sure students are not made 
to feel uncomfortable about gainin', 
assistance.
"We tespect any student’s wishes for 
confidentiality. We just want to help stu 
dents who vvant to help themselves and 
give them the individualized time thev 
aren’t able to get in the classroom.”
$25.00 OFF $12 TUNE UP
ANY REG. PRICED BIKE! *  Adju»t sh ifters,con«s| 
Not valid on sale bikes. dérailleurs, brakes
•  Lube A O il
CYCIERY
2 1 7 9 10th S t. •  LOS OSOS •  528-5115
TRY OUR SUB SANDWICHED
OR OUR DAILY LUNCHEON 
SPECIALS 10:30-4 P.M.
MONDAY
1 MG HAMBURGMIS lOB T>« MiCf Of i
TUESDAY
MOT OOGS t CHUI CHf f SI OOC
WEDNESDAY
•UH« IT OS *9 f OB I
t h Or Sd AY
CHiCKfN TACO * 10 02 DOiNn
FRIDAY 
rail rsifv want auacis
SAT. A SUN.
fm iCf CM AH CONI W' ANT •UBGCA
O ù
CALL FOR 
FOOD TO GO
OPEN
10:30 • 9 P.M.
C<K HO*
Jim  & R ita P h illip s  
374 Santa Rosa 
San Lu is  O b isp o  
(B05) 543-2363
GRAND OPENING
a t  the
corner of Foothill & Chorro r 
(Kwick-Serve Gas)
FR E E  SA L A D S
with DELI SANDWICH 
or “TKO” BURRITO
_______ Phone 541-1209
OUR NEW EST 
ARRIVAL
U N IV ER SITY  SQ U A R E  C O N V E N IE N C E  B A N K IN G  C EN TER . 
9 7 2  FO O TH ILL BO U LEV A R D  
SA N  LUIS O BISPO
OPEN: MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY 9AM-5PM 
FRIDAY 9AM to 6PM
The center is staffed by Customer Service Officers to assist you with 
the following services:
-  establish a full range of new accounts including IRA's and renewal of 
time deposits
-  Investments
-  Purchase of Bank of America Travelers Cheques
-  We also offer 3 Versatel Plus®System 
AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINES
BANK 
ON THE 
LEADER*
Bank of America
* Acoett to other VERSATELLER ATM* may be limited by a location^ buaineia hours 
Specially identified VERSATELLER ATMs do not accept deposits or payments. 
BANK OF AMERICA NTAlSA • MEMBER FDIC
B12 to S ied iti^ Mustang Dally
By M argaret B arrett
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The Cooperative Education 
program at Cal Poly gives 
students the opportunity to 
earn college credit and money 
while gaining practical expe­
rience ip their major fields.
PrM AMtia, dNtnRDr of the 
Cai «o-op program, said 
nVirO - P ^  1,000 students 
fibiir er{|ry major jB M aipate 
in the -p r o g i^  iVBly. Cal 
Poly ttlidents are empleyed 
for e itte .o n e  or tarn quarten
For
by companies all over the 
U n ite d  S ta te s  a n d  in 
A ustralia. New Zealand, 
Germany and Canada, earn­
ing a salary and four units a 
quarter.
Students take part in the 
prograai to otuiiin practical 
experience in their fields, to 
in choosing a career and 
to earn money to support 
themselves, Abhia said. They .. 
coast baiit' nOM the eo-op 
whh a  much more profes­
sional attitude and a better 
idea of what they warn out df 
a Job.
“ The worst thing 1 think 
can happen is to be saddled 
with a job you hate,** said 
Abitia, adding that statistics ; 
show 80 percent of the people 
in the job market are, unhap­
py with their jobs.
Abitia said he has seen 
students who did not have 
wonderful grades do extreme­
ly well outside the university
future
environment.
**l do understand that there 
are sonte students that aren*t 
turned on by simulation. The 
ultimate reality b  out there,** 
he said. “ Creativity b  not 
necsisaarily locked to OPA.'*
Ken Dostalek, a asalor dyil 
w glnssrisn m ajor, . worked 
for the Vnisaline Gnepotation 
in San '  Bnfael daring jpst 
udn'ter and nprtm  faailari.
' '  “ I w u  higA ltbd whh the 
number o f jobs to choose 
from,*' said Dostalek.
Dostalek said he wished he 
would have asked for more 
guidance frorp the counselors 
once he had been offered jobs. 
‘*1 fe lt th a t  they (th e  
counselors) had the fttbude 
that every job was good for 
y o u . A c o n s t r u c t io n  
management student would 
be more qualified to do the 
job I did,** he said.
David Swanson, assistant 
director of the program, said 
representatives from the co- 
op office give approximately 
2Ò0 lectures to Cal Poly 
classes during the school 
year. The office, located in 
Chase H all across from 
Mustang Stadium, is also 
open during Week of Wel­
come when WOW partici- 
pants are able to ask workers
questions.
S tuden ts in te re sted  in 
working in a co-op position 
must fill out information 
forms at the co-op office. 
They are then assigned a 
coordinator who works arith 
them in trying to find avail­
able positions in their field of 
interest.
Abitia told elory of a 
slg^lpnt who w illed  a co-op 
in clothing dhM kt n -ko ry  
ponpetitive fieU. After - a 
year of searching, the coor- 
d im o rs  were abb  to  find her 
a job in a small shop.
Every student b  vbited by 
a representative of the Cal 
Poly co-op office syhUe he or 
she b  working in a co-op 
position. Every participant b  
then debriefed when he or she 
returns, Abitia said.
Students are* also responsi- 
ble for writing a report about 
their experiences when they 
return to Cal Poly. The boss* 
evaluation accounts for 60 
percent of the grade for the 
co-op and the written report 
accounts for the other 40 
percent, said Dostalek. in 
addition to the report, stu­
dents must keep a weekly log ' 
of their experiences.
More than 30 million stu- 
d e n ts  p a r t i c ip a te  in
cooperative education pro­
grams all over the world, 
Abitia said. The advertising 
council, which sponsors ad­
vertisements such as Smokey 
the Bear, has decided to make { 
cooperative education the 
subject o f k  latioiial adver­
tising cam prig i beginning , 
thb  SMMgk Advertisements ; 
showing JMBefits of
cooperative dMChtlon will be 
seen  la^ - M w a p a p e rs ,  
m a g a x lo e e , b u s e s ,  on  
billboards and the backs of 
taxicabs all over the country.
AMtia, who b  also the 
president-elect of the Na­
tional Cooperative Education 
A s s o c ia t io n  b a se d  in  
Washington, D.C., said o n e ' 
theme of the campaign b  that 
co-op employees can increase 
productivity in industries.
The second theme of the 
campaign b  that cooperative 
education improves the qualr 
ity of education.
Another representative of 
Cal Poly. President Warren 
Baker, will be involved in the 
advertbing campaign. He is a 
member of the board of 
trustees for the National 
Commission of Cooperative 
Education, which b  helping 
to coordinate the campaign.
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Mustang Dally
University Union is ‘town square’ for Cal Poly
ByChackBiKUey
1 SWHWrtlSf
In the village of Academia 
called Cal Poly there is the “ town 
I  square” — otherwise known as 
\ h e  Julian A. McPhee University 
Union. New students quickly 
discover that the U.U. is  the aor­
ta of campus activity.
' Starting at the western flank 
of the U.U. Plaza the newcomer 
discovers El Corral Bookstore. 
Complete with new and used 
texts, school . supplies and a 
j myriad of items emblazoned with 
the words "C al Poly,”  the 
bookstore is a good place to 
become familiar with fast.
To the north of the bookstore 
is a type of collegiate mini-mall. 
The first point of interest is just 
across from the bookstore en­
trance — Disabled Student Ser- 
'vices.
i "The services are for people 
with an y th in g  th a t would 
hamper their ability to learn or 
move,”  'said Ellen Polinsky, the 
office manager.
The office provides note takers 
and readers for the blind. A tram 
Jis in service for people with im- 
'paired mobility, either perma-
Ifient or tempmaty, and crutches and wheelchairs arc also provid­ed. Handicap parking permits may also be obtained from this 
I office.
I ln m ost cases, w ritten  verification of a disability is 
needed to get these services. >
“ It’s a small office, but it has a 
huge function,”  Polinsky said.
Just inside the door to the left, 
vupon walking into the lower level 
»f the U.U., is the Student Travel 
|Centcr. Posters of distant lands 
;hcckon the adventurous, along 
/with cheaper group rates. Not all 
of the destinations are so far 
away. Trips to local areas such as 
Point Sal and Hearst Castle are 
11 available ito introduce students 
r  to the area.
m
k  /
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Chaira and tablaa at lha raady, th* UnIvartMy Union provIdM study spaoa lor studonts who want to sat and talk
T .
Justj j i up the hall is the Copy 
Center, located in a larger shop 
than last year. The new room 
was appropriated from the Craft 
Center in trade for the smaller 
room the copy machines were 
crammed into just next door. At 
the Copy Center copies can be 
made lighter or darker, larger or 
smaller and as many times as 
you like.
In the Craft Center beside the 
I opy C e n te r ,  c la s s e s  in 
'tkscreening, stained glass, 
woodworking, photography and 
bicycle repair are some of the 
crafts offered to students.
"Tools and equipment can be.
card,” said Louis Da Luz, craft 
supervisor. Color photography 
development will be offered this 
quarter.
Across the hall from the Copy , 
Center is the* Escape Route. 
There a student can rent outdoor 
items from backpacks to skis. 
Rock climbing, bicycling and 
hiking expeditions are planned 
through this organizatioii. i
At the other end of the lower 
level is the recreation center.' 
Pool tables wait for their cue 
while video games blip and blink 
from manual manipulation amid 
piped-jn music. The bowling 
lanes, however, are dark and 
silent.
“ They may be removed for a 
recreation room with weights and 
a dance studio,”  said Greg 
Chapm an, a desk attendant 
there. The action is pending an 
administrative decision.
On the second floor of the U.U. 
is Chumash Auditorium where 
movies, concerts and lectures are 
held. Next to it is a door that 
enters Polywood. This little play 
on “ Hollywood”  is appropriate 
because there a person can rent a 
VCR for as little as $6 a day and 
video tapes for only $2 a day.
Im m e d ia te ly  n o r th  o f  
Polywood is Bishop Lounge. 
There, students can rest and 
watch a large screen television 
that receives many different 
channnels, thanks to the satellite 
dish hooked up to the set.
Just north up the hall from the 
lounge is the University Union
Service for PoÎy disabled
J> Julie Anac Laucr
Wrttm
The Disabled Student Services 
at Cal Pply provides special ser­
vices for students with tem­
porary or permanent physical 
U s a b ili t ie s  an d  le a rn in g  
disabilities.
Harriet Clendencn, DSS coor­
dinator, said DSS is available to 
tny student with a disability. All 
Ihe student b  required to do b 
Till out two forms: one to request 
|he service and one to help the 
jffice verify the disability, 
-lendenen said although the of- 
[kc must verify all disabilities, 
|he service is supplied im- 
nediaidy.
DSS can provide a campus 
|tam , special unnporary parking 
rmits, note taking and test 
broctoring and many other ser­
vices.
In addition, DSS provides help 
stiidents who must spend an
extended period of time in the 
Health Center. Clendenen said in 
such instances DSS will contact 
professors to get notes for the 
students and if necessary have 
tests proctored in the Health 
Center.
DSS abo provides special ser­
vices for studenu with learning 
disabilities such as dyslexia. DSS 
provides taped notes and tex­
tbooks, research assistants for 
library research a'rid homework 
writers.
Clendenen said students with 
hidden disabilities such as 
diabetes and epilepsy should 
contact DSS. Students with hid­
den disabilities can be eligible for 
services such as p r io rity  
registration.
The DSS office b  located in the 
University Union Room 1I9A. 
The office is open Monday 
through Friday,’ 7:'30 a.m. to 5:00 
p.m.
cashier’s office. Provided as a 
service by the Cal Poly Founda­
tion, checks for up to $50 may be 
cashed with a driver’s license and 
student l.D. card. Lab fees are 
abo paid here.
Dowq the hall front the cashier 
b  the Activities Planning .Center. 
A file b  on hand with informa­
tion about campus-sponsored 
clubs and activities. Information 
about fraternities, sororities, in­
tram ural sports and concert 
plans may be obtained from thb 
office. Help * with income lax is 
abo provided through the Activ­
ities Planning Center.
“ The Connection”  and “ The 
Pony” are campus information 
publications issued from the 
center. “ The Connection”  is a list 
of campus groups and clubs, and 
where and when they meet. “ The 
Pony”  b  a newsletter of campus 
activities.
•
One office in the center plans 
campus cultural activitites and
operates a multicultural room 
down the hall in room 2I7D. In 
the multicultural room ethnic 
organizations can meet and any­
one can vbit to expand hb 
awareness of the world through 
periodicab. Also in this center 
are offices for Poly Royal, the 
Rose Float committee, and Week 
of Welcome activities. The ASl 
president and vice president 
work out of their offices in the 
center as well.
Outside the Activities Plann­
ing Center is the Information 
Desk, where information concer­
ning campus events is available.
“ We have bus schedules,” said 
Allison Aslin, a desk aiiendani. 
Also, there arc 25 board games 
at the desk, including Risk, 
dominoes, cards and cribbage, to 
be checked out with a student 
l.D. “ But the games cannot 
leave the building, and they must 
be turned in before closing time,” 
Aslin said.
MANNA MOaaiaMiMlanfl OMy
The Inforpiation Desk has 
phone numbers of students, 
faculty and office buildings 
available. Tickets to campus 
events may be purchased there.
■ * Nestled between the San Luis 
Lounge (where quiet b  the rule) 
.and the Information Desk is the 
ASl Business Office, where stu­
dent government has its seat.
To the right of the Information 
Desk is a post of the Escort Ser­
vice which operates during even­
ing hours so students do not 
have to walk to their dorm or car 
alone.
Across’ from the Escort Service 
is the Galcric. Various artists 
p resen t their w orks hcic 
throughout the year.
Between  ^ the Galerie doorway 
and the main eniance to the U.U. 
is a large portrait of the man for 
which the facility was named — 
Julian Mcpitee, president of Cal 
Poly from 1933-1966.
_  A
POPPCR J4C
549-8616
474 Marsh Street 
San Luis O bispo
Eat-In or Take-Out
Sun-Mon: 4pm-l2am Fri& Sal: 4pni-!am
K * 8
PIZZA
DELICIOUS —just a-bite-better
Beer & Wine 
Sandwiches 
Free Munchies 
PIZZA
•  Artichoke • Pepperoni 
Oreen Pepper- •  Linguica
Salami • Tomato • Hamburger
• Black Olives • Mushrooms • Bacon
• Onion • Sausage * Pineapple______
’■$3.00 Off ““•$1.00 Off 1i
any 18" any 16"
JUMBO Pizza
Pizza With Two
or more
Itemg
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
2 2
FREE FREE
Drinks Drinks
Expires 10/21/95 Expires 10/21/85
Coupon Coupon
Popper Jack*s Pizza 549-8616
B14 6íJ¡X lo Si¿cdJtt4^ Mustang Dally
1772 CALLE JOAQUIN 
HIGHWAY 101 AT LOS OSOS VALLEY ROAD
THE CENTRAL COASTS ONLY SHOWCASE NITBCLUB 
FEATimiNO PINE ENTERTAINMENT, COCKTAILS AND DANCINO 
BNIPYPERPOKMANCBS ET THE GREATS.__________
Dove Dnib»ck ^  Donnie Roitf ik Kick Nelson ’k  Johnny 
Paycheck ik The Olenn Miller Orchestro 'k Jr. Wolker 
ond The All-Stors k  The Greg Kihn Bond k  Mose Allison 
k  John Hartford k  Moria Muldour k  Dove Moson k  
Donny O'Keefe k  Asleep of the Wheel k  The Woody 
Herman Orchestra k  and mony, many more
Coll our enrerroinmertf hofline 24 hours dolly 
(605) 544-6076 or coll 541-0162 for bookings
S i’i 'i .  17th “ S i .m li  N ( L irk "  • S e p t .  I s t h - ^ l s t  
‘ I’e r l i i t  S ir .im ;; i ”  • S e p t .  JÜiuI t h r u  J I t h  "  I lie Mìl’ 
Ih ill ( i . i i i ie "
\  pl.i> [ i re s e i i te .l  h \  W ie h a e l H e t li r •
S e p t .  J.’ith -Ü ^ th  ■■ I he IM iiin h e rv ”
-( .Olile o n  th e  2.">th \  2 lith  . .S o  e o \  e r  e h . i r ^ e  A 
b .iek  to  s c h o o l s p e e i.i ls !  • S e p t .  2 lh h  “  l.tj  .W .ih .il"
Nice... Quiet... Comfortable
Valencia
NowAccepttog Reservations
' •  Two-story townhouse apartments
• 3 bedrooms, 1 Vi bathrooms 
. • Completely furnished
• All utilities included
' (except cable-TV and telephone)
• Within easy walking distance to Cal Poly
• Within one block of two shopping centers
555 Ramona Drive • San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 
805/543-1450
Bikes, backpacks, dorms: 
Poly not immune to theft 5
ByBraK la liM kc
sunwittw
Student* who neglect to  lock 
their bicycles, backpacks or dorm 
rooms, thinking crime doesn’t 
exist, at Cal Poly or in San Luis 
Obispo, may be in for a rude 
awakening.
“ People have the tendency to 
get really lazy at Cal Poly. They 
think crime doesn’t exist here,’’ 
said Investigator Ray Berrett of 
the Cal Poly Pepartment pf 
Public Safety. “ People are not 
secure in San Luis Obispo. The 
per capita crime rale in San Luis 
Obispo is as high as or higher 
than in Los Angeles.”
To prevent crimes such as bike 
and backpack thefts, and to pro­
tect belongings ih the dorms, 
Berrett offers simple yet often 
unheeded advice.
“ Lock your bike with a good 
lock — with something other 
than a cable lock; lock up your 
backpack or take it with you and 
lock your door.”
Cheap locks are an invitation 
for bicycle thieves at Cal Poly, 
said Berrett. “ All the bikes we 
had stolen this year (except one) 
were locked, and (the owners 
were) using cable locks. We 
haven’t had any of those locked 
with the U-shaped Citadel or 
Kryptonite stolen,”  Berrett said.
Since January of this year, 43 
to- 50 bicycles were reported 
stolen to the Cal Poly Public 
Safety Department, said Berrett. 
Twenty-five to 30 of these were 
recovered and remain unclaimed. 
Unless they are picked up by;^ 
their owners, they will be auc­
tioned off. .
(^ i te  often someone will take a 
bike and ride it across campus or 
into town and leave it, Berrett 
said. “ The San Luis Obispo 
Police Department picks up 
hundreds of abandoned bikes. If 
they aren’t claimed in 90 days, 
they are auctioned off,”  he said.
To help students recover theff 
bicycles if they are stolen. Cal 
Poly offers free bicycle registra­
tion. Through licensing a bicycle 
b ec o m e s r e g is te r e d  in  a 
statewide computer system. In 
the event that a registered bicy­
cle is stolen and recovered any­
where in California, authorities 
can return it to the registered 
owner.
Last year the Public Safety 
Department set up a registration 
table in the University Union 
Plaza and gave out gift certifi-
i
cates donated by local merchanu 
to new registranu. Berrett said 
they will probably do the same 
this year.
To further monitor bicycles on 
campus. Cal Poly employs six 
students who work part-time as 
bicycle safety officers. When 
they Hnd illegally parked bicy- 
cles, they hang a waming sticker |  
on them. A bicycle which is 
repeatedly parked illegally is im­
pounded until the ownkr pays a 
fee to Public Safety to reclaim k.
A Bicycle Safety Guide, writ­
ten by the Cal Poly Bicycle, 
Patrol, is now available. It pro­
vides ah overview on bike licens­
ing, theft, parking and other 
aspects of cycling around cam­
pus. In addition. Public Safety 
officers will conduct a seminar on 
bike safety and crime prevention 
with each WOW group during 
Week of Welcome.
Backpack thefts are an almost 
daily occurrence at Cal Poly, the 
prime hot spou being El Corral 
Bookstore, the Snack Bar' and 
the library.
“ In 1984 between 50 to 60 
backpacks were stolen,”  said 
Berrett. “ Only one or two were * ' 
recovered — they were found in •f’l 
the trash.”
A rash of backpack thefts end- | 
ed last spring when a man was j 
arrested for stealing someone’s , 
books in the* library. “ We were ^ 
losing one to two backpacks. 
every Thursday around 11:30. ,
A fter we arrested him, they 
stopped,”  said Berrett. Due to 
lack .of evidence, he was not 
charged with any additional 
thefts. '■
^ t e l t  advises locking up 
backpack or carrying it. “ H ang,y^ 
on to your backpack or use the , 
lockers in the b<x>kstore or th& j^_ 
Snack Bar. They’re free. w f ^  
provide the lockers for you — use , 
them.”
The false sense of security 
which leads students to leave 
backpacks unattended in the 
library and the Snack Bar also 
prevails in the dorms. f
“ The biggest problem with liv- i 
i ^  in the dorms is that people  ^
leave their doors unlocked,”  said 
Berrett. “ We have yet to have a 
burglary in a dorm where tome- j 
one p rM  the door open.
“ We’re making a film on living 
in the dorms which will be ready 
sometime this year. We took the 
actors and actresses and equip­
ment up to one of the residience
FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
Johnston Chiroproctic Clinic Inc is sponsoring o spmol check­
up ond Scoliosis Screening program os o public service This 
service will include consultolion physical eiammotion ond o 
report oi findings
WUNMG SIGNS Of SIMM NSAUGNMENTS
lecarriai Naadadies 
DiniMH, Marred VisiM 
Ned,SheaMerlAnaNia 
lew lad I  Leg Paia 
Paia letweea SkeaWen
Naadaeu ia Heads ft Anas 
laaeMiaeg 
OWiceH IreeHÉn 
*M«ftaa« ia Ufi ft Peat
If you suffer from ony of these wornmg signs coll immediately to 
prevent possible odvonong compkotions. This Free Spmol pu bk  
service is for o limited time only, by oppomtmenl, please.
Pleose mentionzsd ot time of visit1
For An Appointment Call 541-2727
Johnston Chiropractic Clinic
Palmer Graduate 1150 Grove Street San Luis Obispo
.-ymiRttNi.. v i.
Any HAIRCUT $10.00
Reg. 16-18 Exp ires 10/31/85
(fi
Í r.Y I i  d 41 : Í 4  ■ 1 ; Í.114-
far Men B y/tifnen
245 Madonna Rd. 543-1303
MID-STATE 
ELECTRONICSf
Small parts, big parts, batteries, & every 
kind of wire or cable. In short we carry 
everything electronic. For over 30 years 
Mid-State has carried the biggest stock in 
electronic parts between S.F. and L.A.
1441 Monterey St. SLO 
543-2770
-nil tiMii
iluttano Dally BftJiX Zo StceiUhcc Bif
E- ■
I in ^  y^woiM
w m  Ua»apa< CWadal or
IhalU. On an entire floor we could 
I tot Hnd one locked door.**
The sense of aecurity and trust 
■which can develop after getting 
■to know fellow dorm residenu 
■often leads students to leave I doors urflocked. However, off-
■ campus residents also know that 
I rooms are left unsecured.
‘People who live off-campus
■ «ill go to a residence hall and 
hnock on a door. If they get no 
lanoi^ they’ll go. in and take 
>i>of stereo, your wallet, your
jewelry.** warned Berrctt.
Even fellow dorm residents 
have been responsible for thefts. 
“ There was one young girl last 
year who’d go into someone 
else*s room and use the phone for 
long distance telephone calls. 
She*d use someone’s bank card 
after finding the secret number 
to make withdrawafs.
“ Ninety percent of the crimes 
up in the dorms would be 
eliminated if everyone would lock 
their doors,”  Berrett said.
w o c D S irc
e4I^DEN
Welcomes You!
Created and maintained for the mature, 
conscientious student who requires quality, 
privacy and quiet.
Conveniently located at:
200 North Santa Rosa 
San Luis Obispo Phone: 544-7007
Escorts available for students’ protection
Escorts am avaNabla Monday through Thursday until midnight. The Public Safety Ofileo encourages 
women to lake advantage of the service.
By Darcy Spaagler
Start WrttVf
Walking from the library 
to Iwr dorm room last spring 
quarter, an IS-year-old Cal 
Poly studeiH was picked up 
and sexuaMy assaulted at 
10:30 p.m. a  block and a half 
from the campus police sta­
tion.
People in San Luis Obispo 
are not immune from such 
attacks, said Investigator 
Ray Berrett. campus crime 
prevention coordinator, but 
Cal Poly women take precau- 
.tions in order to protect 
themselves by using the Cal 
Poly Escort Service.
The Associated Students 
Inc. and the Interfraternity 
Council offer the free Escort 
Service on campus five nights
a week. Fraternity members 
volunteer to escort women 
Sunday through Thursday 
from 7 p.m. to midnight at 
the Ubra^ and the Universi­
ty Union near the informa­
tion desk.
Nick A thanasakos, IFC 
v ice-p resid en t who was 
respo^b le  for coordinating 
escortt last year, said the 
fraternities alternate nights 
to provide volunteers for the 
service.
” 1 don’t mind doing it,"  he 
said. “ I think it*s pretty wor­
thwhile.” ' . '
The escort service is in its 
fifth year at Cal Poly and will 
be o p e ra tin g  an eight- 
passenger van to transport 
people from exterior parking 
lots to the library and U.U.
Berrett estimated that the 
volunteers escort an average 
of S3 women each night. Al­
though the service is conve­
nient and helpful, some 
women are either too timid to  
use it or don’t know it exists, 
said Athanasakos.
Berrett em phasiied the 
importance of women using' 
the escort service in order to 
reduce the chances of being 
attacked. Ninety-nine percent 
of women in America who are 
attacked are alone, he said.
Citing statistics, Berrett 
said one out of seven women 
will be sexually assaulted in 
her lifetime. In the past five 
years, three rapes hgve been 
reported at Cal Poly; on the 
average only one out of every 
five rapes is reported, he said.
VVells Fargo Delivers
A SPECIAL MESSAGE FOR STUDENTS 
WELCOME BACK TO CAL POLY!!
Inexpensive Simplihed Checking
6 Express Stops-24 Hour Bcmking
1001 Foothill Bivd.
Close To Campus
544-8300
W E L L S  F A R G O  B A N K
SAN LUIS OBISPO’S NEWEST
FAST N’ FU N O 9B B ^0R E ST A U R A N T i
• Gourmet 
Hamburgers
• Faiitas
• Sandwiches
• Salad Bar
• Great 
Munchies
• Cocktails
W
Food Served 
1 lam-midnight
Cocktails
Ham-lam
G  FT I L L
1005 M onterey St.» San  Luis O bispo
OPEN 
7 DAYS 
A WEEK
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THE ONLY STORE 
DEALING EXCLUSIVELY IN: 
CLASSICAL • OPERA • COUNTRY 
SOUNDTRACK • EASY USTENING
THE LARGEST SELECTION OF 
CLASSICAL COMPACT DISCS
p e r s o n n e l ‘ s
SPECIAL ORDERS FOR ANYTHING 
IN OR OUT-OF-PRINT
FISH&CHIPS B U R G E R SN 'Sn iF F  S l U i D W
3;30-7""'
n il HIGUERA SAN LUISOBKPO.CA. 805 543-3678
The place to go  t o  e a t  w h en  you  wan/t t o  boy  foop
RATWER THAN KENT FURNITURE:.
VIDEO GAME 
CENTER,
Home and 
Arcade 
Video 
Games
EXPIRES 
SEPT.30.1985
PLAITS
W iru  1M(* COUPON
t79 Higuera Street. Sen Liws Obtspo.......... S44-0SM
I57i Broadway Street, Sente Maria .............92S-SSSS
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SPOTLIGHT
Survival of 
the fittest
In a speciareight-page pull-out section, 
Mustang Daily presents the "Cal Poly Sur 
vival Quide” — which Includes everything 
you need to know in order to succeed at 
Cal Poly without really trying. (Well, almost 
everything.) You’ll gasp with astonishment 
as you follow the trials and tribulations 
(through extensive use of visual-elds), of 
two typical Cal Poly students as they learn 
to avoid the potholes and speedbumps that 
obliterate the path to Academia. Be warned 
this Is not a pretty sight; it may cause you 
to tremble with fear when you realize this 
COULD HAPPEN TO YOUl
After sundow;n
Don't be stuck with the misguided 
assumption that there's no night life in 
SLO town. We'll tell you how to put your 
eventogsto good use.
Food fantasy
Dining out Is an Important part of a college 
student's life — Mustang Daily picks the 
restaurants you (and your parents) should 
definitely sample.
Ah, dessert '
San Luis Obispo offers plenty of places to 
satisfy your sweet tooth. We'll give you the 
Inside "scoop" on where to go (especially 
If you don’t mind a few extra calories.) |  ^
The Rainbow
The Rainbow theater is known for its 
diversity and wide selection of movies.
14
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September 23,1Sl6
^ E F  JERKY
BEEF SUCKS
GIFT PACKS
EUROPEAN SAUSAGE
Italian Swiss Linguica
Available at Williams Bros. Safeway, Lucky’s and Laurel Lane Market
\
>;y ma / da 
________ L
ICATTANKOHKOS
\IKI*OKT
HKOAI)
CO-SPONSOR OF THE SAN LETS OBISPO CRITERIUM 1985
WEDNESDAY
$ 1 .00  WELL DRINKS 
32 OZ. DRAFTS 
ICED TEAS
—with purchase 
of half liter
FR
H A P ^
D.J. at 6PM ■ Closing 
Video Happy Hour 6 9PM
990 Industrial Way 
San Luis Obispo, 
541-0969
Mustang Daily C3
By Stacy Herkert
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C ontrary to popular belief, there are nighttime activities to keep 
students entertained in San Luis Obispo 
, besides drinking hot chocolate, watching 
television rerups and writing ybur favorite 
grandmother a letter.
Dancing, drinking and live entertain­
ment are three of the most popular 
pastimes to keep students sane after a 
week's worth of studies. The following are 
some of Cal Poly students’ favorite night 
spots:
□  The Graduate: A casual, relaxed at­
mosphere, a five-foot video screen and the 
largest dance floor on the Central Coa^ 
are three features that make The Gradu­
ate one of the most popular night spots in’ 
San Luis Obispo..On Monday nights 
country-western music is featured, while 
on Tuesday nights the theme shifts to 
rock ‘n’ roll when those under 21 are ad­
mitted.
Wednesday, evening is Dollar Night with 
a SI admission charge and special prices 
on a variety of drinks including Long 
Island and Cape Cod iced teas and Texas 
coolers. Thursday through Saturday 
nights the theme shifts back to rock ‘n’ 
roll.
Occasionally live entertainment is 
featured with groups such as Scandal and 
Jack Mack and the Heartattacks perform­
ing.
□Tortilla Flats: This Mexicah-American 
restaurant and bar with a rustic setting is 
located in The Creamery on Higuera 
Street. Monday and Wednesday nighu are 
College Nights when all students are ad­
mitted with their college identification 
cards. Anyone under 21 is welcome for S3 
and students over 21 are admitted for SI.
Tuesday nights rhythm and blues music 
is featured and Thursday through Satur­
day evenings rock *n’ roll and top 40 tunes 
are played.
□Cigar Factory: This antique cigar fac­
tory has been coverted into a restaurant 
and bar. Live entertainment is featured ■ 
Wednesday through Saturday nights with 
solo performances the first night and con­
temporary listening music the other three 
nights.
There is no cover charge to get into The 
Cigar Factory and a variety of drink 
specials are offered nightly.
□  Shenandoah: This establishment of­
fers live music to dance to every evening 
of the week. Located on Los Osos Valley 
Road, the bar has rock ‘n’ roll bands play­
ing nightly, some local, while others are 
featured anists from outside San Luis 
Obispo County.
The cover charge is SI Sunday through 
Thursday nights, and S2 Fridays and 
Saturdays. Happy hour is from 11 a.m. to 
8:30 p.m. with a free kamikaze given to 
individuals paying the cover charge on 
Monday and Tuesday nights.
□The Dark Room: Located on Monterey 
Sueet, The Dark Room provides live 
enteruinment throughout the week. Am­
ateur nighu are Wednesday nights with 
bands, comedians, poeu and anyone with 
a flair for comedy performing.
Thursdays through Saturdays there are 
out-of-town and local live bands perform­
ing. The musk featured ranges from rock 
*n’ roll and blues to bluegrass and jazz.
'□ F .  McLintocks Saloon: Country musk, 
entertainment and a lively atmosphere is 
offered at McLintocks on Higuera Street. 
Wednesday evenings are Entertainment 
Night with an emcee officiating and enter­
taining. Anyone willing to ham it up is 
also encouraged to perform. Thursday 
nighu the country-svestem band “ Monty 
Mills”  enteruint while Fridays through 
Saturdays country-western musk is 
featured.
□SkMly Grove: This resuurant on 
Higuera Street has live bands performing 
every weekend. The tables are pushed 
back and the esublishment is converted 
into a dance floor. New Wave, rock ‘n’ roll 
and Top 40 musk is usually featured.
Night movoa: WINIam 
Randolphs reataurant 
otters the "Comedy 
Outlet” Friday and 
Saturday nights; e 
bartender eervee goM 
margarttaa at Loe Her- 
manoe.
V
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□OMc Port Inn: Located on the San 
Luis Bay pier, the Olde Port Inn offers 
live entertainment and a beautiful view of 
the ocean to iu  customers on Friday and 
Saturday evenings and Sunday after­
noons. The bands featured play rock ‘n’ 
roil to Top 40 music and jazz. The cover 
charge is S2.
□The Spirit: C onsidei^ the only 
showcase nightclub on the Central Coast, 
The Spirit features rock 'n* roll bands on
Friday and Saturday nights and a large, — 
spacious dance floor. Cover charges range 
from $2 to $20, depending upon the indi­
vidual acts.
Some of the enteruiners that have per­
formed at The Spirit in the past have in­
cluded Los Lobos, Gregg Keine, Tommy 
Tutone and the Glenn Miller Orchesu. '
□William Randolph’s: This restaurant ’ 
offers live comedy acu every Friday and 
Saturday nighu for the 21-and-over 
crowd. The Comedy Outlet has different
comedians featured every weekend. Ad­
mission is S3, but anyone dining at the 
restaurant receives complimentary com­
edy show passes.
On the cover •
The Fremont Theater In downtown San 
Lula Oblapo pcgyMed an elegant setting 
for Photo Editor Margaret Apodaca ae 
she captured thia recent Inside view.
C4 BntJIX Zo Eauiiùh^ Mustang Daily
San Luis Obispo — the tourist center — provides a 
seemingly endless choice of dining spots for 
breakfast, lunch and dinner. The other San Luis 
Obispo — the hometown and college community — 
has its share of eateries, too.
Following are the Mustang Daily’s twenty favorite 
food filling stations, divided into two categories: 
those for frequenting with fellow students and those 
to take parents to when they visit (provided it’s Mom 
and Dad’s treat!)
........ . " I I I  ■■■■I I  I I %
Student prices
•Tkc Spindle: Sandwiches and 
salads can be devoured at um­
brella-covered tables on the patio 
that overlooks the creek and 
Mission. The walk-up style 
eatery, located in the Network 
mall on Higuera Street, alio 
serves beer and wine coolers. 
Musicians perform Friday and 
Saturday afternoons, weather 
permitting.
•Scrubby and Lloyd’s Cafe:
Tucked away on Carmel Street
spicy, don't miss the MongoHan 
beef.
•C bocolalc Soup: Heaping
sandwiches and steaming soups 
are the specialty of the eating 
house — second only to its 
namesake, of course. Homemade 
breads, a fresh salad bar and 
crepes round out the menu. 
Those who wish to gain fame as a 
dinner entertainer can strum dn 
the guitar provided by the 
management.
Dining out
By Gregg Schroeder
between Higuera and Marsh 
streets. Scrubby and Lloyd’s 
serves the best in diner deli^iu. 
Sit at the counter to absorb the 
authentic hole-in-the-wall a t­
mosphere or devour an. onion- 
smothered burger on the patio: 
•Golden China Rcslanranl: 
Those who are oilented toward 
Chinese food swear by the Gold­
en China at 675 Higuera St. If 
you have a yen for the hot and
•Chapter One: A real saloon — 
^complete with sawdust on the 
'floor and three chut boards (game 
equipment is available for pur­
chase at the counter). Burgers, 
beer and wine are included on the 
menu and barbecues are featured 
on the weekends. Horn« of the 
Central Coast Dart Champion­
ship, the canteen is located in the 
Lucky shopping center on 
Foothill Boulevard.
•Spike’s Place: For stuffed
p o ta to  sk in s , m oun tainous 
nachos and 45 different, kinds bf 
beer to choose from, head to the 
Creamery shopping complex and 
look up Spike’s Place. Die-hard 
Spikes supporters are com­
memorated for their efforts with 
engraved plaques on the walls of 
fame.
•Franks Famous Hot Dogs: 
How many meals could you 
create with a simple hot dog? 
Franks boasts 10. Tube steaks 
aren’t the only eatables — 
various burgers are offered, too. 
The chili cheese dogs are a meal 
in themsevles. Located at 12 
Broad St.
•S h ad y  G rove: O m lettes,
salads, hamburgers and soups 
are» among the victuals-■Available 
at 1011 Higuera St. Patrons can 
dine inside at cloth-oovered 
ubics or on the creekstde patio 
under the shade o f Eucalyptus 
trees.
•Del Monte Cafe: Simpler
times come alive again at Ihis 
diner straight from the first few 
~ decades of the 20th century. 
Nestled in the old Italian section 
of San Luis Obispo at 1901 Santa 
Barbara Street, the cafe offers 
the hearty, simple food that has 
satisfied many a weary traveler 
and laborer for generations.
•Hudson’s Grill: The newest of 
the new in downtown San Luis 
Obispo dining. Hudson’s Grill 
took the brake o ff the car theme 
’ and let it careen through the 
esublishment. Gas pumps and 
•the front of an ‘old Hudson are 
included in the automemorabilia. 
Located on the recently reftir- 
bished corner of Monterey and 
Osos streets, the grill is open late 
*(’til midnight for food; I a.m. for 
cocktails) and affords a great 
view from its garage door-sized 
windows. Ask your carhop for 
the. Cheap Treat (Oreos and 
milk).
Parent pnces
McMillan & Wife 
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Back to School 
Special 
months $145.
New Members Only.
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M AlONirS GTM & FITNESS CENTER
,•46  So. H ioM ro. S.L.O .. Pho M S4|.S«IO
•The Cigar Factory: Dine in a 
genuine cigar factory from 1897. 
Order steaks, ribs and seafood 
from cigar-box menus. The res­
taurant, which serves dinner 
from 5:30 p.m. Monday through 
Saturday and Sundays from 5 
p.m„ offers nightly specials.
•Carmel Beach House: Seafood 
is the spocialty in this converted 
early San Luis Obispo home — a 
great place for a romantic dinner 
for two (leave the folks at the 
motel). Be sure to leave room for 
the the white chocolate mousse. 
Located at 450 Marsh St.
VThc Cnslom H o u m : Seafood, 
hantburgers and onion rings v e  
what the Custom House in Avila 
Beach ia known for. Located at 
324 Front St., The Custom 
.House has a casual atmosphere 
and boasts a patio. Open seven 
days a week, 6 a.m. to 9 p.m.
•Cafe Roma: Considered by 
discriminating diners to be the 
creme de la creme for ambiance 
and good food. Cafe Roma serves 
the best Italian cuisine in town. 
Located in a century-old hotel at 
1819 Osos St., Cafe Roma opens 
at 5:30 p.m. Tuesday through 
Saturday.
• ISeS: With the best prime ribs 
in town, 1865 has a quiet and 
relaxed atmosphere — nothing 
stuffy here. Good wine selection 
and reasonable prices. Niamed for 
its addreu on Monterey Street. 
1865 is open for lunch and din­
ner.
'  •Wlwc Street Ian: Located
beneath the Network mall on 
Higuera Street, diners can share 
an intimate meal of fondue or 
relax with a steak or seafood 
dinner. The atmosphere is quiet
and great for conversation. ’Open 
for lunch and dinner.
• F. McLInlock’s Saloon and 
Dining House: A fabulous vicM 
of the Pacific Ocean is afforded 
those who dine at McLintock’s. 
The Western-style - fare includes 
barbecued steak and seafood, 
with a special liqueur list and T 
shirts for sale to those who brave 
the turkey nuts. Water served 
from incredible heights. Open for 
lunch and dinner with brunch 
served Saturday and Sunday.
•J.P . Andrews Saloon: Adja­
cent to the drinking establish­
ment of the same name, the din­
ner house serves homemade 
pasta and seafood dishes in 
elegant surroundings. Desserts 
are b a k ^  on the premises daily. ' 
Open for lunch and dinner.
•Apple Farm: The brighi.
cheery atmosphere and heariy 
apple desserts are what locals 
seek when- they head to Apple 
Farm. The menu includes a wide 
variety of dishes, from omlettes 
and waffles at, breakfast to 
soups, sandwiches and salads at 
lunch and homecooked dinners of 
chicken and dumplings, turkey 
roasts and beef ribs. Located at 
2015 Monterey St., Apple Farm 
isopen7 a.m. to 9:30p.m. ■> ,
•This OM Howae: With a his­
tory as long (and dubious) as the 
old West, This Old House 
specializes in steak and ribs 
slathered with country flavor. 
Some say the place is haunted — 
everyone says its spirit is con­
tagious. It’s located way down 
Foothill Boulevard toward Los 
Osos Valley Road — look for the 
red farm house with the Sputnik 
on the roof. ‘
COME IN FOR YOUR 
FREE CHUNK OF FUDGE
THE BEST FUDGE EVER!
Made fresh while you watch at
(across from Riley’ s)'
Offer expires October 1 , 1 9 8 5
P H C X X ) L \ T F
OFACTORYO
]!
*Total 8000 eq. h. facility ■ 
*3000 eq. ft. aerobk roOfit I 
with wood bote Hoor to I 
protect ogeinet in|uriee ! 
*lodies end men's locker ! 
end shower focilities I 
*Noutilus, World Cioss, ■ 
Universal Equipment along! 
with plenty of ‘Tree T  
Weight"
*Computerited lifecycle | 
likes (minimol Fee) ! 
*FreeAM/PMchddcore
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REMEDIAL
MATHEMATICS 
•COURSE
Course Title Math 23 R, Review of Elementary Algebra Ottered on the Cal PWy Campos by 
Cuesia College tor Cal Poty students
^rwetjolsWks- An unsatisINd Entry Level Mathematics Requirement (ELM) or any olber 
need tor a remedial mathematics course 
Credit: 2 semester units (not transterabie to Cat Poly)
Registration Fee FREE
Time Section!. Mon and Wed , 19 10-21 00(9/30/85)-12/4/85)
Seclion 2. Tues and Thurs . 19 10-21 00(10/1/85-12/5/85)
Room Science B-05(Bldg 52, Cal Poly Campus)
Question^: Contact the Mathematics Department
ELM EXAMIN ATiON DATE: There wiH be an ELM Exam open to enrolled 
students on Thurs.. Dec 5,1985
ENTRY LEVEL 
MATHEMATICS (ELM) TEST
REGISTRATION TEST DATE 
DEADUNES
OCTOBER 4,1985 
December 6,1985 
April 25,1986 
July 11,1986
OCTOBER 19,1985 
January 4 ,1986 . 
May 10,1986 
July 26,1986
The ELM tesi is designed to assess the basic skMl levels of tnlenng CSU students 
in mathematics. The CSU Executive Order states that all entering students must 
complete the ELM Requirements before the end ol the first two quarters of enroll­
ment. Failure to do so will result in probation and disqualificatioa. Registration 
torms and the EPT-ELM Information bulletin can be obtained from the Test Office 
located in the Counseling Services Bldg. An ELM workbook can be purchased 
from the bookstore

GUIDE
Sunglass««^— a aura aymbol of coolnaaa, thay 
hida ayaa bloodahot from lata night (and aarly' 
morning) partying ..»alao can ba worn In claaa In 
tha off chanca ha falla aalaap.
Smile — aaya he’a got a data with that Certain 
Someone. If only he could ramambar her name. 
He'a too hip, gotta go. Eyaa aay “hey bud, lat'a 
’ party.”
Sporta llluatrated — to be 
read cover to cover during 
blo-lab and than ceramonl- 
ouaiy added to hia collec­
tion (which dataa back to 
Abner Ooubladay'a experi­
ment with bat and ball).
Addraaa book — no - 
addraaaes Inalde, 
juat phone numbara 
c o l l e c t e d  f rom  
varloua bathroom  
w a l l a  ( w i t h  hla 
a p e c l a l  rat i ng  
ayatem of one to five 
beer bottles).
Backpack — loaded down 
with the equipment every 
"Qoodtime Charlie" ahould 
have; not as heavy as It may 
seem due to noticeable lack 
of books (which he couldn't 
afford alter last rvight at the 
Flats).,. /
Shaving cream — multi-use prank 
gear, la vital for atrlka raida on RA'a, 
roommates and President Baker's 
house. (He'a perfected the trick of In- 
lectlng It under doora by uaing a 
record Jacket.) Alao uaelul for cloae 
ahave (ao he can get into movlea aa 
” 12 and under”).
Walkman — turned up to maximum volurrta of 
4,(XX) decibela. It-conveniently blocka out annoy­
ing nolaee — auch aa the drone of a phyaica lec­
ture — alao worn while atudying for "concentra­
tion.”
Attire — dreeaed lor that caaual Hving atyle, dark 
colora mean that frequent waahinga aren't nec- 
aaaaiy. Short panta mean he'a ready for the 
beach whenever the Inclination (and appropriate 
weather) ariaea.
5 ^
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Tennia Shoea — llved-in and comfortable, they 
afford him the luxury Of convenience and can be 
worn during many aporta auch aa beer rune ar>d 
girichaaing.
Qiaaaea — offer air of authority (aha actually has 
2(V20 vision).
Conservative Republican expression — ‘ says "i 
am woman, hear me roar.”
Photo of President Baker — carried for instant 
Identification so she can help him should he lose 
his way someday and end up on the Cal Poly 
campus.
Business Law textbook — offers ex 
cellent advice for suing the you 
know-what qU o t Anyone who gets m 
her way.
"W eak-at-a-Q Iance" calendar —' 
chock-full of appointments with study 
groups and department heads (with 
just enough time left over to read the 
Wall Street Journal and watch ”60 
Minutes").
FIfty-dollar manicure — expensive, 
but as ao Investment in her future it is 
tax deductible.
Digital watch — to make sure she s 
always on time (It also forecasts the 
weather and plays "God Bless 
America" in the key of'F).
Tape recorder — allows her 
to tape her claas lectures so 
her notaa can be perfect 
(capturing Avery stutter 
cough, grunt, and burp her 
Instructor makes).
Portable computer system 
— for producing all class 
notes In duplicate (one for 
studying, arui one to be 
sent to tha Library of Con­
gress).
Attire — dreasad lor aucceae for thoae Important 
Interviews (IBM, AT&T, Ronald Reagan).
Meet Dick and Jane. They’re Cal Poly students.
A portrait of two Cal Poly students ... not a pretty sight. 
When these two young scholars enrolled at Cal Poly if 
seemed to them a pretty average place to go to'school — full' 
of average people doing average things. So it seemed on the 
surface, anyway.
As average Cal Poly students, our heroes took average Cal 
Poly classes, earned average Cal Poly grades and — most 
important — committed average Cal Poly faux pas.
Now successful (if average) Cal Poly graduates, the 
Mustang Daily asked them to return to campus to enlighten 
one and all of the blunders of student-hood — those social 
errors committed by each one of us during the course of our 
stay at this center of learning.
Known to their friends and classmates as Richard and 
Janie, we will refer to them as simply Dick and Jane as they 
re-enact their worst nightmares. Read carefully as you start 
on your path to Cal Poly survival.
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1. Library Etiquette
See Dick. Dhck has homework to do. Dick is tired. Dick has 
decided to do his homework in the iibrary. Dick has chosen a 
comfy chair to study in. Dick is reiaxed. Dick’s eyeiids are 
heavy. Dick wants to cióse his eyes for Just a minute. Dick 
has falien asieep while doing his homework In the library. The 
Iibrary is a public place. Public places have lots of people in 
them. Lots of people like to make fun o f sleeping people — 
especially when their mouths are wide open. Soon Dick w ill 
wake up. Then Dick w ill be embarrassed.
2. Dining Dictates
Look at Jane. Jane is hungry. Jane is eating in the Snack 
Bar. Munch, munch, munch. Unfortunately, Jane thinks she is 
com m itting the unpardonable sin of (gasp) eating by herself. 
Poor Jane. W ill she .ever realize that dining alone Is not 
equivalent to  com m itting social suicide? Chances are good 
Jane fears she w ill never be able to get a meal partner again. 
Jane's psyche w ill be marred for life  and no doubt her unborn 
children w ill bear the scars of her college dining woes. When 
w ill Jane learn she is a big girl now and does not need a 
quorum to  partake sustenance? i
ARCADE ACTION a t  th e
FAMILY FUN FAIR
corner of roothill and Santa Rosa
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
Video and Pinball games 
over 90 games 
. for your enjoyment
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The Dance Shop
543-1955
1023 Morro St., SLO
INTERESTED IN ....
★  Saving up to $8,(XX) for your college expenses in six months?
★  -
Gaining significant, professional work experience in your major?
★  Obtaining upper division, elective credits for your work experience? 
^  Gaining a Competitive '^'edge"irryour major at graduate interviews?
THEN
YOU NEED TO KNOW MORE ABOUT 
THE COOPERATIVE EDUCATION EXPERIENCE!
STOP BY A N D  SEE US TO D A Y !
Cooperative Education Program California Polytechnic State University San Luis Obispo, CA 93407
. (805)546-2645
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Announcing the release of the new 
Women of Cal Poly Physical Fitness Calendar
i .
**'^ *'p
n Cotewtat to Be Pt„„^ f
Orcter yourt todayl Send a chack or money order for $6.05 (CA Residents add 6%SalesTax) plus 
$1.S6 postaoe and handOng to: Perapecthie ProtHictlona
. RO. BOX 121XS
SCNI UllB OMspo, CA OS^MM I
Or call the El Corral Bookstore 546*1101 and weMI mall It to you. Please allow 4*6 weeks for delivery.
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3. FOB Follies
Hera is DIcK. He had an appointment with his professor — 
four days ago. Fortunateiy. Dick was warned of the hazards 
that accompany a sojourn through the Facgity Office Buiiding 
and was sufficientiy outfitted: compass, aii-weather pup-tent 
and sieeping bag, rope, crampons and other repeiiing equip­
ment (in case he cannot find the eiusive staircases), snake­
bite kit and a two-week suppiy of C-rations. Poor Dick. Wiii he 
ever be abie to discuss the faii of Rome and its impact on his 
Grade Point Average with his ancient (as in history) pro­
fessor? Wiii some departmentai secretaiy take pity on him 
and iead him out of the maze of offices or wiii he be ieft to 
roam the haiis of Academia untii he graduates?
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4. Bookstore Bystanding
Jane is sad. Jane is in iine. Jane has been standing in iine 
for hours. Jane is aiways in iine. This morning Jane waited in 
iines to eat, to get her ciasses, to get her parking sticker and 
even to use the bathroom in her dorm. All this waiting has 
frazzled Jane’a.nerves: just the thought of getting lunch at the 
Snack Bar makes her tremble. Before buying textbooks, Jar>e 
knew she would need some intense emotional preparation. 
After an hour at Spikes, two more at Tortilla Flats and a quick 
stop at Cork and Bottle, she .was ready to attempt El Corral 
Bookstore. Jane has learned to live with the simpla fact that 
life at Cal Poly is a- life of lines. Calm and sedated, she* 
relaxes with drink in hand (of the non-alcoholic variety, of 
course), oblivious to the impatient, fumbling and frustrated 
world that surrounds her. Jane doesn’t yet realize that the 
small pile of textbooks by her side will set her back $4,000.
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5. Computer 
Conniptions
Jane Is downtrodden. Jane 
is taking a computer science 
class. Jane knows very little 
about computers. Acfually, 
she knows nothing — 
nought, nada, zip, zero, zilch. 
Jane waited for hours to get 
a terminal. She finally got 
one — at 3 a.m. Then a 
miracte occurred — the lab 
cleared out. Hours later, Jane 
(who just figured out how to 
log on 15 minutes ago) 
realizes she has no Idea how 
to even begin her assignment 
— ^ and there is no one in the 
lab to help her. What will 
become of our dear Jane? 
Will she ever be able to walk 
away from her computer ter­
minal, head held high or 
will she be forced to forever 
wear the letter “A” (for “at­
tempt") — set Into a scarlet 
circle with a slash through it?
6. Purposeless Parental Paranoia
Dick is bothered. Dick Is troubled. Dick Is 
embarrassed, humiliated, nonplussed, 
demoralized and disconcerted. Dick’s 
parents have come to visit him at Cal Poly 
and want to see what he does all day. Dick’s 
parents want to see his dorm room. Dick’s' 
parents want to eat with him (and his 
friends) at the Dining Hall. Dick’s parents 
want to sit in on all his classes and fully 
experience a day in the life of their beloved 
son. Dick wants to die. Dick’s parents have 
taken over his life, uick’s father has brought
his Kodak disc camera and Is happily taking 
photos of Dick for the family photo album.
Dick’s mother has cleaned the dorm laundry 
room. Both of Dick’s parents have called 
him by his childhood nickname (Daring Dick) 
in front of all his friends and the cutest girl 
in the dorms. Dick wants to start legal pro­
ceedings to disown his parents. Legal pro­
ceedings take a long time. Dick has decided 
to make his parents walk 10 paces behind 
him and wear grocery bags on their heads.
BUROER KINO 
WELCOMES 
BACK POLY
981 FOOTHILL, S.L.O.
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7. Presidential Palpitations
Jane Is astonished. Jane’s eyes are glazed, her knuckles 
are white and her knees are trembling. Jane has Just had the 
surprise of her life. Jane thinks she has seen a ghost. No, 
Jane, you have not seen a ghost. You have seen Warren J. 
Baker. The president of the university. California Polytechnic 
State University. In San Luis Obispo. California. United States 
of America. Yes, Jane, there Is a President Baker.
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B est-laid p lans o f  studen ts often tim es go aw ry
The day the way you plan It:
7.-C0 a.m. — Wake up 
8:00 a.m. — Phyaica 
9:u0 a.m. — Visit profsMor- 
'  9;;)Q a.m. — Study 
10:00 a.m. — English 
1 1:00 a.m. — Lunch 
12:00 a.m. — Speech 
1:00 p.m .— Study 
.T.CO p.m. -1- Sociology 
4:00 p.m. — Go home and relax « 
,^::f0p in. — Dinner
I hi; Onv the way it really happens:
ti ;0 jt.iii. — Roommate’s alarm goes 
off.
0:.>b a m. — Roommate’s alarm still 
rinyimj.
«3:36 a.m. — Roommate gets hit by 
high velocity tennis shoe.
6 .3 / a.m. — Realize it was my alarm 
that was ringing. Fortunately roommate 
sleeps like a log and does not wake up. 
7:00 a.m. — Hop into shower.
7:00 a.m. — Leap out of shower, no 
hot water.
7:30 a.m. — I’m bummed. Wacky 
Waliv/alker toy missing from Froot Loops 
box. Suspect foul play by roommate.
/:35 a.m. — Suspicions confirmed. 
Find Mr. Wallwalker In trash can. 
Roohimate’s life In serious jeopardy.
7.-I') a.m. — Roommate wakes up. 
'Wants to know how bump on his head 
got thnro.
t):C<) ^m. — Backpack strap breaks. 
Dec*'' . 1 can survive without my 30-lb 
>ph > .book.
••I'M J a.m. — Physics professor an-
uno <<&apen book test,
to a.m. — diacover I can’t silt my 
wri vith a mechanical pencil.
'> a.m. — Begin calculating the 
orf f a major earthquake striking the 
b-' Q and cancelling the test.
i  .J  a.m. - e  Totally desperate now, 
s«K'> iny Ungerdewwm ythrowL'
L JAndy at large
8:31 a.m. — Excused from test.
8:45 a.m. — Go to visit professor. ^
6:50 a.m. — Forgot map and com­
pass. Löst In Faculty Office Building. ' ^
8:55 a.m. — Smoke from signal fire 
spotted by Cal Poly firemen.
9:00 a.m. — Firemen also hopelessly 
lost.
9:15 a.m. — Firemen figure out they 
can follow their hoses back to the truck.
9:30 a.m. — ROTC commandos storm 
facility. All hostages rescued safely. 
Commandos suffer only two casualities.
9:40 a.m. — Taken to Health Center. I 
tell the doctors I’m okay, but they Insist 
on treating me for something.
9:45 a.m. — Doctors suggest treating
lustrated, decide not to buy it.
11:00 a.m. — Pick up copy e f Mustang 
Dally.
11:03 a.m. — Look for bathroom to 
wash newspaper Ink off hands.
11:07 a.m. — Bathroom* “closed for 
service.” Wash hands In drinking foun- ’ 
ta in ..
11:10 a.m. — Get in sandwich line at 
Snack Bar.
11:20 a.m. — Sandvyich line moves.
11:30 a.m. — Sandwich line turns out 
to be salad line, decide to skip lunch.
11:45 a.m. — Accosted by religious 
fanatic who asks, “Do you believe that 
you can live forever?” I reply, “I don’t 
know yet. I’m only three hundred years
Brought wrong notebook to speech class. 
Give my speech to explain why I  can*t turn 
in my homework. Prof, says 'Good speech * 
and drops my homework score one grade.
me for insomnia. I tell them “I’ll sleep on 
it” and run out.
10:10 a.m. — Assigned in'-class 
English essay. Subject: What Incident 
has had the greatest impact on your life?
10:11 a.m. — Write “Birth,” leave early.
10}45>a.m. — Go to bookstore to buy' 
.Jab book.
10'.20 a.m. — Bookstore is out of lab 
books, new ones won't be in until next 
quarter.
10:25 a.m. — Check out magazine 
rack.
„ 1 0 M  a jw . — Finish reading Sports U-
old,” and leave.
12:10 p.m. — Brought wrong notebook 
to speech class. Give Impromptu speech 
to explain why I can’t turn In my 
homework. ^ofessor says “Good 
speech” and drops my homework score 
one grade.
12:15 p.m. — Professor begins lecture 
on communication paradigms.
12:20 p.m. — Notice professor has. 
worn the same trousers three days in a 
row.
12:25 p.m. — Discover that English 
Building ueee Weetii>ghouse Eoonowatt
bulbs.
12:30 p.m. — Begin to devise plans to 
silence profassor.
12:45 p.m. — Wonder whether 
shooting the professor could be con­
sidered an act of seff-defense. “But your 
Honor, he was boring mo to death.”
IKK) p.m. — Go to U.U. to read Two 
chapters of sociology before class. *
- -1K)6 p.fh. — Bee okj friend, stop to 
talk.
1:30 p.m. — Open sociology book.
1:31 p.m. — Remember that I need to 
errite to a friend, close sociology book.
2KX) p.m. — Finish letter. Walk by TV 
lounge to see what’s on.
2:55 p.m. — See Madonna video for 
third time In an hour,
2:56 p.m. — Start to read sociology 
book.. :
2:57 p.m. — Decide to read chapter 
summaries Instead.
3:10 p.m. — Sociology professor 
begins lecture on “class consciousness” 
and I’m about to lose mine. Z-z-z-z-z...
3:30 p.m. — Z-z-z-z-z...
4KX) p.m. — Z-z-zz top-z-z...
4:20 p.m. — Wake up surrounded by 
Ethics class which Is debating the moral 
obligation of waking me up.
4:25 p.m. — Stop to watch volleyball 
practice. Looks like fun, but I can’t figure 
out how they jump the net after they win 
a match.
4:35 p.m. — Walk to parking lot and 
look for my car.
4:45 p.m. — Remember I walked to 
school today. ,
5;00 p.m. — Arrive home. Roorhmate 
and girlfriand are wrestling on the couch. 
.Decide not to ask If they want to watch 
“The Flintstones” with me.
5:30 p.m. — Decide to go start a 
Spike’s card. With the way things are go­
ing maybe I’ll finish It tonight, too.
Andy Frokjer Is a* senior journalism 
fnajor and guest columnist for the 
Mustang Dally.
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Dessert picks
Mustang Daily scouts out the best 
(but no counting calories, please)
}y Renee Shupe
^tall WhMr
The quest for the perfect 
Jessert is serious business in San 
.uis Obispo, but with the aid of 
¡ihTs Mustang Daily guide to 
icood eats, there's no reason to 
niss out on the best treats in 
Itown.
•Apple Farm: in this country- 
style atmosphere enjoy home­
made apple pie or try, the 
specialty of the house — piping 
hot and delicious apple dumpl­
ings, served with Apple Farm's 
own cinnamon sauce and ice 
cream. Giant cinnamon rolls are 
also available along with savory 
boysenberry and rhubarb pies, 
homemade cookies and brownies, 
l ocated at 2015 Monterey St.
• Bakery Cafe: Dine inside or 
out overlooking the creek at this 
cozy cafe at 1040 Broad St. and 
indulge in its specialty — fresh 
and flaky croissants. Fillings in­
clude chocolate, various fruit-fill­
ings, aeam  cheese and honey. 
The menu also offers an assorts 
ment of pastries and cookies.
•Chocolnlc So«p: For a rich 
dessert encounter go to the only 
place in town wh«e the fare in­
cludes soup made from chocolate. 
The bowl of hot, steaming choco­
late pudding has a piece of rich 
choclate cake floating " in the 
center, topped with whipped 
cream, nuts and a cherry. Find
this taste trbat and others at 980 
MorroSt.
•Cornucopia Creamery: Expe- 
. rience one of 24 homemade ice 
creams served in crunchy waffle 
cones at this homey goodie shop, 
located at 977 Foothill Blvd. 
(next to Burger King). Encounter 
Cornucopia’s favorite concoction, 
“ creme-in,” which boasts 2 to 4 
scodps of ice aeam  blended with 
one of eight toppings. Shakes, 
malts and sundaes ■ are also of­
fered.
•Madonna Inn Coffee Shop:
For a more romantic atmosphere 
visit th is» comfortable little res­
taurant which lives up to all the 
glamour of the Madonna reputa­
tion. Satisfy your sweet tooth 
with a piece of the Madonna's 
own eight-layer Black Forest 
cake, loaded with tons of whip­
ped cream and chocolate. Cream 
and fruit pies are also made daily 
along with the best French 
pastries this side of Paris.
n
•Marie CaNcndcr’s of Arroyo
Grande:' For more pie than any­
one could possibly eat, visit this 
family-ktyle eatay at ^  Oak 
Park Rd., just off of Highway 
101. More than 25 flavors of 
dreamy pies arc baked daily, in­
cluding peach, cream cheese, 
chocolate cream, peanut butter 
and German chocolate. Of 
course, if you want to be ordi­
nary. try the apple. Make sure
A
A
Doop-lrlod lea croam It a houto tpoclalHy at SpNto'a Plaoo.
you have an appetite for this one, 
or else you’re'sure to be carrying 
a doggy bag home.
•Spike’s Plaec: The dessert 
specialty of old Mexico hat been 
revived in San Luis Obispo — 
deep-fried ice cream. Spike’s rolls 
up the flavor of the week in
!;ranola and Team flakes, deep lies it and tops it off with choco­
late syrup i(nd whipped aeam . 
Dessert-lovers can also try the 
supa-moist carrot cake or 
York style cheescake. In The 
Creamery, dine inside or out on
the covaed patio.
•Swcaaea’t  Ice Cream: This 
old-time favorite ice cream shop ' 
giva you a choice of 56 home­
made flavors to  choose from dai­
ly, ranging from vanilla to out- 
of-this-world carmel turtle fudge. 
Sundaes span from good ol’ hot 
fudge to the outrageous eight- 
scoop, eight-topping ^^Earth­
quake.”  Stin hungry? Take a 
chocolate-covered banana, a 
sticky-chewy chocolate bar or* a 
gallon of your favorite flavor 
home. 728 Higuera St.
KIN OMTZIWMutMn« 0*Ny
•Yogurt Station: Cutting calo­
ries? H ae’s your chance to stick 
to your diet and still enjoy a 
sweet-eat. Choose from sesen 
flavors of soft, frozen yogurt' and 
your cHbice of 13 great toppings, 
including crushed Oreos, graqola 
and various carob-covered yum- 
mies. At least two types of choc­
olate yogurt are always on the 
menu, alofig with assorted friiit 
flavors and peanut butter. You 
can also take home a variety of 
Cowboy Cookies, delivered fresh 
daily to the station. Open late at 
890 Foothill Blvd.
HEALTH FITNESS CENTER
STUDENT SPECIAL
e
t
GYM & SPA
*SAUNA 
‘ LOOKERS 
‘ JACUZZI 
‘ SHOWERS 
^SPEED BAG 
‘ HEAVY BAG 
‘ OPEN 7 DAYS 
‘ TANNING LOUNGE 
‘ OLYMPIC WEIGHTS 
‘ AEROBIC CLASSES 
‘ UNIVERSAL MACHINES
‘ CONVENIENT LOCATION
1 DAY FREE TRIAL
f
■ V ■
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879 Higuerz 541 TOSS 
Downtowns L O betimOKorbs
Cal Poly has tuned into KSLY for more than 25 years!
W elcome Back Poly, from
T h e  b e s t  m u s ic , p e rs o n a lit ie s , 
lo c a l in fo r m a t io n ,  c o n te s ts  a n d  fu n ZOCKS JH£ Cm<rr
2 ways to wini
Because you’re back, we’re 
giving away a YEAR’S TUITION 
OR $960, and many other prizes
Get a Sly96fm Cash Card (free) 
and get discounts from local 
businesses, and win cash and prizes
listen daily to 96.1 fm for all the details
Ww, i
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TIm  RAfnbow Thaatar in CkMvntown San Lula Oblapo 1« known lor Ha wWa taiaction of movioa.
— The Rainbow
A movie theater known for diversity
It '
ii j' '
By Stacy Hcrkert
SunWfHar
Whether you have a penchant 
for animated Czechoilovakian 
' nimf or a hankering for spaghet­
ti Wettemt, you’re sure to Find it 
playing sometime at The Rain­
bow, movie house on Osos Street. 
Like its name. The Rainbow of­
fers a wide spectrum of films 
guaranteed to suit the taste of 
^ even the pickiest movie goers.
The Rainbow often features 
movies from around the world 
that can’t be found playing any­
where else on the Central Coast, 
along w ith' more commercially 
successful ones. “ There a ^  a lot 
of Films of the non-Holly wood 
ii\ode, ones that wouldn’t be
shown anywhere between Los 
Angeles and ’ San Francistno,’’ 
said owner Jim Dee.
The secret behind the success 
of this small, non-commercial 
theater in an age of world movie 
premieres and multiscreened 
theaters Is, according . to Dee, 
listening t% the audience’s re­
quests and having a "pretty 
good feel’’ for what people want 
to'see.
“ Our theater is very personal 
and we’re hitting a lot of films 
that 90, or should 1 say 100 per­
cent, of the other theaters in 
town wouldn’t touch,”  said Dee. 
“ We listen to our customers and 
their requesu ... usually about SO 
percent of our schedules reflect 
their suggestions.’’
igdeal.
SAVE 30<7o
ler, B ag o f Fries 
and a M edium  D rink
Any Burgi 
aM t
r \
i. \\(
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» /O'
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner
'a. ■ ' ■ KIV7
Hours
Mon-Fri: 7am-1pm 
Sat&Sun: 8am-1pm
885 Foothill Blvd. 544-7804
Good only at participating 
locations.
885 Foothill Blvd. 
San Luis Obispo
Expires 1Ó/31/85
Any one of our 
Hamburgers—Deluxe, * 
Guacamole, Bacon. 
Hickory BBQ,
Chili, Mushroom,
(Cheese and 
tomato extra.) Plus a bag 
of our crispy, golden fries 
and a 16 oz. medium soft 
drink of your choice.
W ieD erschnitzgl
Dee chooses what films will be 
shown on each month’s schedule 
instead o f '  having a booking 
agent. —'
. “ I pick all the Films myself and 
I’m pretty sure we’re the only 
theater that’s booked locally,”  he 
said. “ All the other theaters in 
town are probably booked out of 
som e li tt le  o ff ic e  in Los 
Angeles.”
No stranger to the Central 
Coast. Dee has Jived in San Luis 
Obispo for more than twenty 
years and has seen the area ex­
pand and become more popu­
lated.
“ The area is changing so 
quickly, it’s unbelievable ... in­
credible developments,’’ he said. 
“ When I came here there wasn’t 
a McDonald’s. Taco Bell or a 
Madonna Plaza.’’
Dee has made vast improve­
ments in the theater since its 
opening in 1979. Last Christmas 
new carpeting and lighting was 
installed, and new seats for more 
comfortable viewing. A Dolby 
stereo system was also added to 
accomodate the new Films releas­
ed in stereo sound. “ It’s taken 
six years to get the theater where 
it is now and I'm pretty proud of 
it,’’ he said.
Just like the unusual mixture 
of Films shown at The Rainbow, 
there is also a wide variety o f ' 
people who are attracted to its 
unique and non-commercial 
features. “ There are certain Films 
that you get a very mixed crowd, 
other times an o l ^  audience or 
parents with their children,”  said 
Dee.
Some of the movies that have 
played at the theater in the past 
have included “ The Last Tango 
in Paris.”  “The Wizard of Oz.” 
“ The Terminator,”  “ The Tall 
Blond Man With One Black 
Shoe’’ and “ Stop Making Sense,” 
featuring the band The Talking 
Heads.
We try to please everyone and 
in doing so get a very wide spec­
trum of people in here,”  said Dee. 
“ I don’t want to be called — and 
don’t consider us — an art the­
ater ... we do dabble in the 
esoteric stuff but we also try to 
bring in good mainstream 
'movies.”
As for the future. Dee plans to 
keep -.The Rainbow the “ exccp- 
tioo rather than the rule”  in 
movie viewing on the’ C e n t^  
Coast. *
“ We’ll try to stay provocative 
and interesting, not ordinary, 
and listen to what people want to 
see.”
Mustang Dally nh> S¿!X Zo S¿cdiúhce C15
Cal Poly Theatre features plays, concerts
By Marfarct Barrett
SuMWrtt*»
The Cal Poly Theatre season 
offers a wide range of entertain­
ment for students and members 
of the community.
Three plays, one each quarter, 
are presented in the theater each 
year. P e te r W ilt, th ea te r 
manager, said the plays to be 
performed are usually chosen 
early in the summer. Many fac­
tors must be considered when 
deciding which plays will be 
chosen, including student appeal 
and the costs o f royalties, 
costumes and building materials.
Wilt said those invoKed in the 
decision process also want to 
give the audience and the stu­
dents a sample of different kinds 
of theater such as comedies, 
dramas and musicals.
“ This gives students an oppor­
tunity to do everything no mat­
ter what th e ir  th ea tr ic a l 
background is," said Wilt.
The fall production is the 
musical comedy “ Guys and 
Dolls.”  The play opens on 
Thursday, Nov. 7 for six perfor­
mances, ending on Nov. 16.
Roger Kenvin, head of the 
theatre and dance department, 
Mill direct the award-winning 
musical based on stories and 
characters created by Damon 
Runyon. Other personnel work­
ing on the production include 
costume and lighting designer 
Russ Whaley, musical director 
Thomas Davies, technical direc­
tor Howard Gee, choreographer 
Peter Rentes, and set designer 
Robert A. Colirin Jr., an art ma­
jor who hopes to use the experi- 
env'e as his senior project.
Wilt said auditions will be held 
on Tuesday and Wednesday. 
Sept. 24 and 25 from 7 lo  11 p.m. 
in room 212 of the Music Build­
ing. He said students should be 
prepared to sing a musical 
' number from the play, par­
ticipate in a dance number and 
read from the script. Copies of 
the script will be- on reserve at 
the Robert E. Kennedy Library 
beginning on Monday, Sept. 16.
The winter production will be 
“ The Secret Affairs of Mildred
*Guys and Dolls* 
is slated fo r  
fa ll quarter
Wild,”  a comedy by Paul Zindei 
about one woman’s obsession 
with nim fantasies. The play will 
have three performances beginm 
ing on Thursday, Feb. 20.
The spring production will be 
“ Ain’t Misbehavin,” a Tony 
awarding winning musical.
Gee said this play was chosen 
partly from a request of the In- 
structionally Related Activities 
board, which subsidizes different 
campus activities including the 
theater performances, to present 
a play that was addressed 
toward the needs of minority 
students on campus.
Gee said plays with Mexican 
American and black casts and 
themes were reviewed. “ Ain’t 
Misbehavin,*” which is based on 
the life of Fats Waller with an all 
black cast, was chosen because of 
its popularity and economic 
viability.
“ Ain’t Misbehavin really fits
the bill for us,”  said Gee.
Other theatrical events include 
Quintessence, a musical series 
sponsored by the music depart­
ment. Quintessence, a term 
which in ancient limes was 
reserved for the gods, is an an­
nual event started by ASl seven 
years ago arid has been under the 
auspices of the music department 
for the last four years.
The first pf the - Quintessence 
performances, will be the Los 
Angeles Piano Quartet oh Fri­
day, October 4. The annual 
Baroque Concert, conducted by 
music department head Clifton 
Swanson, will be held on Satur­
day. March 1. Peter Rejto, a 
cellist, will (mform on Friday, 
April II. Ending the series on 
Friday, May 23. will, be pianist 
Frederick Moyer.
The 12th annual dance concert 
entitled “ Dance: The Ultimate 
Expression”  will be held on Jan. 
30, 31 and Feb. I. “ It’s probably 
the most popular student at­
tended event that we do in the 
theater all year,”  said Wilt. “ All 
three performances usually sell 
out.”
Other events throughout the 
year include choral concerts 
featuring the men’s and women’s 
choruses and the University 
Singers. For the Christmas 
season the Civic Ballet of San 
Luis Obispo .will present “ The 
Nutcracker.”
The ASl Fine Arts Committee 
will sponsor a one-man show with 
Ed Metzger portraying AJben 
Einstein on Nov. 23. The com­
mittee also plans to schedule a 
dance company sometime during 
the year.
Cal Poly*s KCPR-FM is truly the * sound alternative*
B) Michael Finucane
Sul) WnMr
Alternately called “ burnt-dog 
radio,” the “ sound alternative” 
and the station that demands 
you to “ deal with it,"  KCPR is 
Cal Poly’s own FM radiq station 
located at 91.3 on the dial.
Words are incomplete vehicles 
to describe the music issued from 
KCPR, but a fitting generaliza­
tion might be NewWaveP- 
sychedeliaPopBcatPunkClassic.
While the tunes vary depen­
ding upon which of the 24 hours 
you’ve plugged into, KCPR has 
an unchanging policy of student 
management and operation.
Musk Direaor Scott Larsen 
said there are 65 staff members, 
disc jockeys and about 20 stu­
dent trainees each quarter who 
use the small rooms of the sta­
tion located on the second floor 
of the Graphk Aru Building.
Surprisingly, many of the DJs 
and radio personnel are not 
studying broadcast journalism, 
Larsen said. As he was being in­
terviewed, the graphic com ­
munications major yelled to the 
DJ then on the air: “ Hey. what’s 
your major?”
’'Landscape arch itecture ,”  
came the reply from the sound 
booth.
“ Yea, most people at KCPR 
are from other majors,”  Larsen 
said. He explained that those in­
terested in getting air time first 
must take a lecture course 
taught by KCPR tu f f .
Later, budding DJs have to 
solo succeuful^ for an hour be­
fore assuming Uidr own shift.
“ We don’t eapact them to be 
great DJs their first quarter, but 
at least they wfll know which 
areas to improve on.”  Larsen 
said.
Beginning fall quarter, Larsen 
said listeners can expect more 
psychedelia m usk , w hkh he 
defined as **O n ^  musk from 
the ’60s — LSD inspired stuff.”
Larsen said there has been a 
resurgence in psychedelia musk
through underground efforts and 
the work of Prince in albums 
such as “ Around the World in a 
Day.”
Besides the “ acid emphasis,” 
listeners can expect a changing 
lineup of 4-hour special programs 
which will 'vary with the “ fads 
and factions.”  Larsen said.
“ We know the more popular 
shows and we do some (shows) no
matter how popular or unpopular 
they are with students,”  Larsen 
said.
Besides music. KCPR also 
b ro a d c a s ts  new s r e p o r ts  
throughout the day. Beverly 
Gagliano and Rob Russell co­
direct the corps of journalism 
students who write and broad­
cast the news.
/ '
El Corral Bookstore has arranged for 
substantial educational discounts from the 
leading producers of personal computers.
These discounts are available only to Cal Poly 
students, faculty and staff and are available 
only at El Corral Botdtstore.
Take this opporttmity to view and compare 
personal computer units close-up and 
ask questions directly to those in the know.
WELCOME BACK
Countiy Culture
STOP
IN FOR A FREE SAMPLE
S  Different Flavors Daily 
-30 Toppings to Choose From 
HOURS
Mon-Sat: 11am-10pm 
Sun:12pm-5pm '
Mission Mall-by the creek 544-9007
Do you like MUSIC!
CONCERTS! and
INVOLVED?
If yes, then cy!jwerty|^ you 
Here are a 4 ^ ^ K h c ^ ^ T w e ’ve brought 
to Cal Po In^ I H .
^ a n i a n a  i
• • • elp us bring more!
first 3 r
welcomt 
itim
to jo in .during our
Thur. 6
October 3 - Thursday 
10:00 AM - 3:00 PM 
Chumash Auditorium
APPLE
A.T.&T.
HEWLETT-PACKARD 
I.B.M. '
Representatives from the above computer 
companies will be available to help ybu 
find the computer that best suits your needs.
For details of this extraordinary offer, visit 
the Computer Fair October 3rd.
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— INSIDE
DIVERSIONS
Sun and sand
Wh«t could IM •  moro «Mtconw study 
bresK than a taw tKHjra (w hack, tha whola 
waakond) at tha baach? Wa'll giva you a 
rundown on arsa baaches. '  3
Cheap fun
■ < >It doaaa't taka a lot of monay to hava a 
good tlma In San Lula Oblapo — aspaoially 
II you uaa a littia Imagination. * • - .
4
V
Water follies
Lopaz Laka offara a vartaty of watar aporta 
to halp coot oil on thoaa hot days, 1^ 
~t>kidlng wtndaurf ing and watar stidaa.
-  W '
Climb a rock
Tha San Lula Oblapo araa offara both tha 
amataur and mora axparlanead rock arid 
mountain cllmbara a chanca to show off 
thairakllla. ' ■. ■
Gr^èn machine
Tha Cal Poly football taam looks to 
anothar aaaaon as thay faca aoma tough ' 
opponanta aarty on.
11
Spike supreme
.n - .
Tha Cal Poly woman's vollayball taara 
looks toward what could turn out to ba tha 
"draam saason."
•44
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LARG E SELEC nO H  
OP CUBES IN  STO G IE
Pia WEFNIES APE BETTER AT
¡^anJiS
Phone
orden
Open
Diüly
fAM-fPM
Ml-3488
¡NOw eod ueod onice 4  Slonge Famlfcow
Need It Now? We Bave It Now!
Top Drmmm «  ono o* Vw  oniy »upptw*» m 9m  cou«My Pw l can 
ofiar Quantity and quoMy now and uMct oA c» Ibrm iu*» M  rock 
boctom pncaa y»*daaia»youaaad loro  a aw daaiprMd coadtor- 
tab«a N x ita  or busMiaas o*f«oa in dur larga aatactMin a im ooó , 
aaaaiandupltolsiaradfurrM«ura O iooaa Iroar toom t  ■■acira w  
daafts «ora tabtaa and ataiwna. cradtnzaa. h ar^  conaar- 
ar>ca tabtas arM mora W t atao sroca a lud tana a f tfo r- 
agafaonbaa Ma cafciwatii ahatanng and booacaeaa 
M a« or usad. Top Oraaar's ona «lop oA ca IbrmtakM 
slore nas erery#w>e yow naed - nflhe no«'
Olir
D E S K S
USED
FROM
$39.00
D r a f t in g
Tab les
AvaQaM e
U S E D  
STENOS 
FROM 
$19.00
s
S T U D E N T  H O U S I N G  F O R  T H E  8 0 ’S
¥iUag!ì.
•UnimNad food, and w t do tiia  (M ies 
•2-4 Student Apartments wWi private baO» 
•2  Swimming pools, jacuzzi, and tennis court 
•Planned student activées
55 North Broad St. 
JB e U n d  Lucky Shopping Center)
543-2300
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9  9 9 9 9
D I S C O U N T  V I D E O
CATERS TO CAL POLY STUDENTS!
■ k  Convenient Locations and Late Hours!
• k  Student Financing Available of Ail T.V .’s and VCR’s! • 
w No Membership Required! *  Reservations Accepted! 
w Large Selection of The Latest Aeleases...in Stock Now!
TSSfOOlMII BM. 
by üK^ky'BRhopping Cantar, 8LO O P E N i O Æ M t o i l O R M .
C V E R Y D A T t
20QOSpHng8t. 
between Kragen Auto Supply 
A Radio Shack. Paso Roblaa
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O 'e a t r a l  Coast beaches offer a lot more than just 
sand and surf.
Within an hour and a half drive from Cal Poly, either 
north or south, studenu can travel to beaches which offer a 
variety o f activities for bcach-foers. ,
"Anybody who likes the beach and comes to Cal Poly 
they got it made. There’s a lot of primitive beach here," 
said Charles "W ink" Russell, a scuba instructor at Cal Poly 
and owner of the Sea Wink, a scuba and fishing equipment 
store in Pismo Beach. ^
Campers or those looking for what R uss^  calls one of the 
best deposits of California jade should travel the 60 miles 
to Jade Cove, a beach north of San Simeon near the town of 
Cords in Monterey County. Plaskett Creek campground is 
nearby for those who want to spend a few days exploring 
the cliffs and tide pools. This is not a beach for sunbathing 
as there is not much sand but rather rock and gravel. Ac­
cess to Jade Beach includes switchbacking down a cliff. 
Driving south on Highway I , one will come to Sand 
' Dollar Beach where streams flow down mountains right 
onto the beach. Trout ruhermen will enjoy this beach as the 
streams have steel head runs. The long white sandy beach 
is perfect for sunbathers. Waves are not too treacherous for 
bodysurfers and sailboarders during the summer, and a 
good winter break provides bigger waves for surfers. Wild 
flowers grow from Sand Dollar Beach to Cambria, envelope 
ing the coast in color. The nearest campground is Plaskett 
Creek at Jade Cove, and Salmon Creek is nearby for those 
who like to hike and backpack.
Sun worshipping
Continuing south toward Cal Poly, the beach-goer will 
find San Simeon S ute Beach a pleaunt stop. After a to u r ' 
at Hearst Castle, which is just acrou Highway 1, visitors 
can spend a relaxing afternoon on the white sandy beach.
People who like rocky besKhes and viewing tide pools will 
want to visit Moonstone Beach S ute Park on the north 
boundary of Cambria. A good spot for launching sailboards 
and small aluminum boau because of its easy acceu off of 
H i^w ay  1, Moonstone Beach also próvida areas for rock 
rishing, which is done by climbing onto rocks and prodding 
into the crevica. Russell said surf and ;ome of the b a t 
rock nshing in the county is possible from San Simeon to 
Moonstone Beach.
Moonstone Beach is more rock and gravel than u n d , but 
there are tome sandy areas. Because of the easy accas. it is 
•a good b ach  for both free and scuba diving.
\ A tasadero B ach  in Cayucos is the next stop traveling 
sduth on Highway I . The long b ac h  is known for soft 
white sand and poor w a th a  in the summer, Russell said.
In w inta, the w ather is not as overast. People enjoy sur­
fing, bodysurfingand surf fishing.
One b ach -g o a , Amy Carmack, 12, lik a  Boogie boarding 
b a t. " I  go to Avila sometima but the wava are too wim­
py. They are like wuss w av a ,"  she said*.
O  urfer* might like the beach at Cayucos hut the 
beach at Morro Rock is the piace for really hot 
surfing, Russell said. Beause of an almost constant b ra k , 
intermediate and advanced surfers travel to the rock during
the w inta. The wavu come down a bit in size during the 
sum m a, so beginnas can also enjoy the waimth o f the 
waten released from a nearby Pacific OasR Biectric plant.
OarryRed, 17, said he g o a  to "the rock" about 4 or 3 .. 
days a  w ak  during the sum m a. He lik a  the warm w ata  
and the w ava. "This place is p ra ty  good, but the leef 
b rak s  are usually bigga at the north end of AtaMtdaro- . ' 
B ach (during the sum m a)," he said. ^
During low tide at least th ra s p e d a  o f clams can be ; 1 
gathaed legally inside the mud flats at the back o f Morro 
Bay, Rnssell a id . People a n  "taxi" ride o v a  to the mud 
flats, he Mid. The bay is also a reserve for two endangaed 
specia; the bachelor o tta  and paegrine falcon.
Montana de Oro State Park is the next stop along the 
b ach  trail. Driving sOuth on Highway 1, the traveler must 
v a r  off at the-BaywoOd Park-Los Osos exit and drive 
through Los Osos on the way to the b ach . The main b ach  
has Mnd with some pebbla but is also equipped with picnic 
tab la  and portable bathrooms, Beachgoas can hike to lit­
tle b a c h a  such as Spoona’s Cove or sit on the cliffs 
ovalooking the water. Hazard’s Canyon is "one of the hot- 
t a t  surfing placa in the county" according to Russell. The 
b ac h  just north of Hazard’s ^ a c h  is w hae many students 
:go to Mnd ski. ~
The b a c h a  at Montana de Oro are also good placa for 
rock collectors as semi-precious stona can be found there. 
Inflatable boats for those in taa ted  in diving can also be 
launched at Montana de Oro b a c h a .  Russell Mid he un- 
fortuiuitely finds b ea  a n s  in the w ata when he d iva.
Most of the sunny w a th a  is during Novemba and
S a  BEACHES, page I
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budgets.
One suggestion 
entcruinment is
Cheap’s 
the word
By Stacy Herkert
staff Wrttaf .t.
Nothing in life is free, but with a little 
imagination and a small amount of cash 
anything it possible. There a r> a  variety of 
activities to keep students “ diverted”  in 
San Luis. Obispo without breaking their
t
to cut the costs of 
to plan activities in 
groups. This often lowers the costs of ex­
penses and allows people to receive group 
discountr which many local businesses of­
fer. -  '
The following list of ten activities arc 
suggestions to keep you entertained 
without straining your purse strings:
1. You don’t have to travel to Europe or 
even Napa Valley to experience quality 
winetasting. Get a group of friends 
together and take a tour-'of area wineries 
and vineyards. If each person pitches in a 
few dollars a group can rent a limousine 
fully equipped with a lelevision-VCR to 
take on a wine tour of the Central Coast in 
style. The problem of who is going to drive 
home fkom the ^expedition is also 
eliminated. Many o'f the vineyards also 
have picnic areas, so bring a sack lunch 
along (and a few aspirin).
2. Why^qpt explore the fascinating world 
of energy by taking a free tour to the 
Diatte Canyon Nuclear Power Plaat? 
T oun are at 10 a .n .  and 2 p.m. daily. The 
Energy Information Center is located 
seven aiUes soqth of San Luis Obispo on 
Hightagy 101, near San Ltde Bay Drive.
3. Spend the day rcminlMteg through 
the past by taking tours of the local 
musetnns and homea of San Lids Obiepo. 
Visit, the County H)Hori<9 l Museum on . 
the corner of Broad and Monterey streets. 
Admission is free and hours are Wednes­
day through Sunday JO a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Some of the artifacts include items from 
the Spanish-Califomia rancho period and 
the turn-of-the-century. Afterwards visit
D4________________ _
■ I .Xo&tcäley^ Muatnng Dally
The Muetang Water Slidee at the Lopaa Lake Reoreetlonal Area otter a retathrety cheap way to hgve aome tun In the eun.
some of the unique homes in San Luis 
Obispo from the major Californian ar­
chitecture periods including adobe, Vic­
torian and art deco homes. Several, but 
not all, of homes are open to Uie public, 
including tiie nevfly-rcstored Jack House 
on Marsh Street. Call the Chamber of 
Comassree for more details.
4. Mission San Luis ObUpo de Toloea Is 
another Mstocical landnmrk that shouldn’t 
be misaed. Located in the center of the 
downtown, the mission includes a museum 
featuring feUgious papers. Indian re lk s ' 
and old CaHfomia phonographs.
5. Rummaging th ro u ^  antique dothes, 
costumes and memoribilia ia another in­
expensive yet entertaining way to spend 
the afternoon. Full Circle, in The 
Creamery, specializes in natural fiber 
clothing that is contemporary and vintage
attire for men. Second ’ Time Around, 
located at 346 Higuera St., offers 
costumes, jewelry, hats, furs and ^ac- 
cesoriCs from the 1940s and ’SOs.
6. If h’s a beautiful day outside why n o t ' 
exercise white agoyiitg the scenery? The 
Central Coast Im  some beautiful and 
diverse r s a s a l io i t  facilities. Take a hike 
or jog through Poly Canyon with its win­
ding roads, beautiful trees and and unex­
plored paUH. BBtc to Avila Beach and
the day readiag a favorite novel, 
a caaaal voHyball game or taking 
indsurflng laasons.
7. Just beyond Avila Beach is Port San 
Luis where it is possible to sign up for a 
deep sea fishing expedition or fish off the 
pier. ,
8. To soothe those aching muscles 
afterwards, relax in a beautiful woodland
setting hottub at Sycamore Springs on 
Avila Beach Road, l l ie  cost is S6.S0 per 
person for every hour until 6 p.m. when 
the rate' inerdues by one dollar. There are 
discounu given to three or more people 
and reduced rates are often available to 
Poly students'.
9. Those who don’t miad traveling 
might want to grab a  group of friends and 
head out to Pismo Beach for a chunbake or 
rent a sanddune buggy and attack the 
Mils.
K.
10. And for water sporu, spend a day at 
Lopez Lake Recreational Area boating, 
windsurfing, hiking or enjoying the 
Mustang Water Slides. There is also the 
Lopez Trout Farm nearby loaded with fish 
that are waiting to be hooked.
FREE S P I N A L  E X A M I N A T I O N SAN LUIS OBISPO
1. Frequent Hg*dacR|a
2. Low BackorHIpPalrf ^ONlROPRAOTtC
3. Dizziness or Loss of Sieep
4. Numbness in Hands or Feet
5. Nervouaneea 
g. Neck Pain or Stiffness 
7. Arm and Shouider Pain
WaWefComp 
Students 
Continuing 
Thair Chiropractic 
Care White Away
_ 3 g a L H s a t _
CENTER
"Because We Care"
Dr. Mark Steed
Chiropractor
547 Marsh StfMt 
San Lula Obiapo
Why Free? Thousartds of area residents have spine related problems 
which usually resportd to chiropractic care
This >s our way ol erKOuraging you to find out II you have a problem that 
could be helped by chirophactlc care.
It la also our way ol acquainting you 
with our stall and facilities
Examination Includes a minimum of 10 startdard tests lor evaluating the 
spine ar>d contour analyait photo as shown above. D  JV
While we are accepting new patients, no one need feel any obllgatiorff
Phon«
3
Fresh Juices, SroocffiieB 
Shakes. Yogui
1108 Broad St. SLO
Between Higuera 8i Marsh Streets 
Open Daily 9:30AM to 9:30PM
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Get wet and wild at Lopez Lake
By Lisa A . Hoak
SUftWmar
Watersports aren’t over just 
because summer is — especially 
at Lopez Lake, where windsurf* 
ing and water slides can create a 
day or weekend full of sun and 
fun when the studies are done.-
The Escape Route, located in 
the University Union, is the 
place to go to find out about 
windsurfing, while Lope^ .Lake is 
the only place to go to hrid water 
slides.
The sailboard program at the 
Escape Route started in July, 
but now is completely organiz^ 
and ready for any beginning, in­
termediate and advanced wind­
surfers to become part of the 
program and try out the six ren­
tal sailboards. Each sailboard is 
12 feet, 6 inches long, with a 5.5 
meter Mylar sail.
Since the Escape Route is a 
volunteer-run oganization which 
serves the students, staff and 
alumni of Cal Poly in outdoor 
recreation and equipment ren­
tals, students who learn to wind­
surf and rent the boards through 
the program are encouraged to 
work as clerks in the Escape 
Route for a few hours a week.
“ Clerking is a good deal 
because the clerks get a 25 per­
cent discount on the rental 
sailboards, a 50 percent discount 
on all rental equipment and 
wholesale prices to buy 
equipment,’’ said Craig llten, an 
^ cap e  Route clerk and sailboard 
iggtructorr
The sailboard training sessions 
for beginners will be held at least 
onoe a week on Monday or 
Thursday evenings from 3 p.m. 
to 6:30 p.m. at LagUna Ljike. The 
Escape Route is charging $7 for 
'etch training session, said llten.
which includes a safety lecture, 
instructions on rigging a board 
and hofr to tack (turn into the 
wind) and jibe (turn downwind) in 
a stable position and also the 
basic sailing procedures mid 
positions.
Beginning windsurfers must go 
out on three of these tra lh i^  
sessions, and even the interme­
diate and advanced windsurfers
* People can enjoy a 
wild but safe ride'
— Todd Dolezal
who just want to rent the- boards 
must attend One’o f  these outings 
to be approved by the Escape 
Route instructors.
“ We want people to become 
familiar with our'V rental pro­
cedures and experibneed with our 
boards, so that our program as 
well as our sailboards last,” llten 
said.
A small written test about 
windsurfing must be taken when 
a student comes to rent a 
sailboard for the first time. If 
this test is passed and approved 
by one of the certified instructors 
at the Escape Route, then that 
student’s name is filed and the 
card is good until the student 
leaves Cal Poly.
R a le s  fo r  re n t in g  the  
new sa ilb o ard s  are S45 Friday 
through Monday, and $35 Tues­
day through Thursday, plus a 
refundable cleaning deposit on all 
rentals. Students interested in 
renting the sailboards should call 
the Escape Route at 546-1267 for 
the rental hours, because the 
boards will only be given out by 
the certified sailboard instructors 
who work at the Escape Route.
“ The lake is a great place to 
meet girls and guys,”  llten said. 
“ Rent a board and catch some 
lo rts  and some wind!’’
Another great place to meet 
people in the water is at the 
Mustang Water Slides and Hot 
Springs at Lopez Lake. The 
slides offer two cool, twisting 
and exhilarating water slides to 
go down, and four steamy jacuz- 
zis (hot springs) in which to sit in 
and relax.
The water slides are opened 
during Week of Welcome and will 
be open on the weekends through 
October as long as the good 
weather holds out. The price is 
$4 for 45 minutes, which includes 
the UK of both slides and four 
"^^uzzis. 'A  wtiqiver and storage 
a i ^ i s  provided.
^ ^ w a te rf  slide attendant will 
o u tli^ ' a number of rules before 
each parson is allowed to enter 
the slide areg, and attendants are 
stationed at the top and bottom 
of each slide and in the jacuzzi 
area for safety precautions.
“ The slides offer a thrill for all 
ages and as long as everyone 
follows our rules people can en­
joy a wild but safe ride,”  said 
Todd Dolezal. manager of the 
Mustang Water Slides and Hot 
Springs.
Every person who pays to get 
in receives a mat to u k  when he 
or she goes down the slide. Peo­
ple can ride single or double — 
but not triple — down the slide.
“ The main thing we have to 
watch out for is the little kids, 
bacauK some of the parents and 
older kids start having so much 
fun. they forget about the little 
ones,”  said Clark Bowers, assis­
tant manager.
I DiKounts are available for 
groups of 50 or more, so the mole 
people the better, said Dolezal.
THE HAIR DEN
Men's and Women's Haircuts
Haircuts
$ 6 . 0 0
643-1290
779  foothill Blvd
/
Perm 
Special
$35.00
543-7871
Walk-Ins Welcomel
►
iL i :
CAL POLY SPECIAL
15%0FF SUNGLASSES
' with this coupon-including:
Vuarnet*Carrera*Ray-Ban
prescription or non-prescription
‘I S O o l y s p e T J a L
SAVE 15%
on all sunglasses
^CC& C optical
1428 Grand Ave.
Lucky-Payl«gg CartHMi, Afrbyo Grande
Dial 481-EYES ..i;
No other discounts apply. Expires 12/31/85 |
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[  SAVE BIG BUCKS!
t ON RUNNING, BIKING, SWIMMING 
; & AEROBIC WEAR
UNUFACTURERS/
^ f ^ ñ R ñ
— The original Hind sportlghts in many colors 
and sizes. 1st $19.75 2nd $12.75
—The new Hind Bike Line.
c|^llng«short8 from $19.95 to $22.95 
^ laltory dedonds $12.95
—Hind Swimwear 
womens suits— nothing over $21.00 
mens suits— nothing over $9.%
—Hind Sportbegs only $3.95
—Swan Goggles 30 to 50% 'off -
MSO ALSO CARRIES ADIDAS, MOVING 
COMFORT, BARRACUDA. SORBOTHANE AND 
JOGBRA
located at:
695 Higuera
San Luis Obispo, CA
805/541-6019
Hours: ^
Monday-Saturday 10AM to 5:30PM ^
bring in this ad for an additional 20% OFF . Thursday night till 9PM v
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County cities pffer 
a relaxing alternative
Cambria
Specialty shops, art galleries 
and beachside parks are a few 
Central Coast surprises nestled 
in Cambria — “ Where the Pines 
meet the Sea” — 33 miles north 
of San Luis Obispo off Highway 
1.
Originally settled in . the early 
1860s when William Leffingwell 
built the first sawmill in the area 
(now the site of Leffingwell’s 
Landing .p icn ic  grounds at 
M oonstone Beach). Cambria 
became the major seaport and 
whaling station on the Central 
C oast' and an active.^center of 
mining,* dairy framing,-'lumbering 
and ranching by the 1880s. It 
has since been divided into two 
distinct parts — East* Village 
(Old Town) and West Village.
Main Street of West Cambria 
is lined with shops offering 
treasures ranging from hand­
crafted rugs and antique jewelry 
to tin soldiers. The Soldier Fac­
tory, a highlight on Main Street, 
is a small shop filled with hun­
dreds of military and storybook 
m in ia tu re s  c ra f te d  on the 
premises. A museum of tiny an- 
tique armies from around the 
world has recently been added. ^
Cambria, with 4;000 residents, 
is home to many artists and town 
characters, including Captain 
NHt Witt, an octogenarian who 
has spent half his life buUdint 
his nine story houfs o t  stones, 
glass and other found objecu on 
Nitt Witt Ridge. Art Beal, as the 
Captain is also known, c^ims to 
have garnered all the materials 
he used to create his home from 
salvage. ~
“ I didn’t buy any of it, except 
fo r  th e  ce m e n t an d  the. 
dynamite,” he said. “ It’s all stuff 
people threw away.”
“ Dr. Tinker Paw,” another 
nickname Beal has picked up 
during his 88 years, received na-. 
tional attention when he and his 
home appeared on the television 
program “ Real People" several 
years ago.’ Nitt Witt Ridge can 
be viewed by., taking Sheffield 
Street off Main Street. Turn 
right on Hillcrest Drive and 
drive or walk up the hill.
Several art galleries which 
display works i in a variety of 
media are The Seekers Collection 
and Gallery, The Hutchins 
Gallery and Melanee’s Art Shop 
and Gallery, all located in the 
Corner Store Building at the 
corner of Burton Drive and 
Center Street. The Seekers 
features the works of leading 
California artists in handblown 
glass and crystal, stained glass, 
proceiain, ceramic, wood and 
other meiiia. The Cambria Coast 
Gallery on Moonstone Drive also 
presenu the works of many in­
novative California artists.
Several parks, perfect for 
barbecues, overlook the sea be  ^
tween Cambria and San Simeon.^
The 1.9-mile (one way) Ceff- 
ingwell Landing Trail just off 
Moonstone Drive has access to 
beaches and tidepoob. During 
the fall, migrating whales can be 
seen heading north. Also off 
Moonstone Drive are Moonstone 
Ridge, a county park , and 
Shamel Park. San Simeon State 
Beach Park, which has more than 
100 campsites, and William R. 
Hearst Memorial State Beach
Champions!
• Party trays for all occasions
• The best sandwiches in town
• Award winning ribs 
(Thursday Night Downtown on 
Higuera. Also Saturday at the Deli.)
R ib  C ook -o ff Cham pions  
1984 &  1985
600 M a rs h  St.
541-2968
H o u rs : M o n d a y  th ru  S a tu rd ay  9-6
Flamingoa are an attraction at the Chaitaa Paddock Zoo In Ataacadaro.
Park are about six miles up 
Highway 1.
Several surfing and windsurf­
ing spots lie in the waters off 
Cambria and San Simeon. Sanu 
Rosa, by Shamel Park, and Pico, 
located at the north end of San 
Simeon are the prime spots for 
surfing, said Renee Kwaak of 
Good Clean Fun in Cayucos. 
Kwaak recommends Arroyo 
Laguna near Cambria for wind­
surfing. “ The winds blow pretty 
hard up there,”  she said.
— By Brenda BMfcc
Harmony
Thirty minutes north of San 
Luis Obispo on Highway I a sign 
reads. “ Harm ony, Population 
18.” .
The two-acre town has a res­
taurant. post office, pottery 
shop, art gallery and wedding 
diapel. “ A large part of my day
is spent giving people direc­
tions,”  said Dave Sprague, 
postmaster of Harmony. “ We 
get a lot of tourists who are 
traveling to Hearst Castle, but 
that’s about it.”
The town of Harmony, founded 
in 1869, grew up around a dairy. 
In the early days bitter rivalries 
among the dairy farmers caused 
chaos in the valley. After one 
shooting death, a truce was call­
ed and all a g r ^  to live in peace 
and harmony, thus the name of 
the town was derived. Before 
1907 the creamery changed 
hands several times before M.H. 
Salmina established the H ar­
mony Valley Cooperative Dairy, 
said Jim and Kay Lawrence, 
owners of Harmony.. ^
The town of Harmony pro­
spered with the business, han­
dling a large residence for the 
management, bunkhouses and a 
mess hall for the employees. 
There was also a general store, a 
livery and stable, blacksmith.
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feed store, post office and a 
sc booth ouse.
“ We bought the town in a 
weak .m o m e n t,”  sa id  Jim  
Lawrence. “ We didn’t realize the 
ramifications when we purchased 
it.”  Lawrence and his wife said 
owning a town is a seven day a 
week job that requires more than 
they ever could have imagined. ^
The goal of the owners is to 
establish an identity for Har­
mony. “ We are known for the 
rcstauram and working artists.” 
said Lawrence. “ But we’d like 'to 
increase our business.”
Although the population is on­
ly 1$ according to the 1970 cen­
sus. there are 85 people all over 
the county who rent post office 
boxes in Harmony. “ It’s cheap 
and people like having the Har­
mony postmark on their letters.” 
said Sprague. “ But we may lose 
some soon, as the box fee will be 
raised next month.”
Sixty percent of the income in 
Harmony is generated by the
SAFEWAY
S A L A D  B A R
H m  Only IMnfi Thcrt Con 
Ib p  It Is The Dressing.
Visit Our Fresh 
Salad Bar. Crisp 
Greens, Fruits 
Pasta & Macaroni 
Salada The List 
Is Erxlesa Over 
50 Selections lb  
Choose From,
Including Salad 
Dressings For
The Rsrlect 
Ibuch. Enjoy
Par
P o u n d
SAFEWAY
A M ER ICA ’S  FAVORITE rO O D  STORE
AVAHABLE AT YOUR SAN UUIS OBISPO SAFEWAY
Mustang Daily
ECfulars,' white the other forty 
percent item i from touritm . 
“ There it no one livins in town, 
but there are farmers surroun­
ding the area. These people and 
many others from Cambria fre­
quent our town.”  said Lawrence.
A unique site in the town it the 
wedding chapel. “ People like to 
get married here because of the 
small close-knit atm osphere,”  
said Kay Lawrence. The wedding 
chapel, which seats about 40 
guests, also has a bridal room in 
the adjacent shack.
“ Harmony is a special place, 
knd name — and that’s the way 
we try to make i t ,”  said 
Lawrence.
John Schoenstein. a potter who 
lives behind the center of town, 
has worked in hit pottery shop 
for two years. “ It’s a pretty nice 
place,”  said Schoenstein. “ It’s 
quiet, but then I’m not looking 
for a big d ty .’’
— By Janet Haacrat
Atascadero
A tascadero, with its blue 
skies, ru ral atm osphere and 
nearby fishing and boating fadl- 
itiet, offers many activities for 
Central Coast residenu.
One attraction is the Charles 
Paddock Zoo, located in the 
Atascadero Lake Park just off 
H ighw ay 41 as it en ters  
Atascadero from Morro Bay. The 
zoo is open daily from 10 a.m. to 
4 pxm. The free admission in- 
cluctes exhibits featuring birds, 
beats; monkeys, deer, tigers, 
coyotes and a mountain lion. plus., 
many small animals.
After a stroll through the zoo, 
the Atascadero. Lake Park offers 
a day of paddle boating, fishing, 
picnicking and feeding the ducks. 
In addition, the Atascadero 
(Heilmann) Regional Park is 
located across town on El Bordo 
Avfne.
The park , complete with 
barbecue grills, hiking trails, 
horseshoes, picnicking, boating, 
tennis and a playground, also 
boasts an ll-hote championship 
Cliplk Mountain Golf Course. A 
restaurant and clubhouse are 
next door.
In the core of the city, the his­
toric City Administration Build­
ing fronted by the Sunken 
Gardens Park opens its museum 
from I to 4 p.m. daily. Annual 
community observances include 
the week-long “ Colony Days”  in 
October, the “ Fall Festival of 
Arts”  and a Spring Art Show 
held Mother’s Day weekend.
Twenty-five miles south of 
A ta s c a d e ro  is th e  S a n ta  
M argarita Lake Campground. 
The lake area offers 1,068 acres 
of campsites, fishing, hiking, 
swimming, sailing, boat rentals, 
a fuel dock, snack bar. tackle 
shop and a pool. Also, the Rin- 
conada Campground is the 
gateway to  Santa M argarita 
Lake with iu  general store and 
ghost town open year round.
— By LteaHottfc
Paso Robles
 ^ Wine tasting, golfing iand  
water skiing are among the many 
activities in Paso Robles, a Cen­
tral Coast city named for the oak 
trees that line the mountain pass 
30 minutes north of San Luis 
Obispo on Highway 101.
With more than 6,000 acres of 
wine grapes planted in the Paso 
Robtes area, 23 wineries offer 
tasting and tours daily. For a 
map and listing of the wineries 
co n ta c t the  P aso  -Robles 
Chamber of Commerce.
The Paso Robles Golf and 
Country Club offers an 18-hote 
public golf course, tennU courts 
and swimming pool.
The'' M id-State Fairgrounds 
serves as the site for many
recreational and civic events. 
Skate fans can rent roller skates 
and enjoy the rink located on the 
fairgrounds throughout the year. 
The fairgrounds are also usoJ to 
accomodate a flea market held 
every two months.
Watch the skies on Sept. 29 for 
acrobatic planes at the Paso Ro­
bles Airport during the annual 
air show from 10a.m. to S p.m.
The history of Paso Robles is 
evident in Mission San Miguel, 
north o f the city. Founded in 
1797, the mission has been- 
. preserved for tours 10 a.m. to 3 
' p.nu daily. Other historical sites 
include the Estrella Adobe 
Church and the Rios-Caledonia 
Adobe, an old stage stop between 
San Franciso and Los Angeles. 
Doll coUoaocs will be amazed at 
th* antique doll museum along 
Highway lOt north of the city.
Agriculture is a mgjor imlustry 
in Paso Robtes and the area 
abounds with fruits, grapes, 
sugar beeu, honey aind more. 
Just five mites west of town on 
Linne Road there are berry farms 
where you can pick blackberries, 
raspberries and boysenberries in 
season.
Two lak a  northwest of Paso 
Robtes offer camping, fishing, 
boating,’ swimming, water skiing 
and hiking. Lake San Antonio is 
I S3 mites from San Luis Obispo 
and has year-round facilities for 
camping and fishing. Lake 
Nacimiento, with a surface area
of 3,380 acres, is 17 miles from 
Paso Robtes.
There are many seasonal 
events celebrated in Paso Robtes 
celebrates annually, including 
the San Miguel Fiesta this 
month 'and Pioneer Days in Oc­
tober.
— By Darcy Spangler
Five Cities______
^  •Avila Bench: Along with a 
great beach. Avila Beach offers 
the San Luis Pier and marina 
where boats can be launched. 
This partially-covered wharf 
dates back to the days of the 
first narrow gauge railroad In 
California. Sportfuhing trips are 
also available here, and a chance 
to enjoy a hot tub under the 
stars at Sycamore Mineral Spr­
ings which boasts 23 authentic, 
redwood hot tubs. Each is 
private and ^nestled into the 
hillside among live oak and 
sycamore trees, and all are avail­
able for an hourly rate.
•A naya Graadqi Take a walk 
through the historic village of 
Arroyo Grande where many 
buildings dating back to the 
1800s still stand. .Walk acroM 
the swinging foot bridge which 
spans the Arroyo Grande Creek 
at Short Street in the “ Village.” 
The bridge, which dates back to 
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AD CORRECTION
In the WOW SECTION 
the ad read Delivery.
Chopsticks will not Deliver
Mustang Daily takes responsib ility of 
the m istake In the ad.
e m 4 € á
NOW OPEN* • • 7 d a ys/W B sk
appointment only ‘ ■
$20.00 CUTS FOR $15.00
by
patty & Kerry-sept thru oct
GET YOUR RESUME TO LCX>K 
PROFESSIONAL!
HAVEITTYPKETI
At University Graphic Systems
We Typeset Resumes, Fliers, Brochures, Newsletters, Stationery... 
Come see us for all your printing needs.
Can us at 546-1140 
or stop by, we're located in 
Building 26 room 211B. ^
Univcrsily Graphic Systems is a stwdsnt ran. ilon-profil branch 
of the Cal Poly Foundation.
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PETERS AUTOMOTIVE
M a i n t e n a n c e  a n d  R e p a i r
C c : -
R O S n  H A S H A n A H  S t  Y O M  K I F F U R  
ScrvIccBt Sept. 1 5 ,1 0 ,1 7 ,3 4 ,2 5
i t  f o r  In fo rm a tio n  ca ll:
Congngmtlon Beth David (Reform) 544-0760
Temple tier Shalom (Cortaervalloe) 541-2413
Meet the newest 
member of the family!
HEW LETT
PACKARD
It's here! HP-41CX . . . the newest m ember of the Series 40 family 
of advarK'ed calculators fn>m Hewlett-Packard. Expandable, 
versatile, reliable, this brand new edition of an gll-lime favorite 
is everything you 'd  expect of the Series 40 family. The hardware 
has new built-in features like Timer and Extended Functions 
m odules, plus Text-File Editor. And, there are literally thousands 
of pre-w ritten software p n ^ ra m s  available. For mure facts about • 
the new  HP-4ICX, ciHiw in tiHlay! r- ................. .
EIGdíiqI Bookstore
S M e i r t s ^ ,  
m  G O O D  u r n
c o m m
At Mustang village you pick your 
own llfestYle...make your own 
cholces...llve In a conveniently 
located student community.
, -jy t Rents from $187.50 a month.
Save on transportatlon..Just a 
short walk to campus.
y i t  Close.to shopping... banks... . 
markets... churches.
Beautiful BRAND NEW UhltS With 
kitchens, study areas, laundry 
facilities, swimming pool, 
recreation room!
See models now! Our office staff 
Is available 7 days a week 
from 9 am to 5 pm.
Call 805/543*4950 or Stop in 
and see them  for yourself at...
)M U ^iA N G  VILLAGE
< v ; . : i 1 Mustang Drive • San Luis Obispo • CA 93401
Mustang Daily
WELCOME 
TO THE 
1985-86 
SCHOOL YEAR!
Cal Poly Students:
The Cal Poly Campus <s committed to energy conservation in many ways. Whether it is 
setting back thermostats in the winter, taking shorter showers, or simply turning off lights’ 
when not in use, conservation is a big part of student life in San Luis Obispo.
There are several campus energy conservation programs which aHect you!
Rasidanca Hall Studants:
•  Six-month conservation com petition between halls to reduce energy use, many large cash and food 
prizes are awarded I
•  Hall government elections: you can become involved in the contest by running for “Vice-President 
-Energy Intern" or “ Energy Conservation Intern,” depending on your Hall. This position will give you 
the opportunity to meet many, new people through fun activities such as pizza feeds, power plant 
tours, and barbeques.
Fraternity and Sorority Mambars:
•  Six-month conservation com petition between Greek Houses (separate divisions for fraternities and 
sororities), large cash and food prizes are awarded.
•  PG&E Intern program: becom e an integral part of your house’s success in the com petition. It ’s a 
great way to m eet other Greeks through lots o f fun activities, and It’s a titled position for resumes.
•  House-improvement inform ation is available on weather-stripping, insulation, low-flow shower- 
heads, Z IP  Loans, and much more.
Apartment or House Residents:
•  Provide inform ation on many ways to save energy in your home or apartm ent.
•  Answer questions about your PG&E bill.
•  Provide research paper or project inform ation on energy-related topics.
Your PG&E Campus Representatives are here to offer you the above services. Vtte’re full­
time students just like you, working to promote the conservation message throughout the stu­
dent community. We’re here to help. Call Rick Draeger and Susan Pockrandt at 546-8651.
Everyone Can Be A Conservation Winner!
BEACHES- --- - ^
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December, according to Martha 
Coesey, a resident of Los Osos 
for 10 years, but the fog usually 
lifts by early aftiernoon, she said.
Port San Luis or Old Port 
Beach is further south off of 
Highway 101. A beach ramp 
where cars can drive right on the 
beads creates an easy access for 
ca'tamaran sailers,, sailboardeis, 
jet skiiers, skin and scuba divers. 
The safe harbor is a. favorite for 
people with small boats. Sun- 
bUthers enjoy the soft, white 
sand. Laws nbw prohibit alcohol 
on the beach, but in earlier days 
Port San Luis used to be the site > 
of many kegger parties, Russell 
said.
Avila Beach, on the other side 
of the pier, is a favorite among . 
college and high, school students.
A fifteen minute drive from 
campus. Avila is the closest 
beach to Cal Poly. The sand has • 
small rocks and twigs but is still 
crowded with sunbathers during 
the spring, summer and early 
fall. The small Avila Grocery,.  
fa s t fo o d  re s ta u ra n ts  and 
swimwear shops offer a diversion 
from the sun.
When asked why be goes to 
Avila Beach, Tim C osu. 17, who 
lives near Montana de Oro an­
swered, “ Good sun. Mega girls.”  
April Hoey.^a senior biological 
science major, said she enjoys 
going to Avila because it is a 
social beach. “ It’s like going to 
the Snack Bar instead o f  the 
Cellar.“  said Hoey. “ I liWe to 
people watch.”
F u rth e r so u th  a lo n g - 'th e  
coastline one comes to Pirate’s 
Cove, known as a haven for un­
conventional sunbathers. The on­
ly nude beach in the county. 
Pirate’s Cove was once a landing 
for bootleggers during the 
1920’s, Russell said. The water is 
full of silt and not popular among 
divers. Protected by the harbor, 
next to a  m ounuin, the cove is 
free Of winds and lends itself to 
volleyball, picnics and sunning.
Continuing south on Highway 
101, one comes to Shell Beach. 
North > Shell Beach has white- 
sand, good for sunbathing. South 
Shell Beach, near “ Thousand 
Steps”  has large rocks and is 
good for sitting, but not surfing.
Becky Howes, a high school 
student and resident of Shell 
Beach for the last two years, said 
most of the people who go to 
Shell Beach are locals. “ If you 
aren’t into going to a beach with 
a lot of people, it’s nice to come 
here,”  she said. “ We get some 
tourists who sit' in their car and 
say ’hey, here’s the ocean.’ ’’
The beach which gets the 
heaviest tourist usage is Pismo 
Beach, south of Shell Beach, 
Russell said.
Ron Freitas, a Pismo Beach 
lifeguard, described it as a family 
beach. The town of Pismo Beach, 
with numerous seafood restau­
rants and small shops, is within 
walking distance of the beach.
Terry Roper, airather lifeguard, 
said the waves are usually bigger 
with foggy weather and during 
dear weather, the wind picks up. 
Freitas said the sun usually 
comes out 43 minutes later in 
Pismo than it d o a  in Avila 
Beach during the summer.
” 1 think Avila has it with the 
weather,”  Freitas said.
Once known for its abundance 
of clams, Pismo Beach has lost 
many of iu  clams to sea otten. 
“ You used to go out and dig up 
10 of these babies (clams). Those 
days are gone forever.”  said 
Russell.
On the cover
Margaret Apodaca and Kan Dint- 
zor focuaad on a walcoma diver­
sion for Cal Poly students In this 
still-lifa.
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Take a hike
By M khad flaaouM
SunWrMw
San Luis Obispo County offers a 
multitude o f outdoor recreational 
activités for nature lovers, in­
cluding hiking and climbing. Al­
though serious climbers can take 
the challenges o f some o f the out­
croppings along the coast, there 
are several less strenuous hikes 
nearby for the average out- 
doorsman.
Erroneously referred to as the 
'‘Seven Sisters,” the most striking 
of dozens o f magmatic plugs in the 
ardl form a dragon's back of* 
feal^res which extend from Islay 
Peak in San Luis Obispo to Morro 
Rock, some IS miles north.
“The Rock” is the only one of 
the area peaks which is strialy. 
off-limits to hikers. Due to nests of 
endangered peregrine falcons, and 
other rare species, Morro Rock is a 
state ecological preserve. 
Trespassers are subject to stiff 
fines and potential jail terms.
Next in line is Black Hill and, 
since it is entirely within state 
park property, it is the most ac­
cessible of all the peaks. Besides 
legal access, hikers at Black Hill 
can drive very near to the top of 
the 661-foot peak before they even 
get their boots dirty. The view of 
Morro Bay and the adjacent 
estuary is more than worth the 15 
to 20 minutes it takes to get to the 
top.
Snow sifters probably see a 
beautiful bowl when they get a 
look at Cerro Cabrillo, next in line 
to Black Hill and just west of 
Highway I. The formation is 
created by a joined pair o f peaks 
which is carpeted with the green 
scrub bushes common to this area.
Granite Stairway Mountaineer­
ing shop manager Carne Lowgren 
said it is best to climb Cabrillo 
from the northern side, since that 
part o f the peak is state property 
and the other is privately-owned.
Perhaps most imposing at nearly 
1,600 feet, Hollister Peak is a 
popular and challenging climb. 
Besides the dangers inherent in 
tackling the geological standout, 
hikers should be aware that the 
land around the peak is not for 
public use.
“ If you try to do some serious 
rock climbing on Hollister you 
might get shot at,”  Lowgren 
warned.
Instead o f trespassing, hikers 
are advised to approach Hollister 
from the highest point o f Turri 
Road which runs along the west 
side of the peak. Even from there, 
hikers should respect the land on 
which they tread.
Lisa Myrick o f the U.S. Forest 
Service said, “ The National 
Forests manual we go by recom­
mends that if people want to cross 
lines o f private property, they 
should Hrst get the owner's per­
mission.”
Another standard Myrick cited 
came from the book California 
Coastal Trails. “ It says if you go 
into private property you 
shouldn't camp, make fires or 
disturb livestock,”  she said.
Closer to San Luis Obispo,
Chumash Peak and Cerro 
Romauldo are two o f the easier 
climbs, LfOWgren said. Much more 
challengihg and more frequently 
scaled is Bishop Peak.
The best approach to this popu­
lar peak is to park near the end of 
Highland Drive and then head up, 
Lowgren said. In his experience 
the owners have been “ no pro­
blem” he said, and have allowed 
technical climbing on some of the 
sheer faces.
Cerro San Luis Obispo (incor­
rectly known as Madonna Moun­
tain) has a road gouged into its 
sides which makes for an easy 
climb.
According to Lowgren, the best 
seasons to climb the peaks are 
m n ic t and spring because o f the 
cool weather. Summer may be the 
worst time because o f the heat and 
poison oak, he said. At all times 
hikers are urged to use caution, 
and respect both nature and its 
temporary owners.
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Whether satiating a curiousity 
Dr fuimiing a lifelong dream, 
itudents are learning the sky’s 
the limit. *
*Tve trained a lot of students 
from Cal Poly,”  said Coastal Air 
flight instructor Mike Harrison. 
“ Probably half the people we 
have here are students.”
The aviation firm, located at 
San Luis Obispo County airport, 
ea ten  to  different interests 
through its ground school, air 
school and rentals. “ We offer 
ground school so those who 
, aren’t quite sure they actually 
want to learn to fly or can't af* 
ford the flying lessons can in­
vestigate it ,”  said Harrison.
Ground school consists, of ar 
opgoing 10-week program with 
two-hour classes held one night a 
week. “ You can start, say, in the 
thhd week, and go through to 
the tenth week, then go back to 
take the first few lessons,”  said 
Harrison.
“ Ground school gives you 
everything you need to pass the 
Federal Aviation A dm inistra­
tion’s written test,”  he said. 
Harrison sees some curious peo­
ple come to ground school before 
they are sure they want to take 
flying lessons. “ It boosts their 
interest; they can see if they 
want to learn to fly,”  he said.
Through the air school, stu­
dents can obtain a solo license, 
which restricts the pilot to flying 
alone, and a private pilot license, 
which requires a minimum of 40 
hours of training in specific 
maneuvers.
Coastal Air has been in t ^  
community 10 years, the lait 
three under new ownership. Har­
rison is the- only flill time in- 
stnictor. Two part-time instruc­
tors and the charter pilots make 
up the rest of the flying crew, 
udth Bill Underwood in charge of 
the flight department.
Harrison, who has been flying 
half his life, said he’d wanted to 
fly as long as he can remembCT.
Hair Salon offers this
25% discount on Haircuts
forM en and Women to 
Welcome you to San Luis Obispo.
1435 Monterey St. 543^2755
FfaMl Your Loan the Same Place You Find Your H oomI
At ERA Real Estate we have our own mortgage sorvicee to help ^ u  make 
your inveetment dreams a reality. I ergeet in the county but n n a l enough to 
care about you. Three generations in real eetatespdh success and service.
ERA'PT&C REALTY 
486 Marsh Street 
San Luis Obispo, C A
644-1310
WELCOME ’EM BACH 
WITH FLOWERS!
For roommates or 
that special person.
FloMTers say it all 
... inexpensively!!
FLOWERS AMD GIFTS 
1422 Monterey St • San Luis Obispo
543-1535
Coastal Air kiatruotor Mlta Hantaan ah em  aN tha nnn*aCaaana1i2tei
“ I was bom a pilot,”  Be joked. “ I plane for scenic flying and aerial
started flying when 1 was 15 photography.
years old; I wanted to be a pilot Rental airplanet arc also avail-
7Ve trained a lo t o f  
students fro m  C al Poly*
______________ —  M ike Harrison______
and that’s where I’m a t,”  he 
said. Harrison has been with 
Coastal Air three years. In «Idi- 
tkm to instructing he performs 
pilot services by manning the
able at Coastal Air for qualified 
pilou. 'JTo rent a plane from us a 
pilot must get checked out in 
every aircraft that’s a diffrfent 
type (from others he or she has
Athletic Equipment
From Head to Foot
JfesftinV .
T IQ E R * ADIDAS  
W ILSON ^SPEEDO  
LOUISVILLE SLUQQER  
V O IT * MIKE SHOES  
PUMA * DANSKINS  
RUSSEL ’
SHOES FOR ALL SPORTS
ACTIVE SPOftTSWEAft 
r oun LAom aaonrawiAa ocm
B e i/v f
S p o r t i n g  G o o d s  
since f945 
886 MONTEREY
SAN LUIS OBISPO 543-2187
One Block From ttio Mistión
au AnsitamiMtaiis Ossyass — -a--s--M
flown) for safety and insurance 
purposes,”  said Harrison.
For those who wish to sit 'in 
the passenger seat and not the 
pilot’s. Coastal Air offers 
chartered flights. A two hour 
roundtrip to and from Mammoth 
in a five passenger Cewna 310, 
for'example, costs $450, he said. 
“ If you divide that by five 
friends, that’s only $90 each.” 
said Harrison.
The company has a variety of 
small planes including the 
Cessna 152, which Harrison sgid 
is made for training — “ it’s small 
and it’s slow”  — the Cewna 172, 
one warrior, three Archers and a 
Cardinal R-G. It also has two 
twin engine airplanes, the C ^ n a  
310 and the 340, which are avail­
able for charter only. '
.
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1S7S, it suspended approximate­
ly 40 feet above the creek bed. 
There are also many shops to 
visit and a stop at Burnardo’s 
Ice Cream Parlor it a must be­
fore you leave town.
•Lopet Lake and RecreatloanI 
Area: Situated in the valleys and 
on the hill regions of one of the 
most beautiful areas of Califor­
nia. Lopez Lake features two 
600-foot curving water slides and 
four bubbling spas. All water 
sports are permitted, such as 
swimming, b a tin g , water-skiing, 
w i n d s u r f i n g  a n d  f i s h i n g .  
Horseback riding and hiking' 
trails arc also available. Located 
just north of Arroyo Grande off 
Lopez Drive.
•Nlpomo: For a day out in the 
sun without going to the beach 
try strawberry or raspberry pick­
ing at Kaminaka Farms of 
Nipomo. For 40 cents a pound 
you can take home boxes of fresh 
fruit to enjoy for weeks. Open 
Thursday through Sunday, April 
to November.
The Nipomo Swapmees offers a 
fun yet inexpensive day of shop­
ping in the outdoors. Unusual 
crafts, gifts and everyday items 
are for sale at bargain prices. 
Open Friday through Sunday, 
the swap meet it located off 
Highway 101. Take the Tefft 
Street exit.
*Oecmra: The sand dunes of 
Oceano, often used for fiiming of 
movies and television shows, are 
great for ATC riding, dune bug- 
tying. picnics and hiking. Near 
the Pier Avenue beach ramp are 
two shops that have hourly ren­
tals of ATCt and dune buggies.
The Livery Stable of Oceano 
offers hourly rates for horseback 
riding on the beach or on private 
trails. Open daily, guides are not 
nwndatory.
The Great American Melo­
drama and Vaudeville Company 
offers a variety of romantic ac­
tion-packed shows, complete 
with c ro o n in g  b arb e rsh o p  
quartets, flashy can-can girls and 
sawdust-covered floors. For 
schedules and tickets visit local 
record stores.
Sports
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ustangs begin season with tough opponents
»ivision I Fresno State, Two Division II finalists in first four games
ly David Kraft
Itaft Wntar
Back in late August, Cal Poly 
jiead football coach Jim Sand- 
brson put his team through what 
(ire known as the Mustang tests.
combination of strength and 
Agility drills designed to gauge
ihc physical positives and nega- < 
lives of the 198S Mustangs.
After the first day, Sanderson 
pleasantly surprised at the 
siicngth of his troops, ten of 
¡whom bench pressed over 400
■pounds. But midway through the 
[agility drills a day later, Sand- 
jerson yelled encouragement and 
[then stepped back and smiled.
“ We’re ready to go.’’ Sand- 
lerson said. " I t ’s been a very pos- 
litive camp so far. Let’s get it 
I started.’’ ,
The Mustangs actually started 
I nine days ago. playing host to 
North Dakou Sute, a squad
which reached the NCAA Divi­
sion II finals a year ago. Last 
Saturday, Cal Poly met Hayward 
State, which finished 9-2 last
season. This Saturday night, the 
Musungs travel to Fresno State 
for the traditional matchup with 
the Division I Bulldogs before 
23,000 fans in the Red Wave.
For a breather in two weeks, 
the M ustangs' entertain  UC 
Davis, a Division II fmalist two 
years ago and 9-2 last season. 
The Aggies lost to North Dakou 
State 31-23 in the first round of 
the playoffs last season.
Not exactly a day at the beach 
for Sanderson and the Mustangs, 
but the coach wouldn’t want it 
any other way.
"We’re the ones who wanted to 
play them ," Sanderson said. 
“ It’s about as difficult as you* 
can get." j—
But Sanderson is confident 
that his team is “ strong" enough 
to handle the toughest Mustang 
schedule since the 1980 champi­
Steuen A. Hatuleq, M.T.
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onship season. And that isn't 
just in the weight room or on the 
practice field. The fourth-year 
head coach has heavyweight 
returnees at nearly eycty posi­
tion.
The only question marks 
§anderson can find are on the 
defensive line and at tight end. 
Otherwise, the Mustangs return 
19 defensive and 22 offensive 
letlermen. A quick look at some 
of the keys for the 1985 
- Mustangs:
Offcasc: The quarterback con­
troversy of a year ago is gone, 
with junior signal caller Jeff 
Byars emerging as the survivor 
over senior Yale Keckin. Byars, 
who prepped at Arroyo Grande 
High School, ihtew for over 700 
yards last season while splitting 
action with Kackin. Sanderson, 
who wasn’t pleased with his 
quarterback play in 1984,’ is hop­
ing for big things this year, and 
he thinks Byars is the man to do 
it.
" I t ’s Byars unless sontething 
drastic happens,"  Sanderson 
said. "Unlms he plays excep­
tionally poorly or somebody is 
ouutanding, the job te his."
Sanderson has been impressed 
with 180 pound running back 
Jim Oleed, who sat out last 
season with a shoulder injury. 
Gleed will probably be teamed 
with either Joey Kolina or Paulo 
Pueliu, the two leading Mustang 
fullbacks.
The tight end position is wide 
open, Sanderson said, as three 
players are battling to fill the 
shoes of the departed  ^Damonc 
Johnson. Jim Hawkins, a con­
verted fullback, Gary Lorge, a 
former linebacker, and Adam 
Grosz, who played quarterback 
at San Luis Obispo High School, 
are all in the running. All three 
could see ample playing time.
As clouded as the tight end
Bite Tanlole (7 i| vrM try to toad Lar
picture is, the wide receiver spots 
for the Mpstangs are loaded with 
returning talent. Sheldon Moore 
and Lance Martin, the starters of 
a year ago,* are back, as arc 
reserve Clark Sorenson and red- 
shirt freshman Heath Owens. All 
can fly. Sanderson also calls wide 
receiver his best recruited posi­
t ion .  with three  talented  
prepsters waiting in the wings.
l lic  offensive line will be sup­
ported by the broad shoulders of 
two-time All-Western Football 
Conference pick Sal Cesario and 
300-pounder Eric T au to lo .  
Cesario is solid, and Tautolo lost 
nearly 50 pound during the off­
season from his 325 pound frame. 
Kirk Anderson will start at 
guard after gaining 25 pounds on
Martin (22) aa lha Miiatan9a travat to Pmano
his 6-9 body, and Herb Smith will 
try to replace three-year starter 
Brian Moore at center.
DaTcnac: Cal Poly had the top 
Division II defense in 1984, and 
there’s no reason to think the 
Mustangs will give up chunks of 
yardage this season, especially 
through the air. Cal Poly has two 
top-flite cornerbacks returning in 
seniors Oreg Thompson and 
Keenan Stanley. Thompson had 
three interceptions a year ago. 
while Stanley picked off six. 
Both will be relied upon heavily 
in the M ustangs’ defensive 
scheme, which places pressure on 
the corners.
The linebacking corps is also 
solid, even with the loss of two- 
time WFC Most Valuable Player
Gary Swanson. Rich Bossdmaan 
will head the backers, who im­
pressed Sanderson with their 
Musung test scores. In fact, the 
entire linehacking and defensive v 
back corps' bench press over 300 
pounds. Cal Poly hopes it will be 
buyer beware on any purchases 
over the middle.
The defensive line is the 
squad’s biggest question mark, 
according to Sanderson.
"W e’ve got to find a couple of 
defensive tackles,’’ he said. 
“ That's the biggest concern on 
bur football team. We’ve got to 
find someone to fill the gap left 
by Pepe (Prud’home) and (St' e 
Gibson." Both Prud’home 
Gibson were in National Footb .il 
League training camps this fall.
r
October 3 - Thursday 
10:00 AM - 3:00 PM 
Chumash Auditorium
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El Corral Bookstore has arranged for 
substantial educational discounts from the 
leading producers of personal computers.
These discounts are available only to Cal Poly 
students, faculty and staff and are available 
only at El Corral Bookstore.
Take this opportunity to view and compare 
personal computer units close-up and 
ask questions directly to those in the know.
APPLE
A.T.&T.
HEWLETT-PACKARD
I.B;M.
Representatives from the above computer 
companies will be available to help you 
find the computer that best suits your needs.
For details of this extraordinary offer, visit 
the Computer Fair October 3rd.
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Poly women running for fourth straight X- Country title
By Brenda Bteike
atadWMtar
Fiv^ o f  the  seven All* 
Americani who won the NCAA 
Division 11 national champion­
ship last season for the Cal Poly 
women’s cross country team will 
return this fall to head another
winning team, said head coach 
Lance Harter.
“ If we keep” them healthy
they’ll win the national champi­
onship.’’ said assistant coach 
John Rembao.
The top five of I984’s winning 
crew will be joined by five other 
returning ‘ lettermen and two in­
coming freshmen this fall. Senior 
Jennifer Dunn, who placed ninth 
io last year’s NCAA champion­
ships. is a key athlete to watch in 
the I98S season, according to 
Harter. “ She has great experi­
ence and great talent,’’ he said.
Lori Lopez and Gladys Pireur, 
both top ten finishers in the 1984 
championship and juniors this 
year, are also returning con­
tenders. “ We always look to 
people like Lori and Gladys 
because they’ve been national 
champions,’’ said Harter.
All three women are national 
champions both in cross country 
and in track. Ckms country run--
ners watch out for competitors 
who are also accomplished in 
track because of their strength 
and leg speed, Harter said.
Other returning champions 
from last year’s squad are 
juniors Jill Ellingson and Katy 
Manning. ''
Team members vying to  round 
out the top seven are Noreen 
DeBettencourt, Katie' Dunsmutr, 
Kathy H ildebrand. Michelle 
Sack, Kris Katterhagen and two 
incoming  f re shmen ,  Sherr i  
Mlnkler and Jennifer Sheflo.
The eligibility of another key 
team member awaits a ruling by 
the NCAA. Robin Root, who 
placed second nationally last 
year is currently in Kobe, Japan 
at the World University Games. 
“ If she conies in with us this 
year we’ll be unstoppable,’’ said 
Harter.
The team goes to training 
camp id Carmel on Sept. 14 be­
fore heading straight to Fresno 
six days later to kick off the 1985
season. The Mustangs will com­
pete against IS teams Sept. 21 at 
the Fresno Invitational.
Although the team is Division 
II. Harter sees the real competi­
tion coming from Division 1. “ In 
Division 11, everyone chases us,’’ 
he said.
Cal Poly’s prime competition 
on the West Coast traditionally 
comes from Oregon State and 
Stanford, said the _Cal Poly 
coach. Sunford is one of the 
preseason favorites to win the 
national Division 1 NCAA 
championship. The Cardinal is 
also the only major competitor 
which Cal Poly has not beaten, 
said Harter.
“ In ' the last six' years we’ve 
won every conference and 
regional title and three national 
championships the last three 
years in a row .(in Division 11)’’ 
said H arter..
The Cal Poly team is also 
ranked ..in the top five teams in 
the United States in either divi­
sion. “ We’ve been ranked as high 
as number one in the nation and 
we’ve always been in the top 10.’’ 
said Harter.
Harter, who has been the 
women’s crou country coach at 
Cal Poly for six years, attributes 
the team’s success to close rela­
tionships and good communica­
tion.
“ Good chemistry between 
coach and athlete is one reason 
for our success. It’s chemistry 
and communication, really,’’ he
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COME BY AND CHECK US OUT THIS SUNDAYI
(aid. Harter and Rembao em­
brace a democratic philosophy 
which allows the athletes to offer 
input and participate in deci­
sion-making.
“ We let them sail the ship, but 
we make sure it suys on course,’’ 
said Harter. '
With 14 teammates vying for 
the top seven spots, inner sqad 
competition could get fierce. The 
women’s cross country team, 
however, is a very cohesive 
group, said the coach. “ When one 
does well, it’s a shared joy,’’ he 
said. •
Soccer hopes to mold 
into title contender
By Janet Haacrot 
aunwriM«
The-Cal Poly C^ison 11 Men’s 
Soccer team will be up against 
some relatively strong competi­
tion this year, f o r d in g  to head 
coach Wolfgang Gartner.
Gartner, who returns to pilot 
the Mustangs for a sixth season, 
feels that from the indications of 
the first practices there is a good 
number of talented players, both 
new students and returners, to 
give the top Division 1 teams in 
the west a run for their money.
The Mustangs, who tied for 
third place in the California Col­
legiate Athletic Association last 
year with Chapman, have one of 
their most competitive schedules 
this year in Gartner’s continuing 
effort to gain exposure for Cal
Poly soccer. j
“ We’ll be playing San Diege 
State, which -is ranked in the to|j 
20 in the nation,”  said Gartner. 
“ They are the top in the wesi 
followed by Fresno State and 
U.C Santa Barbara.”
Two other Division 1 teami 
that the Musungs will be play­
ing are Stanford and UC Irvine, 
but Gartner contends that the 
difference between winning and 
losing is opprotunities around 
the net.
“ The bottom line is shooting,”  
said Gartner. You and to win 
more than you lose and this 
takes a little luck and alot of 
luck.
Gartner will rely heavily on 
veterans to make things work in 
1985, including junior civi| 
See SOCCER, page IJ 
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DOYCXJNEED ^
CAMERA WORK? ^
Cjbme in and talk to the folks at U.G.S. ^
POSITIVES & REVERSES 
PAPER A FILM
We're located in Bldg. 26 room 211B 
or call us at 546-1140
University Graphic Systems is a student run, non-profit branch
of the Cal Poly Foundation.........
i
•Ù it it if S n a c k  B a r it it it it
t^rBack to School *
<r Coupon i t
^  2 5 C
Towards
the Snack Bar Good Thru 
(One Coupon Per Order)' 9-27-85
WELCOME BACK CAL POLY
For Haircuts, StyHni. Nails ft Makeup 
Coma to tho profossiotial witti 
knowlodge and exporionca.
Our Co’i Spodal 
9/23/S5 to 10/4/85
HAIRCUTS $8*^incl shampoo)
nails by Cheri
complamentary makeup by Julie 
Permanents $40“  ft up ♦
Frostings $40“ &up
Cellophanes $25“ (incl shampoo
___ _  ft blow dry)
J o e D i ^ C o .
^  Makoytur appointment today
T ? '
lustang Dally t\^ to D13
Ree Sports activities
By Lka A . Hoak
staff WiMar
The reaeaiional sports of­
fice is offering a lineup of fail 
'  programs, ranging from 
touch football to triathlon 
training, volieyball to yoga 
and soccer to sign language.
M arci S n o d g rass , ' the 
recreatibttal sports coor­
dinator, encourages all new 
and old studenu to stop by 
the ofnee in the comer of the 
Univmity Union 119 to sign 
up for a team or just pick up 
the recreation Khedule sheet.
All the recreation programs 
'offer a variety of scheduling 
times so students can break 
up their class routines to 
relax and have some fun. In­
tramural team spoils, open 
recreation. Ongoing Access to 
R e c r e a t i o n  a n d  S p o r t s  
(OARS activities), special 
events and leisure classes are 
the five main programs of­
fered by the recreational 
sports office.
The inuamural team sports 
for fall are touch football, 
volleyball and soccer, and as 
soon as the teams sign up 
they are organised into 
leagues to pky oace a week 
for five weeks. Snodgrass 
said that typicaSy people In 
the dorms get um ther and 
form a team, ana once the 
team 1s signed up, they
should attend the organiza­
tional meeting for team 
sports held on the second 
Monday of classes. At the 
meeting, rules, sign up pro­
cedures, deadlines a n d . entry 
fees 'will be discussed, and 
orice the .lists of team players 
and entries are turned in that 
Wednesday, the teams will 
start playing the second 
^  weekend of school.
Another way to become 
part of a team is to come to 
the independents meeting 
also held on the second Mon­
day of classes, and this 
meeting it for those students 
wishing to join’ a team. The 
teunt are self-coached and 
informally structured, but the 
* sports are offìciated, as the 
games are mostly in the 
evenings and on weekends.
Open recreation involves 
the use of all the recreational 
sports facilities, which means 
the main gym, weightrooms, 
swimming pools, racquetball 
and tennis courts will be 
opento the students, faculty 
and staff. Students need to 
bring their identification 
cards to the facilities to get in 
or check out equipment, and 
the best way to find out the 
open recreation hours for 
each fadHty ie to pick up a 
schedule, sheet at the office or 
call thè recreational sports 
See REC, page 14
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engineering major Jeff Meyer. 
“ He was the MVP for Cal Poly 
soccer in 1984 aAd he was chosen 
for the ail-CCAA Ist-team and 
all-NCAA Western R egion," 
Gartner said.
Meyer, a midrielder, will be 
,, teamed up with midfielder Dave 
Shively who was the second 
highest scorer last season, 
following Meyer. The two other 
returning players are seniors 
Eric Crozier and Mike Williams. 
“ Eric and Mike will anchor the 
defense," said Gartner.
“ We have alot of returning 
starters and we look strong,”  
said Crozier, a senior construc­
t i o n  m a n a g e m e n t ,  m a j o r .  
“ E v e r y b o d y  k n o w s  how 
everybody else plays which helps 
to keep the team in control.”
Crozier feels that there is alot 
of competition for positions and 
that the reserves are going to be 
strong. The tmm will not have to 
worry about weak substitutions.
There were 42 people out at the 
first practice said Gartner. “ 1 
will keep about 30 people. Eigh­
teen will suit up and I’D keep ten 
freshman who have talent.”
The returning players like 
Gartner as a coach. “ He's a good 
coach with alot of ‘‘valuible 
knowledge,”  said WUliams. “ He
t
uses a different coaching style 
that takes getting to, but
once you understand him you 
appreciate his ways.”
Williams says that Gartner 
gets the point across without be­
ing a drill sergeant, “tie doee 
have expecutkNU he expectt you 
to fulfill, but h ^  not like a 
mother. If you dc((p do |what bf
wants he straightens you out but 
not in a mean way.”
Because the system is a non 
scholarship system it is diffuuli 
for tome to accept. But Wilhum^ 
Myt that the ‘ layers this wu 
have a better attitude and ihev 
ate out there to play. “ Thev'n 
not out here because ol thc 
status,”  he said.
BUY O N E ...G E T  S E C O N D  SIZE SMALL
FREE»
6
WITH 
THIS
COUPON
Offer Expires
Oct 8,1985
"1 PER CUSTOMER”
FEATURING 8 
DIFFERENT FLAVORS DAILY 
& CHOOSE FROM OVER 
25 TOPPINGS!
Come in & try a FREE sample
Try Our Hawaiian Shave Ice!
C A  A . O A 1  O  HIGUERA ST
I A  SAN LUIS OBISPO
FOREIQM TRUCK PARTS 
ALL MAKES
DOM^T L 0 9 K  A  P A Y  
O W W O m K O P A  M IGH T O F WUM 
W A IT IM O F O M A  T R U C K  P A R T . 
W K  M A Y R A  M U O RIM VR M TO R Y  
C O M R IM t
Buy a pair of ahrtnk to fit 
501 Jeans at $14.97 
and get any sweater at 
10% off.
(NmH 1 swaatar par jaaa)
OPEM S PAYS A WÈEK
3 5 0  M K IU K R A  R T R R Ï Ï T  
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PARADISE
COMPUTERS
presents
Atari520ST ^ 7 9 9
. . .  the wolid Is about to find out Just 
w hatjyAtart computer can realty d o ...
, PARADISE , 
COMPUTER 
SYSTEMS
•52ÌK of memory 
•High Rea. monitor 
•StOKdiM; drive 
•Palette of 512 colora 
•540 a 400 resolution 
•Built in printer and 
•modem port 
•MIDI interface 
•Expandable
it  Also includes monitor and disk drive 
U 1  M o n k  Sirmet 544-7127
I
*^POWER W ITH O U T  
TH E PRICE**
F N w pat*13
HOTLINE at 546-1447. This 
number will also let you know 
about any changes in schedules 
and facility hours.
Reservations for the tennis and 
racqetball courts are accepted 
one day in advance and students 
should pick up their reservation 
slips when they come to play.
T he Ongoing  A ccess, to  
Recreation and Sports (OARS) 
program  is geared towards 
disabled studenu at Cal Poly 
and people in the county, and 
schedules for these special fall 
activities can also be picked up« 
at the recreational sports office.
Aiiother program connected 
with the recreational spoils of­
fice is the*special evenu activi­
ties. in which the students in the 
recreation sports programming 
class help plan and pot on special 
evenu such as tennis and rac- 
quetball tournaments and fun 
runs. Studenu organize the 
evenu 'and see the actual turnout 
and participation of thd r peers.
The newest program of recrea­
tional sports is the leisure 
classes, which began last year 
and have been very suooewful, 
said leasure class coordinator 
Laura Barney. Some of the 
classes scheduled for fan include 
aerobics, jaztarcise, triath lon 
training, yoga, sign language, 
gukar, bridge and cooditioning.
The leisure classes usually cost 
about S20 for six weeks of in­
struction. Registratioa staru the 
first week of school, and studenu 
can attend the first clau for free 
so they can check the class out 
before paying. Barney is also 
looking to hire any studenu who 
are qualified to teach some 
leisure classes.
The recrcatioiial sports office is 
open from 8 a.m. to S p.m., Mon­
day through Friday, with Khed- 
ules and flyers of all the events, 
activities and classes posted and 
ready for taking. •
Do you know who^ 
to call
for an on-campus 
•margancy?
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Feeling the back to school crunch?
Try a therapeutic massage to 
smooth you out!
Student discount cards available
$5 OFF-$35 SESSION 
* Call Stress Reduction Center 544-1144
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REC SPORTS PRESENTS FALL LEISURE CXASSES:
Coached Swim Womens Weight Training Trlothalon Training
Conditioning Aeroblcs/Inter-Aeroblcs Hatha Yoga
Workouts  ^ Sign Language Country Western
Karate Aqua Aerobics Dance
Registration begins Sept. 23 in the Rec. Sports 
office. ULM19a. Cbsses run between 6 and 8 weeks.
For nrxxe iniorrrx^tion about prices and tirnes call 546-1366
IKE THIS VALUABLE.Cj(M PO N  NOW  __
$ 1 .0 0  o f F ” ' "
Sports on any Rec Sports
leisure class 
and
$2.00 off i f  you bring a friend 
Good through Oct. 15,1896 along to sign up.
Mustang DaHy ^  É¿U 'loSitcäiU^ D15
Poly PCAa  team to beat
W ilton  hopes off-season work pays o f f
B y l i n  A. Hoak
aiaHWrtl«r
When 10 woolen eat, sleep and 
play volleyball all year round, the 
nation is bound to notice.
Last year, the Cal Poly 
women’s volleyball team earned 
the nation’s number one rankint 
for three weeks. l|i. 198i. the 
Lady Mustangs h a ^  the con- ‘ 
ndcnce and talent to capture the 
nation’s attention for the entire 
season.
Head Coach Mike Wilton.* who 
holds* an impressive 182-76 
seven-year career record at Cal 
Poly, and his Lady Mustangs, 
were voted the team to beat by 
the coaches in the PadHc Coast 
Athletic Association Conference.
Although Cal Poly was picked 
to win the conference, the race 
for the top spot will be close as 
Poly received 74 points and Five 
first-place votes during the 
coaches’ balloting at the PCAA 
media day, edging the University 
of Pacific by just one point.
"We have the toughest sched­
ule ever this year, but 1 think the 
team realizes this, especially the 
vcteraru who are ready to avenge 
a very unfortunate low from last 
year in the Northwest Regional,’’
I r said Wilton.
In .1984, Wilton’s spikers were 
champions of the PCAA Con­
ference, but the last time the 
Must|i/igs were on their home
court Fresno State unexpectedly 
knocked Cal Poly out of the first 
rouml of the NCAA Northwest 
Regional in five tough games.
With seven veterans and five 
starters returning, avenging that 
loss is only one of the many goals 
the 1985 team has set. This 
year’s roster contains no less 
than five All-American can­
didates with Kelly Strand. Ellen 
Bugalski and Carol Tschaur, as 
well as All-Oonference setter 
Dede Bodnar and Lynn Kessler. 
A dd th e  N v e t e r a n s  V e r a  
Pendergast and Claudia Hem- 
mersbach, and the new ulents of 
Erin Deiters, Sharon Oartland 
and Laura Martin, and the 
NCAA title becomes a .  very 
realistic goal for these Lady 
Mustangs.
Wilton: "M y players are work­
ing hard all year round, and this 
type of dedication tells me which 
team wants it all.’’
Imagine playing volleyball so 
much that breakfast, lunch, din- 
>ner and sleep have to be sched­
uled around the sport. This is the 
type of lifestyle which turns Cal 
Poly into a national contender 
and puts them in the top four of 
a  first pre-season poll by 
"VoUeyball Monthly.’’
"No one’s gonna ask us where 
were from or say, ’Cal Poly who?’ 
because this year everyone will 
‘know who we are, and that we
. -
The Lady M «salM i|i'in M t to apBta at Long Beach’tU te  and Nevada I
Vegaa IMa waakand. Cal Poly ratuma hoaM Oct 4 and G et 8.
•Jll*"
certainly aren’t from Pomona,’’ 
said Carol Tschasar, a 6-0 middle 
blocker and veteran.
The women’s volleyball team 
has made a name for themselves 
and put San Luis Obispo on the 
map last year by earning Cal Po­
ly’s first-ever top ranking in a 
Division I sport.
The team agreed t h a t —an 
eight-day training camp this 
summer at Quincy In the Sierras 
started this season rolling in the 
right direction. The players lifted 
weights, ran sprints and coached 
little volleyballers at a  camp each 
'day.
"This trip gave us a chance to 
get to know the new players, and 
it let us change our pace of work­
ing out and skip town for a few 
days," said outside hitter Lynn 
Kessler, a three-year surter.
The Lady Mustangs returned 
from the Sierras aitd went right 
into a routine of two workouts a 
day. .This involves four to six. 
hours of volleyball a day. with 
running and weights every other 
‘day and two hours of films.
Asked if the training program 
was any different from last year, 
Tschasar said: "W e’ve been run­
ning way more this summer, and 
all of us have been throwing 
team handballs to  strengthen our 
arm swings to hit harder.”
Wilton’s intense training pro­
gram has given his-players a pos­
itive attitude for the -I98S
seakoOp b«M most of all the spirit 
on and off the cowt has tyn- 
chroiuzyd.
"V oU eyb^ ia a high-skill 
and first sport, and like any other 
.  sport, bum out is always possi­
ble." Wilton said, "But with
seven veterans and three new
players, this team is hungry." .
This year’s team will have to 
have an appetite for victory, 
siqce the I^A A  is now con­
sidered the strongest volleyball 
conference in America with the 
likes of University s of Pacific, 
Hawaii. San Diego State; UC 
Santa Barbara. Cal Stale Fuller­
ton. Cal Sute Long Beach, UC 
Irvine and Nevada Las Vegas.
The Hawaii match Is set for 
NOv. 14 and IS. For the first 
time, the Mustangs will travel to 
Honolulu for five days.
“ Hawaii will be on of our 
toughest competitors, and now 
they’ve moved into our con­
ference,’’ Wihon said, "So while 
we’re on the islands. I ’ll have to 
keep reminding my team to think 
voUeybaB and only volleyball ’til 
the games arc over."
The Cal Poly spikers are in the 
spotlight this season, which 
meaiu higher cxpecutions and 
more pressure than ever, but this 
will not change the mental 
preparation of each player before 
the games.
"W e always have a team 
meeting before a game, but after 
that every player psyches up in 
her own way,”  Tsdiasar said. "I 
usually relax by myself and vi­
sualize the different plays that * 
I'll need to accomplish, while 
other players might listen to 
their favorite tapes to psyche 
up.”
Whatever the process towards 
winning, the Lady Mustangs 
have proven their loyalty to the 
sport of volleyball, and are ready 
to go. The 1985 season opens 
with a game against Utah State 
at Logan, U uh on Sept. 10. The 
first home g a n «  gra on Tues­
day, Sept. 17, ftsdnst Pepper- 
dinc, and on Oct. 4 and S. againat 
San Diego Bttta and Cal Stalg 
Fullerton.
The Lady M ustangs, who 
averaged mom ihaa 1.500 fttna in 
thdr home matdMi Inst f a i,  aA 
offering season ' dcketa for the 
first time this yesu. For more 
ticket information call the 
'athletic office at 546-2923
CÓM E VISIT US 
“ DOW NTOW N”
LARGEST ON THE CENTRAL COAST
*artsupplaa 
*crafts laathar 
‘ modals
10%
STUDENT 
DISCOUNT
tMABM S1MI1
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FARRELL SMYTH, INC.
Be a “Contrarian’* 
With Your IRA 
This Year.
FVankUn Equity Fund
Studies show that out- 
of-tavor common stocks 
with good earninfs 
record are the 
perfonners in the long 
run. If you don’t have 
the time, energy or ex­
perience to look for 
values, this F^d 
could be the 
solution.
Obviously, results can't 
be guaranteed. But if 
you want to be different 
this year, get started by 
calling or visiting us for 
a free booklet which 
explainp the Fund’s 
investment 
philosophy in easy- 
to-understand 
language. ^
F R A N K U N
R Mark Freberg
P.O. Box 13151
San Luis Obispo, CA 9340b
1240 Marah Street 
San Lu«a Otxapo. CA 
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655 Morro Bay B|vd. 
Morro Bay _
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:VICET>
Word Processing ^ 
KPDiscount < 
Month of October 
9M MAIN ST.
MORRO BAY. 7724357
e Music
Morro Bay 
Mail Centor
'  960 Main St
Telophone 
Answoring Service 
$20.00 
Monthly
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Friday Night —  Wolfman Jacic 
Safurday Night —  Supergold 
Stinday Morning —  Sonrise 
Sunday Afternoon —  "Supertracks^
In 7  days 
Che Lord
Giire ^
/d a y s ,  
and we^ll^^i 
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Guaranteed ^  
Student Loan;
heaven
and
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B O N U S '
w Educatci
These DELICIOUS! ideas are yours compUiráW df^
...your best source for healthy and delicious tasting 
foods. Our, wide selection uid .friendly service ar  ^
among your greatest natural resources. ChooM from 
large selection of..«. ' . . . ■
• Nuts & Dried Fruit:.'./
•  Farm Fresh Prt^ucc' '
•  Natural Body Care Prickiucts ’
• Bulk Grains, Herbs & Spices ^
: 1. .* \
• Vitamins & Food Supplements
• Imported & Domestic Cheese
• Raw Milk Dairy Products
• Gourmet E)elicatessen
QUALITY*SELECTION«SERVICE
——----------Coupon-----------------
20% OFF
ANY PURCHASE OVER $10.00
G O D S F o m i E R
‘ Located ia theOtaasery 
570-3 Higuera 5 4 4 -^ ÍM ) Lab Obispo
Good thrá ÍO.'f-SS
------- — —  Cou(X>ni-------------------
■ Moa.-Frl., 9:30aBi to SdWpai; Sat., 9:30aai to 
^ 6:00pai
IN  THE C R E A M E R Y
570-3 Higuera St., San Luis Obispo 
(605)544-5330
